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EVEREADy RAYTHEON

-PILLAR

TUBES
BRING OUT THE BEST THAT'S
IN

ANY RADIO

RECEIVER
THE GREATLY

superior performance of
the
very best reception a radio receiver can
give. People in all parts of the country

new Eveready Raytheon Tubes means

report amazing results from their own receivers since installing these marvelous
new tubes. Greater distance, more power,
improved tone, quicker action!

Put a new Eveready Raytheon Tube in
and note the
each socket of a receiver
vast improvement. Then examine one of
these tubes. Observe the solid, fourcornered glass stem at the base of the elements, supporting the four rigid pillars
which hold the elements. Notice how the
elements are anchored at both sides as
well as at the ends. Note how this 4-Pillar
construction is braced still further by
a stiff mica plate at the top.
The jolts and jars all tubes receive in
shipment cannot distort the elements in
an Eveready Raytheon. Handling these
tubes and installing them cannot impair
their performance. For the elements are
permanently held in their correct and
accurate positions by the patented Eveready Raytheon 4-Pillar construction.
No other tube can give you all the advan-

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON

tages of this 4-Pillar construction, for it
is patented and exclusive with Eveready
Raytheon. These fine tubes come to you
in the same perfect condition as when they
leave our laboratory test room ... all their
superlative performance intact.

NATIONAL CARBON
General Offices:
Branches:

New

CO., INC.

York, N. Y.

Chicago Kansas City
San Francisco

New York
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Unit of Union Carbide
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THtiE INTEltt>TIN^ TUBE TESTS ARE FEATURED
IN ARCTUattt 'SATURDAY

EVENING POST ADVERTISING

mm
22

There's no question about

Arcturus* 7-second action when
your customer holds the watch.

A two-minute demonstration of
Arcturus' clear, humless tone is
more convincing than a twentyminute

23

t?
\4

1

19

1

26

20 21
7 28

Arcturus Tubes hold the world's
record for long life because
they withstand the line surge
that burns out other tubes. Show
your customers that Arcturus
Tubes easily withstand 75
more current than they are designed for.

sales talk.

%

A NEW

IDEA

IN SELLING TUBES
THAT MEANS MORE
PROFITS FOR EVERY
ARCTURUS DEALER
your
THE

And

more Arcturus Tubes you

sell,

the better for

business.

the best

to sell these superior tubes
points.

way

demonstrate their

is

to

many good

Our National Advertising Campaign, beginning with
a half page in the October 26th Saturday Evening Post,
tells radio set owners to make sure of tube performance
before they buy tubes.

and how

We tell them what points to check,

And Arcturus Dealers will be
because Arcturus performance
highest standards at every point.

to check them.

make these
measures up to the
glad to

tests,

These photographs, reproduced from our Saturday
Evening Post advertising, illustrate three easy tube tests
that clinch sales. Show your customers what Arcturus
Blue Tubes can do, and watch your tube sales jump.
When your Arcturus sales go up your customers get
better reception and your service overhead goes down.
Try selling Arcturus Blue A-C Tubes this way, and
see what happens to your tube and set sales.

ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY
Newark, N.

TUBES
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THE RADIO

WORLD'S
FAIR

Summary

New

of the

York Radio World's Fair

TUBES USED
No. of models

No. of models
classified

Screen-Grid Tube
245 Power Tube

using lube

No. of models
not using tube

88
103

73
31

161
134

PRICES OF RECEIVING SETS
of models below)

(Number
Wo. of models

Up

to

HOO

$IOO-$f50

$150-$200

$200-$300

f 300 up

27

42

34

22

classified

Ul

16

NUMBER OF TUBES USED
(Number
No. of models

IN SETS

of models using)

6 lubes

7 lubes

8 lubes

9 lubes or more

13

65

35

20

classified

133

An

Analysis of the

New

TYPES OF CABINETS

Receivers Dis-

No. of
consoles

No. of

No. of

classified

phonograph-radios

tables

139

99

20

20

No. of models

played

at

Radio Show

the

at

the

Madison Square Garden, New York

New

LOUD SPEAKERS

City.

No. using
dynamics

No. of models
classified

SUMMARY
the

New York

made by RADIO BROADCAST. The

POWER TUBES

results

are presented here in the hope that they
will be useful to the entire trade. A similar

of the industry's present offerings of radio sets.
Our summary shows in figures what the trade in a general way knows: the console model still rules supreme, the

on top of the heap, there is a wide
of
in
the
range
offerings
medium-price field, the phonoradio combination is returning to favor, screen-grid models
predominate, and prices are, on the average, only a little
higher. Two tables show in compact form what the offerings
to the trade and public are and how they compare with the
first-season offerings at the Radio Trade Show in June.

dynamic loud speaker

is

How about screen-grid models?
Somewhat more than half of the models

screen-grid tube.

Of 161 models, 88

at the

show used the

sets (55 per cent.) used the

No. using

No. of models

No. uting

No. using

classified

245's

210's

171's

134

103

2

14

No. using

No. using

250's

112's

12

PUSH PULL

survey was made of the exhibits at the Chicago Radio Trade Show last June and was published in
RADIO BROADCAST for July, 1929. Comparisons between the
two exhibits are somewhat difficult, due to the fact that
exhibitors at the two shows were not exactly alike either
in number or in name. The purpose of this survey, however,
is to summarize the salient facts and to give a general picture

1.

114

122

of the exhibits of receiving sets at
Radio World's Fair has been

No. nol using
dynamics

TVo. of models
classified

No. using
push pull

129

lit

No. not using
push pull
15

AVERAGE PRICES OF VARIOUS TYPES
Type of receiver
All phonograph-radio
All table models
All console models

combinations

Average price

$395
$107
$232

tube and 73 models did not. The trend toward the more general
use of the tube is shown by the fact that our survey at the Chicago show indicated the use of this tube in only 45 per cent, of
the models.
2.

How about prices?
At the show 141 models were

classified. Sixteen were priced at
than $100, 27 at from $100 to $150, 42 at $150 to $200, 34
at $200 to $300, and 22 at more than $300. Sixty per cent, of all
the models listed at $200 or less. At the Chicago show 65 per
cent, listed at $200 or less so, in general, there hasn't been any
definite change in price trends since June when the Chicago show
was held. Table model prices do, however, average somewhat

less

NOVEMBER

1929

11

RADIO IWOADCAST.
higher, the average at the New York show being $107 and at the
Chicago show $80.60. But, with some 60 per cent, of all models
at $200 or less, the buying public will have a wide choice of mod-

trend towards the use of fewer tubes due possibly to the effect
of the screen-grid tube which gives some three times as much
amplification as from ordinary tubes. At the New York show.
133 models were classified and 13 used 6 tubes or less, 65 used

erately priced, well-designed radio sets.

and 20 used 9 or more tubes.

7 tubes, 35 used 8 tubes,

Tables, consoles, or combinations ?
Consoles quite definitely. Of the 139 models classified, 99 receivers (71 per cent.) were consoles, 14 per cent, were tables, and
14 per cent, were combination radio phonographs. The buyer
now gets a "swell" piece of furniture when he buys his radio
receiver. Buying the set complete in a cabinet with a loud speaker
also has the advantage that
the manufacturer will always pick out a loud speaker
3.

about d.c. and battery-operated sets?
Out of 141 models on which data was obtained there were 13
of the d.c. and battery-operated types. The industry has put
most emphasis on the a.c. set, but indications are that the d.c.
set will soon get more attention
which it certainly deserves.
9. If hat

Some

New

Comparison of Chicago and
TUBES

that will give best results

with his particular receiver,
a good argument for the
dealer when a customer
wants to use an old alreadyowned loud speaker.

No. of models

Type of tube

consolation may be
had from the fact that only
9 such sets were exhibited
at the Chicago show whereas
13 were shown at the New
York Radio World's Fair.

York Shows

using lube

'o

classified

not using
tube

10.
Screen Grid

245 Power

Dynamic loudspeakers
vs. non-dynamic types.

54.5
23

55
77

45.5

161
134

77

45

23

4.

Dynamic loud speakers
continue to run away with
the field. The slight increase
per cent.) in receivers
loud
using non-dynamic
speakers at the New York
show may or may not be a
trend. One fact is certain
however the dynamic is
still, by far, the most popular loud speaker.

PRICES OF RECEIVING SETS
No. of models

Up

Chicago

New York

to

%

212

36

17.

141

17

n.

(4

5.

How much power

his

(if

classified

Chicago

New York

190
133

18
13

IN

No.

',

44
65

23.
49.

he wants it)
or about

77
35

.9
<

40.
27.

tubes or more

No.

%

51

27.
15.

20

CABINETS
No. models

Consoles

Phono-radio
No.

Table

No.

No.

Chicago

New York

219
139

166
99

32
20

76.
72.

21
20

15.
II

9.
14.

LOUD SPEAKERS
Dvnamics

No. of models
classified

215
122

Chicago

New York

No.

%

209

97
93

114

Not dvnamics
No.

245'*

202
134

Chicago

New York

156
103

No.
1.5

14

humless ampliilluminated
tuning
dials, and other dials in
which the entire scale is

250's

No.
13
10

H5's
No.

always
2.0
4.2

16
1

J

Push pull

(

202
129

lllica^o

New York

Not push pull
No.

No.

classified

199
114

98
88

2

3

15

\

AVERAGE PRICE OF VARIOUS TYPES
Type of receiver

Average price
Cliirayn

Table Model
Console
I'honograph-Radio

$ 80. 69

....
.

.

11.

visible.

What does the cus-

tomer get?

PUSH PULL
No. of models

bring into even greater prominence. These are automatic tuning, remote control of tuning, phonograph
jacks, automatic control of
the voltage into the receiver
(line- voltage control), tonecontrol knobs which enable
the listener to remove high
or low audio tones if desired
as when static is bad
greater use of local-distance

fiers,

No.

26

77
77

The use of screen-grid
tubes must be classed as
the major feature which
radio receivers boasted at
the September show. There
were also other features
which time will probably

amplifiers,

171'f

No.

classified

are the special

switches, linear and power
detection, single stage audio

%

POWER TUBE TYPES
No. of models

240.00

/Vra>

York

$107.00
232.00
395 00
.

If the models exhibited
at the show indicate the
trend in the public's buying, most of the sales will
be consoles table models
are in the minority. An
average console model receiver costs $232 and in-

cludes, almost invariably,
a dynamic loud speaker,

push-pull 245-type power
tubes or tubes of even more

Only 1.5 per cent, of the sets analyzed at Chicago used single
tubes in the power stage. At New York there was a decrease in
percentage of models using push pull (one company alone had
some ten models none of which used push pull.) Does this mean
that set designers are finding single audio stages are as quiet
with single tubes as they are in push pull? Or that (as is true) the
average person cannot tell the difference between the output of
a single tube compared to that obtainable from push-pull tubes?

Have prices changed since June ?
There has been no change in the average price of console
models, which nearly everyone buys (or sells). Table models
seem to be somewhat higher, and phono-radio combinations are
7.

as expensive as ever, the average being $395.

tubes do the sets use ?

Sets are using fewer tubes. Models using 7 tubes or less made
up 59 per cent, of the exhibits at the New York show and only
33 per cent, at the Chicago show. Here, apparently, is a definite

12

14.
16.

RECEIVERS

compare ?

How many

29
22

21.
21.

8 lubes
No.

7 lubes

10.
9.

45
34

31.
30.

How do push-pull and

single tubes

8.

66
42

17.
19.

6 tubes
No.
',

radio,

three times that obtainable
from sets of a year ago
which used a single 171
tube. No wonder New York
is considering laws to regulate the amount of noise
(unwanted radio music)
which anyone can thrust
upon the neighborhood air.
6.

36
27

$300 up
c
NO.

will

At the Chicago show 77
per cent, of all models analyzed used the 245-type
power tube. Exactly the
same percentage held for
the models analyzed at New
York. Since the majority of
these receivers used two of
the new power tubes, the
average user will get at least
from

of models

classified

the September buyer get?

3.0 watts

%

,

NUMBER OF TUBES USED
Number

$200-$300
<"
No.
c

$100-f150 $150-t300
<"
No.
No.
c

$100

No.

classified

What

features ?

215
202

power output, a sensitive and selective tuning system. The table
models cost about half as much as a console, i.e., $107, and
have everything the consoles have except the special features
which go with the latter type of set, such as loud speakers, etc.
The table model purchaser buys, or owns, a separate loud
speaker. The table set will be more selective and more sensitive
than sets of a year or more ago.
If the purchaser wants the best of modern radio, he will buy
a combination phonograph-radio set which will cost him, on the
average, about $400. It will include a dynamic loud speaker,
the power output of push-pull 245-type tubes or more power
output if desired, and space for records with which to while
away the time when there is no (or no good) broadcasting.
No matter what type of receiver your customer buys, this year
he receives more value for his money than he did last year. Sets
are not only generally better, giving improved sensitivity, selectivity, and fidelity, but prices on the average are lower than a
year ago. Prices vary from a low limit of about $50 to an upper
limit of about $2500
there is a radio set to fit every pocketbook.
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COURIER MODEL

EVEREADY SERIES

65

AMRAD RECEIVER

30

This chassis is made by the United Reproducers Corporation. It uses three screen-grid
tubes, power detection, and a combination of
resistance- and transformer-coupled audio amplification. All the condensers rotate in ball

shields over the tuning condensers and
transformers were removed when this picture
was taken to show compactness and accessibility of transformers, condenser drive, and variable condenser. The antenna circuit ia tuned by

bearings.

the variometer at the extreme right.

NINE

/EMTH

SERIES

NEW

is

used

this receiver in combination with a new
dynamic loud speaker. At the right
the well-known Zenith feature, the automatic
"
Press the button and there's
tuning device.
your station."
in

twelve-inch

is

An example of a well-designed chassis a&.semThree screen-grid tubes are used in the
radio-frequency stages and in the audio output
are two245-type tubes in push pull. In the 1 Iter
circuit is a Mershon condenser, a "self-healing**
bly.

electrolytic filter unit.

CHASSIS DISPLAYED

FADA MODEL

50

Double push-pull audio amplification

The

STEWART-WARNER SERIES

35

Features of this receiver are band-pass tuning circuits, screen-grid tubes in the r.f. amplifier, two 245-type tubes in push pull in the output. Note that the tuning dial is not only
marked in degrees but also in kilocycles and
wavelengths.

900

In this chassis are found the following interesting features: power detector circuit, resistance-coupled audio-frequency amplifier, three
screen-grid radio-frequency stages. Varying line
voltage is compensated automatically by means
of a line-voltage control.

If If If i

1MIILCO CHASSIS

An

eight-tube a.c. neutrodyne receiver with
tuned antenna input followed by three stages
of radio-frequency amplification using 226-type
tubes. One of the line of Philco "NeutrodynePlus" receivers manufactured by the Philadel-

phia Storage Battery Co.

BOSCH MODEL

KOLSTER MODEL

48

Three screen-grid radio-frequency stages, a
linear high-voltage detector, and a single audiofrequency stage employing two 245-type tubes
in push pull are employed in the new Hosoh receiver. In the above picture all shields have
been removed.

K-44

This picture illustrates a dismantled chassis

show the various sections. At the left is the
and above is the loud speaker and the
power supply. The a.f. amplifier is not shown.
to

receiver,

The

set uses three screen-grid tubes in the
stages aud a 245 iu the output.

r.f.
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Let's Look
at Radio's

I

.

I

t

fact,

and that

To

the 38,500 dealers

who

these dealers

who turned over

three

million receivers purchased only 94,000 more sets than they
sold, an average individual excess of purchase over sale of
less

than three

sets.

The high quarter in this year (1928) was, as is to be exNovember, and December. In this period
1,177,916 sets were sold followed by 798,813 in the next three
months, i.e., January, February, and March of 1929. The low
quarter was April, May, and June when a total of only 553,550
sets was disposed of, but this figure is half of the number sold
pected, October,

in the best period,

the good season

showing that the wide divergence between

and the bad no longer

How

Dealers' Stocks
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Changed

May, and June, 1929)

these stocks were 31 per cent,

greater than at the end of the same period the previous year.

Dealers' Purchases by Quarters

partici-

pa ted in this extraordinary sale, the figure
exceeded in importance by only one
this

13

2021 22 25

26 27 28 29 50 31

itself is
is

16

12

19

f't>.,lnr.

Y<|HREE MILLION receivers were sold in the
year between July 1, 1928, and July 1, 1929,
a figure never before exceeded in the history
of radio.
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By T. A. PHILLIPS
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Largest Year
Manager, Research Diiifion, Doubleday, Doran
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Table I gives, for the

first

time, figures showing the indi-

cated purchases of sets by dealers in each of the three-month
periods covered by this survey.
Table II contrasts the situation on the dealers' shelves for
the years 1929 and 1928. Although inventories tended to decrease in 1928, they increased in 1929, each period showing an
increase over the one previous. This

may

indicate that at the

beginning of the three-month period, July to October, 1928,
dealers were generally overstocked with receivers, a fact
which is partially borne out by the excess of sales to purchases

months of October, November, and December, 1928.
Abnormal stocks naturally slowed up purchases of new stocks,
but this increase in sales over purchase is also due to the fact
that these three months were in the half year when set sales
in the

are at their peak.
Purchases of receiving sets

amount

(including October, November, and December, 1928) the same
of stock was in the hands of the dealers as existed at

by dealers in the last three
months of the 1928 radio year, i.e., April, May, and June,
1929, were not much in excess of sales by dealers; the data in
Table I shows that dealers had disposed of 98 per cent, of
then- purchases, an obviously excellent situation. During this

the end of the three-month period including October, November, and December, 1927 (actually it was 0.5 per cent,

period dealers were evidently exercising caution in their purchases; in spite of this caution, however, the entire year

a negligible figure). In the next three-month period,
however, dealers' stocks of sets were 24 per cent, greater
than in the year before and at the end of the next quarter

showed that the improvement in ratio between purchase and
sales was not sufficient to reduce inventories materially. The
figures for the April, May, and June, 1929, period would seem

During 1929, stocks in dealers' hands increased over the
same periods of 1928. In the period ending January 1, 1929

less,

14
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to

show that even though dealers cut

their purchases tremen-

dously, their inventories increased over the preceding three

months (January, February, and March,
clusion from this fact

is

1929).

One con-

that the seasonal decline in set sales

May, and June of 1929 was more pronounced than

for April,

usual.

"
"
Sales of sets during this so-called bad season were almost
a quarter of a million less than the previous months (January,

February, and March, 1929) and about 600,000 less than the
months of 1928. The latter period, however, accounted for a total sale of 1,177, 916 radio receivers.
last three

Dealers showed a bearish attitude toward

new purchases

during the quarter ending on January 1, 1929. Evidence indicates that dealers are more closely regulating their comitments. In the months of April, May, and June, of 1929, for

example, sales dropped 40 per cent, under the preceding three
months, dealers purchases receded 45 per cent., and, as already
pointed out, the dealers sold 98 per cent, of their purchases.

This indicates, probably, that dealers in general were doing
everything in their power to improve their inventory status.
The data for the entire radio year suggests some interesting

who

trade to come into his store may wait too
The manufacturer-jobber-dealer combination must
work in closer harmony than ever before if the sales record of
waits for

long.

three million receivers per year is to be equaled or excelled.
Manufacturers must consider their responsibility to the dealer
greater than is required to create merely public demand by

national advertising. They must map out and furnish to the
dealer increasingly effective merchandising assistance. The

jobber must share in this new responsibility, too.
As for the dealer he must soberly reflect upon his sales
methods of the past year, and make a conscious effort to make

them more

effective

than before

if

he

is

to better his previous

record.

The data in this article were compiled from the quarterly
surveys conducted by the Electrical Equipment Division,
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, in cooperation
with the National Electrical Manufacturers Association. With
the report for the last quarter (which ended on July 1, 1929)
sales, inventories, and indicated pur-

summaries of dealers'
chases became possible

for the first time in the history of radio

sales.

conclusions. First, sales were higher than ever before. Secondly,
dealers have become more cautious in their purchases of sets.

Thirdly, inventories progressively increased from January,
1929, to June, 1929.
It must be pointed out, however, that while small inventories

RELATIVE TREND OF
SALES TO PURCHASES
BY QUARTERS

are temporarily fortunate, they do not press the dealer to get
out and sweat for new sales as he would be forced to do if his

inventory were larger. If the dealer
sell the merchandise

is

1

PURCHASES
BY DEALERS

SALES BY
DEALERS

doing his level best to

he now has,

however, it may
be fair to conclude
that

the

condition

moment

present
for the

is

healthy

for the dealer.

We
cape

cannot
the

es-

impor-

fact that
dealers must no
tant

longer be behind-

the-counter

ex-

alone and
perts
that the dealer

JULY-SEPT. OCT.-DEC.
1926
1928

RELATIVE TREND OF STOCK
IN HANDS OF DEALERS
BY QUARTERS

JULY-SEPT. OCT.-DEC.
1927
1927

JANr-MAR.
1928

APRrJUNE JULY-AUG.
1928

1928
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1929
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WHAT
MADE

THIS

DEALER
SUCCEED?
By

EDGAR

H. FELIX

JAM CONVINCED that neither salesman nor
serviceman can handle adequately more than
one line of radio receivers. Since beginning
business we have sold but one line of sets a
line

that reaches into

for this set

cabinets.

We understand

but technically as
proclaim that

all

price classes

and

carry a very extensive line of

these sets not only in general terms

With but one

line I can unhesitatingly
the best receiver available on the market.

well.

it is

we

meet the demand for every set the customer is likely to ask for, and I see no objection to concentrating on a single line which will meet the needs of the customer
It is impossible to

regardless of his financial position. Also,

through jobbers from

whom

my

ground and displayed an ability to meet changing

close to the

conditions quickly.

Smith has never used local newspaper advertising extensively. His original store was located in a small city within
commuting distance of New York City and he knew it would
be suicidal to try and meet the cut-price competition of the
city stores. For this reason he considered it inadvisable to use
the conventional advertising. To create sales he has relied
mainly on two things; a careful study of store arrangement
and window display and very extensive direct-mail efforts

paving the

way

Window Displays

orders are placed

I get excellent service, for

they
appreciate the volume of business which I give them. From a
sales standpoint this policy of concentration has been entirely
successful," says a radio dealer who, several years ago started
in business as a custom sets b uilder, then to become the owner

of a single radio store, and at present operating a chain of
"
eighteen radio stores in a half dozen large cities, The handling
of but a single line of receivers is one of the cardinal principles

on which the success of my business has been

built."

Other Basic Principles

Utmost simplicity and dignity have always been observed
window dressing the windows are never crowded
with innumerable items. The loud speakers over the store are
the best obtainable and are always operated with the utmost
attention and care to avoid blasting or any other kind of disin the

tortion.

not an easy job but Smith,
out to the point where it is
many trials,
for
of
his
sales.
In this connection it is
a
large part
responsible
to
note
that
for
his
direct-mail
efforts he has geninteresting
Successful direct-mail selling

has worked

after

erally relied

We might as well call
That

is

the central figure of this story Smith.

not his name. While Smith spoke freely from his ex-

perience, he

was unwilling

to have his

name

used.

The first paragraph described one of the principles on which
Smith has built a successful business. But it is only one principle. Ever since his business was started Smith has kept his ear

16

for house-to-house canvassing.

on the material

is

it

by the manufacturer of
most effective direct-mail

offered

the line which he handles. His

have always consisted of a rapid-fire series of letters and
matter extending over a period of about two weeks
many of the mailings being only two days apart Timed imefforts

circular

I

mediately to follow the receipt of the last piece of mailing, a
personal call is made by one of the Smith salesmen. This
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He says
Carry Only One Line, Use Direct Mail Advertising Followed by Sales-

men,

Make

Customer Come

the

to the Store,

Carry Good Side Lines,

Open a Second Store When Your First Does the Maximum, Choose a
Similar Location, and Experiment Unceasingly With Selling Ideas.
method of
its ability

direct-mail

selling

has proved

to produce sales. This dealer

is

convinced that simple house-to-house selling is not profitable for the salesman is
without introduction. However, if adequate
preparation is made by a direct-mail cam-

paign the possibility of making a sale

very much

is

greater.

Smith operates a chain of stores in half a dozen large cities
and in all cases the stores are operated on the same essential
principles that had been put through the fire and proved their
worth. The same policies could be used effectively in every
case because Smith always made sure that the stores which he
opened were located in communities similar in character and
population to that surrounding his first store. Sometimes a
new store was opened, sometimes a well-located existing store

was bought

No Home

Demonstrations

parcel of this general scheme
Smith's policy of avoiding home demonstrations. The salesman calls on the pros-

As part and

is

pect with the idea of getting them to
to the store for a demonstration! Two

come

trial of this policy has led to a
higher percentage of sales to calls made
than any other method of outside selling

years'

which

this dealer

has

tried. If after a store

trial the
customer insists on a home
demonstration to make certain that the

perform as well in his home as it
set
is
taken to the home, installed, and
in
the
did
the store,
satisfaction. At that time the
to
the
customer's
operated
salesman either secures an order and a deposit or the set is

out.

In connection with opening a new store, the location is not
the only thing to be considered, Smith points out. For ex-

ample, as Smith's chain grew he considered it desirable to
have an outlet in a certain prosperous community. However,
after an investigation of conditions he found two very competent dealers serving the territory and concluded that an
additional store would simply reduce the profits of all concerned. Then, after extensive negotiations, he was unsuccessful in buying or merging with either of these stores. So, il-

may seem, he does not sell radio in the most
prosperous community of the entire territory that his chain
logical as it

serves.

To

set will

like

the average reader the example cited above may sound
for a chain store, as, in other fields,

an unusual practice

such as grocery, drug, etc., chain stores frequently plunge
into intense competition and, through a long period of price
succeed in winning over customers of the longestablished neighborhood stores. This method has also been
employed in some instances by growing radio chains but, in

cutting,

immediately removed.

Selling in

Summer

Smith's opinion,

During the slack months of the year a considerable part of
Smith's revenue is obtained from side lines well chosen items
that go well in summer and which are properly advertised by
their manufacturers. Smith's side lines have also been chosen
with an eye for what his sales staff can

sell.

He

is

itial

his

financial suicide.

The

radio buyer's inif that is not

most important one and,

purchase
at a profit to the dealer, there is little opportunity of
making that customer profitable to him later on.

made

Business Management

carries a large

and home motion picture cameras and
found
that his salesmen were able to sell
He
has
supplies.
these products and that the shelf and display space to be had
in his store was suitable for these items. He is seriously considering electrical refrigeration also, but his present delivery

it is

line of electric clocks

equipment is not suited to heavy merchandise.
While on the subject of summer sales it should be pointed
out that Smith does not subscribe to the intense effort of the
radio industry to increase summer sales by increasing sales
pressure. That increased sales pressure, he states, involves

increased cost per sale and therefore represents a profit only
to the manufacturer. Smith is in the radio business to make

he incidentally makes
for others, he has no objection. But he will conduct
no business activity of an intensive character in a manner
which does not make money for himself.

money
money

A

for himself

and

if,

in so doing,

As a result of these policies, Smith's business grew rapidly.
second store was opened and the same principles which had

proved so successful in the first store were carried out.

To-day

In Smith's chain each store has its own manager. Direct-mail
campaigns are conducted from offices in the parent store. New
sales ideas are tried out in individual stores and are either disthey don't prove

are used by all
Continuous experiment with selling methods is essential. I make a trial of window displays,
direct-mail campaigns, side lines, and personal selling presenta-

carded,

if

the stores. Says this dealer,

in, or, if successful,

"

tions at one store or another.

The experiment then

effects the

operation of but one outlet. This method was employed for
example in working out the summer side lines which have

rounded out our sales curve in a very satisfactory way. My
sales experiment work will never be completed. But one conclusion which I have reached, after selling millions of dollars
worth of radio sets and faithfully applying scientific methods of
analysis to determine the cost of sales of every class of item I
carry, is that an exclusive radio outlet cannot succeed in the

average small community. Radio must be supplemented by
other speciality products."
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SERVICE
do you or
your customers

pay ?
By JOHN
<?

DUNHAM

S.
K V Radio Service,

Inc.

The Service Department of a Successful New York Dealer Operates at a profit
Without Any Aid from the Sales Department. A Charge Is Made for Installations,
Free Service Is Limited to Ninety Days, Parts are Sold at List Prices, Service
Labor Is Charged for at a rate of $2.50 per Hour, and the Customers Are Pleased!
\

N ORDER to make

his service

department pay

he has built up a successful and rapidly-growing radio

business which

half times the net cost of the labor, free

of note that only one make of radio is sold. Installation is
charged for at a price which permits the best of antenna equip-

must be limited to ninety days, and
list prices must be charged for all parts and
on service calls. This basic principle has been
service

accessories sold

Now

a profit the radio retailer must charge for
service at a rate not less than two and one-

adhered to by a large and successful dealer in the New
York metropolitan area and it has been largely responsible for
strictly

was large enough last year to keep busy an outwhich averaged about ten men. It is worthy

side service force

ment and a

real

job of installing, with something

left

over

to help take care of the free calls during the ninety-day period.
The installation charge is added to the list price of set and

equipment, and

is

credited to the service department.

The

permitting the service department of this dealer's organization
to pay a profit without any aid from the sales department.

cost of the free service given is not charged to sales, "but is entirely borne by the service department. None of the items of

This dealer employs the highest class service personnel
obtainable, pays high wages, and endeavors to give the utmost in satisfactory service to the customer. His customers

service cost is charged to sales, thus relieving the sales department entirely of that usual item of selling expense.

understand thoroughly at the time of sale that there is a
definite limit to free service, and he has found by experience
that after the free period they are quite willing to pay good
prices for the really excellent service he provides. He sells
sets,

without cutting prices on any items, in a city which is the
and worst hot-bed of price cutting in the country, and

largest

making a huge success doing so, because he renders superlative service and charges fair prices for that service. And there
are a few others, in the New York area and scattered over the
country, who are doing the same thing. When the average
dealer wakes up to the fact that the individual radio user
wants good service and is willing to pay a good price for service
which is good, and that knowledge causes the dealer to give
good service and charge for it, then, and then only, will he
begin to make a justifiable return on his investment in the
is

And

the reason no service has to be charged to sales in that
is simply that the service department operates at a

organization
slight profit.

The way

in which every radio dealer's service department
be operated at a profit will be considered in greater detail
in this article. However, first we will review briefly the mis-

may

made by the average radio retailer, who, in common
with the average retailer in other lines, is without any definite
takes

knowledge of the cost of operating his various departments;
that is, the accounting system employed is not sufficiently detailed to show exactly where loss is being experienced or where
a profit is being made. In this connection it has been our observation that the cost of rendering satisfactory service is
usually the most neglected item, and that most of those who

embark
by

in the enterprise of

making

their everlasting fortune

selling radio receivers actually lose

money because they

radio business.

underestimate the cost of service. This

Before radio broadcasting became prominent, this particular
dealer had made a success selling other musical instruments.

dealers

18

is

not only true of

who have just entered the radio business but also
many of those who have had years of experience.
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who have not discovered the
good service there is another class,
probably the largest, who have discovered that good service
costs a lot of money, but who are of the opinion that their customers will not pay for good service and that free service must
be given in order to satisfy them. This type of dealer usually

RADIO BROADCAST for the past eight months, this phase
should be given some well-earned rest, and we shall simply
review the subject by mentioning a few of the high spots.

makes one of two mistakes, both of which are equally disastrous. One is giving a great deal of free service in an attempt
to keep customer good will and charging this expense to sales,
at the same time trying to keep the cost of the service as low

in New York, except that lower
used
be
successfully for installing receivers
grade
under proper supervision. It requires a contented personnel,
deeply imbued with personal interest in success of the primary

In addition to those dealers

true cost of providing

Good

and
That means the employing of only grade A servicemen,
as rated by some members of the F.R.T.A. and by the Radio
service requires high-class personnel, both outside

inside.

Service

Managers Association

men may

as possible by hiring inexpensive servicemen. The

other course which

is

yt

lion.

often

followed by the dealer who
is afraid to charge an honest
rate for

good service

is

What Does

successful
is

is

that the public

willing to

lic

Liability,

bility,

demand

the best,

i.e.,

the

customer must be more
than satisfied. However, before discussing the way in
which to make a service de-

partment pay, the mistakes
made by the two types of
dealers described above will
be considered.
In the first place it has
been proved again and
again that it is not possible
to reduce the cost of service

men

over period of two years;

Automobile Contingent Lia-

and Fidelity Bond

85.48

perienced

first

365

84

good service has been developed, and its cost has
been definitely determined,

Total working days;
281 (days) X 8 (hours)

281

then free service must be

2248

rigorously limited to ninety

Total working hours

Labor Cost, per working hour 2274.68
lars) divided by 2248 (hours)

days,

cent, of $2.50

0.275

performed

2.225

period must be charged for
at a rale which is a mark-up

Maximum charge against customer

for

"Free calls," and

made

no-charge

chase the

work-

ing hour

return calls

24 per cent, of $2.225
Actual income from labor, per working hour
Cost of labor, per working hour

0.535

Gross Margin on labor

0.68

for all reasons,

1.690

in

great,

and

in

some cases

necessary

which service can be made a very

real asset,

all

we have been harping on

sounds

and

not
it?

three essentials of service outlined above

is the fact that they
a part of the policy of the most successful radio dealers
in the country, and the additional fact that no dealers in the

are

all

who have disregarded those three fundamentals of
which were learned by other industries before
business
good
radio broadcasting existed have been able to make a lasting
country

success!

Cost Accounting

an Asset

standpoints, to every dealer, may be grouped under
three general headings. First, the rendering of good service.

Since

idealistic

But every bit of it is practical, and can be put into
practice by every single
dealer in the United States who is not yet making the most of
his service possibilities. The proof of the goodness of a pudding
is in the eating of it. The proof of the practical value of the

runs the overhead up to a prohibitive degree.

The ways

prices. All of that

rather

very practical, doesn't

during and after the
a
large loss of customer
guarantee period experiences
the
result
that
the
business
does not grow or
will
with
good
the cost of getting the large number of replacement customers

from

and parts sold on
must be sold at

service calls

fes!

free

Making

150 per

words, two and one-half
times the cost, and all ac-

1.01

list

than the gross profit on a sale, so that the net profit
either shrinks to very small proportions or disappears entirely. On the other hand, the dealer who performs only

Service

after the free

cent, of the cost, or in other

cessories

becomes nearly as

service

all

set,

of not less than

40.2%

Gross Margin percentage

greater,

service

under-

to

2.50

for labor, per

time and reducing

minimum

customers

less;

stand the service guarantee
thoroughly before they pur-

Inefficiency of labor

minimum. Secondly, the dealer who gives a
repeat
of
free
service increases his overhead to such an
deal
great

the

or

must be made

$1.01

when

hour
time lost out of each
working hour because of wide fluctuation
of service work, and other causes, 11 per

Charge to customer

calls to a

it

that anon. Thirdly,
per year

(dol-

men; more com-

extent that

"

service

of days in year
of days of absence Sundays and
Holidays, vacations, sickness, Saturdays
in July and August, and miscellaneous

petent men earn their higher
wages by doing the job well
the

"

must be
and
accurately
constantly
known. We shall discuss

ing such

2274.68

hiring inexpensive, inex-

by

per year

perienced management.
Secondly, the cost of giv-

Total Cost, per year:

Number
Number

pay for good
which will

high price for service they

of eight

$42.10 per week X 52 (weeks)
$2189.20
Insurance Workmen's Compensation, Pub-

service at a rate

permit the dealer to make a
profit, but when they pay a

Service Labor Cost?

Pay

inexperienced high
school boys for the purpose.
The fact that every dealer
learn in order to be

man

(Average per

hiring

must

equipment available, complete and carefully kept
records, and intelligent ex-

to

by

requires prompt-

rendering service,
the best outside and inside

is

ing to reduce the cost

It

ness in

perform only the very minimum of free service which
necessary during the guarantee period and attempt-

objective of satisfying the
customers of the organiza-

There are a great many different items which enter into the
cost of performing service. If all the expenses relating to service are not kept separate from sales and other expense accounts then no

NOVEMBER

way

exists of ascertaining accurately the cost

(Concluded on page 60)

this particular subject in
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TESTED

SALES
IDEAS
A

Method

of Securing

New

Prospects

Operating in Minneapolis, where competition in radio is
keen, we have enlisted the services of our present customers to
prospects. We have distributed to our entire
an elaborate premium book, with which goes a letter
pointing out that our increased sales volume has come directly
from the customers who recommend us and our product to

secure

new

clientele

The book shows a large variety of premiums,
including electric clocks, heaters, bridge lamps, tables, and
smoking stands, and explains that these articles can be ob-

These Pages Will Serve Each Month as
a Clearing House for Merchandising
Ideas of Proved Value Which Are
Presented in a Concise Form. This New
Department is one Which Every Dealer
Will Find of Definite Value

their friends.

vaiue as an attraction and business getter.

tained without charge. All our customer has to do is inform
us of any of his friends who are considering the purchase of a

we

Persuasive Display

the prospect within thirty days after the lead,
our customer can choose any of the premiums listed as his
set. If

sell

reward. This plan is bringing in excellent results in sales and
is proving a splendid good-will builder.

JOHNSON BROTHERS, Minneapolis, Minn.

Meier Wolf and Sons, the prinfurniture

cipal

Our

is

To

a Prospect

more than the usual number of roadside
stations and we decided to make calls on all of

gasoline filling
them to see whether or not they were equipped with radio
sets. Our survey disclosed that out of 30 filling stations, only
"

sets.

bring this department

to the immediate attention of the

territory has

twelve had

Mason

in

City, la., recently celebrated the
opening of their radio depart-

ment.

The Gas Station

store

Five of the stations "had been looking

around preparatory to buying a set while the other thirteen
were real prospects. It did not take us quite one working day
to call on all the filling stations and to talk to the owner. Repeat calls on the thirteen prospects and the five who were
considering buying a set brought us a total of ten sales.
sold two of the five who had been looking around and lost
three to another dealer who had shown his line. Gross sales,

We

however, were $1575.00 for a few days' work.

entire city, they arranged a campaign which tied in with the

building feature which

is

being

conducted by many large newspapers throughout the country,
the model home.
A series of displays, each representing an average dwelling was
constructed along one side of the

And

store.

in

each living room, a

radio was displayed prominently.

An Automobile

as a Radio
Sales Builder

OSCAR BLONDON

C. B. Larson, a radio dealer in Virginia, Minnesota, re-

An automobile rigged up with
a battery set and loud speaker
together with a double-sided sign,

cently inaugurated a brand new "stunt" along sales promotion lines a slant that probably has never been touched.

extending from one end of the
top of the car to the other has

Proceeding from the idea that more and more people are becoming interested in the stock market, due to its rather start-

of

during the past year, Mr. Larson conceived the
idea of having his bookkeeper take the stock reports over the
radio at morning, noon and closing time and paste the re-

car

A

Novel Sales Stunt

ling activity

ports in the window immediately. In addition his advertising
has carried announcements of the novel service.

Mr. Larson says that it has kept his window in the public's
attention and that his radio sales show very definitely its
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been responsible for a large share
the A-K sales of a South
Haven, Mich, dealer. He says:

"When
into

efforts,

lected

I

I

decided to press

active

knew

my

sales-promotion
that the set se-

had to be a

reliable per-

former, the arrangement had to
be neat, and the sign had to

NOVEMBER
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GIVE US YOUR
SALES IDEAS
fact that the car
carry a pointed forceful message. The very
has attracted such favorable attention and has directly resulted in actual sales proves my three qualifications were

demonstration and
actually met. I use the car for all
as
as
so
service calls and
possible, full-time
obtain,
nearly
the two sides of
on
the
'meat'
of
is
the
Here
message
coverage.

my

the sign: 'Atwater Kent screen-grid radio The purpose of a
radio tube (aside from detection) is to amplify or increase
a radio tube that increases amplification tremendously and
at the same time improves tone quality makes a better set:

what screen-grid radio does.' And on the reverse side:
'Tremendous amplification at the rate of 60 times for each

that

is

These pages will be a regular feature of Radio Broadcast
where we shall present ideas, both big and little, which are
of proved service to dealers. If you have a pet sales idea, a
stunt that produced results for you, tell us about it. Radio
Broadcast will pay $5 for each contribution used. A letter
will describe the idea, a rough pencil sketch or photograph
will help illustrate it and we shall do the rest. If you have
a pet sales idea, send it in. Address Merchandising Editor,
Radio Broadcast, Garden City, New York.
cent,
tising

hum,

etc.'

general factory advertising.

H. SCHIRESON,

When such a message is constantly impressed

Schireson Brothers,

on prospect's minds, it finally sinks in and creates demand.
and the black side of
I, at any rate, have found it to be true
automobile
books
plan."
promotion
my
justify
my
CHARLIE IVERSON, Iverson Brothers,
South Haven, Mich.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Making Newspaper
Advertising Work
An Iowa

Letting the

Family

Home demonstrations have accounted for many
is

of the sales

what Seward Heggen,

town

of 300 people says:
"I have long since learned that store demonstrations are
not
satisfactory and that sales are more apt to result
of Thor, Iowa, a

dealer

is

a firm be-

newspaper adverradio line. A. A.
his
move
to
tising
Stoker, manager of the Franc

liever in regular

Sell Itself

of a dealer in a small Iowa town. Here

with

of cooperation

value

the

tube. Old style tubes at the rate of 10 times each, elimination

of a.c.

between the cost of adverand sales and showed

Furniture
is

Company in Davenport
He says:

speaking.
"

During the past year, we have

always
from a demonstration in the home. In the store, there is often
that interruption from other customers which often distracts
the prospects' thought and breaks the line of selling. Fre-

developed a very satisfactory set
business through no other selling
medium than the newspaper. We
use considerable display on our

quently in the store you must tune-in an undesirable program
due to the time of day and the poor location in the business
section. I find it helps if the prospect comes to your store first.
This gives an opportunity to show the complete line and to

ads and our proposition is clearly
stated and not misleading. Our
sets are priced complete, which

determine in your own mind the price, and style the prospect
has in mind. When I have decided this, I arrange for a demonstration in the home. This is always in the evening as soon

and a $5 carrying
tune
accounts. We featon
charge
ure terms because we are an installment house. We insist on a

as possible after dinner. The whole family listen-in and I
of the
permit each to tune-in a few stations for himself. Out
last twenty-five

demonstrations,

I

have closed the

sale

on

all

but three."

Tying In With Factory Advertising

We prepared a special newspaper advertisement of our own,

includes a $5 aerial and installation charge

down payment

of at least 13 per

and the balance may be
paid in eight monthly installments. The down payment must
be in our hands before the set is
cent,

delivered,

even

if

it

is

writing copy suitable to our own store which ties in with
factory advertising in our local newspaper. The display advertisement occupied ten inches, cost $44.10, and sold $2200

demonstration. If the set

worth of radio receivers. This represented a ratio of 4900 per

for erecting

sold,

we refund

he has paid

NOVEMBER
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the customer what

less

an

only a
is not

$5, the

charge

aerial.
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Designed and photographed by Larry June, cutouts by Walter Sliner

HOWARD

By

W. DICKINSON

Merchandising Consultant

IHY LEAVE

all the wonderful power of showmanship in radio to the Graham MacNamees,
the program people in the broadcasting
|companies, and the advertising agencies?
The business of radio, the art of radio, both

lare full of opportunities for showmanship.
is a perpetual fight between pure show-

In broadcasting there

manship and advertising.

So broadcasting

is

somewhat of a

anyway. He thinks mildly of making more demand. If he is
a general handler of electrical appliances, he may find it more
interesting to push vacuum cleaners or washing machines
or go after wiring contracts and just take radio work and
radio sales as they drop in.
So, while his radio business ought
to be growing fast, he is permitting it to fade.

Analyzing this situation, we find that our good dealer
is an electrical merchant instead of a radio showman.

friend

Analyze retail opportunity in radio and you will find that it
comes particularly to the man who makes a good radio show-

man

of himself.

compromise, as of course it must be. We can't keep on
giving a show without gate receipts. There is no fence about

cannot be collected and it has to be endowed by
sometimes
well disguised, sometimes poorly disadvertising,

radio, tickets

The Free-Show Idea

Now
likes

guised.

Opportunities for
There

is

ball

Showmanship

enormous opportunity

for

as to showmanship and its value: most everybody
a show, particularly a free show. Announce a league

game

free for

one day and thousands of people will spend
doors open at 9 A. M.

five or ten dollars apiece to get there. If

good showmanship in

the sale of receiving sets, and in most cases

it is

entirely

lacking.

You want

a radio

set.

You go

to a radio shop. Sets are on

display. Their workings will be explained. They will be demonstrated, rather poorly in most cases. You, the customer, may

be interested in only three questions, "Will it hook on to an
electric light plug? How much does it cost? How will it match

your furniture?" You get answers to those three questions.
You buy and there you are. That has been a demand sale.
If there are

enough of them the dealer does

well. If

he does

down in the next block. If both
more come in. Good Old Demand begins to
A demand volume good enough for two is

well another dealer settles

do

well, a couple
be over-worked.

spread too thin over four or six. War begins, shading of prices
perhaps, over-allowance on used sets, expensive service free.
Each one of the four, five, or six dealers thinks that if the
rest of

them would only drop dead or go broke he might have
There is only so much demand in a community

a chance.
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hundreds

spend most of the night waiting in

will

line to get in.

and invest

buy food, cigars, rent stools to sit on,
They
several times the price of admission.
will

Radio has that wonderful free show psychology. The
work it for one tenth of what it is worth. He

dealer does not

to offer things free himself, He
only stress the free things which come
in the enviable position of providing fairly

makes the mistake of trying
doesn't need to

over the

air.

if

He

he

is

will

expensive transportation to a free show. His cue
tise the show as well as the transportation.

is

to adver-

What

Of course, it is broadcastis the real show in radio?
Are you, Mr. Dealer, a student of broadcasting? Are you
an intelligent salesman of broadcasting? Are you making full
use of the fact that broadcasting is free? Are you presenting
that last fact all the time, tactfully and vigorously? Or have
ing.

you taken

it

granted that broadcasting

for

is

a business en-

tirely apart from your own? Do you make the mistake which
the broadcasting companies themselves make of forgetting
your existence, of neglecting to provide you with the wealth

of fact which you could use to join with them in selling radij?
They think their own public contact is sufficient. Let us
see

if it is.

Their daily contact is with the people
sets, your contact is with people

and use receiving

who have
who have

KNOW THE ANNOUNCERS
The broadcasting companies owe you more support than they
give you.
Yes, the broadcasting companies give the show that makes
your business possible. You need them and they need you.

money for them in cooperating with you, and
your very existence hangs on their strength.
How can you exploit the big show profitably? Now we are
There's more

getting

down

to cases,

I'll

answer

this question

by asking other

questions.

How much
casting and

Do you

time and attention do you give to broad-

how much do you

listen-in?

study the merits of the various programs which
are broadcast and do you know the names of the important ones and their sponsors?

What do you know

of the personalities of the various

announcers? How they get their jobs and why are some
of them famous?
Well, what of it? What good will it do you to do all
this

and learn

Right here

I

all

wish

these things?
I

had a magic pen that would give a vivid
and profit which lie in being a

picture in ink of the delight

thoroughgoing expert.
VISIT

THE STUDIO

not yet bought

sets,

Learn About Broadcasting
or

who want

better sets, or

who need

mechanical service. Your contact, in other words, is with
those who for some reason do not see the big show or find it

To

show one must have a radio
set. To enjoy the show properly one must have a good set and
it must be working properly. That's simple isn't it? You stand
ready to supply the good set and to service it, therefore, your
unsatisfactory.

contact

is

see the

with the undeveloped and poorly satisfied part of
More than that, you function regularly in

the radio audience.

adding to the audience

which

I

mean

and

in giving

them

better seats,

by

If your own conversational range in sales contact is purely
mechanical or electrical, you will fail to use the theme which

of greatest interest to your customers, because nine out of
ten of them are neither mechanically nor electrically minded.
is

Your explanation

much

of the construction of a set will affect

them

when he says that a

patient has
"
"
a sympathetic dilation of the coronal membrane. He doesn't
know whether to ring up the undertaker or buy an eyewash.

very

as a doctor's does

"Sympathetic" sounds good, he needs sympathy. Rut those
other words have a terrible sound.

the chance to hear better and enjoy more.
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SPEAKING
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we consider to be a most dangerous practice
has been recommended to servicemen recently.

calibrated microphone and amplifier, putting vaiiuus electrical frequencies into the loud speaker and measuring what

Radio receivers, says a contemporary radio publicaand engineering is still in such an em-

comes out. The differences of opinion on such measurements
are regarding the distance of the microphone from the loud
speaker, whether or not the loud speaker and microphone
should be in a sound-proof room, or whether it should be in an

WHAT

tion, are still so fractious

bryonic state that it is practically impossible to make significant measurements of sensitivity, selectivity, and fidelity. It is
necessary according to this editorial writer to make hundreds of measurements on many individual units of a given
model before a curve can be ob-

infinitely

absorbing space

measurements are made

room
made

day measurements cannot check,
However, using home-made apparatus, this publication

has

made

what looks

padded

tained which will be representative
of that model. Even then, day to
etc., etc.

the great out of doors.

like

in

Who knows what "power" Detection is?
Needed a standard method for measuring loud

cell

Some

an enormous

like

or like the refrigerating
Others are

in a steamboat.

in a room in which reflection
from the walls forms a considerable
part of what the microphone picks

up.
tice

And

so on.

Some standard

prac-

should be evolved.

speakers.

The present method of measuring
is the measure of a receiver's sensitivity?
which are turned over to
a receiver's sensitivity in terms of the
Who pays the high cost of poor service?
installers so that they can fix up
field strength required to give 50
Beware of the screw-drirer radio expert.
the set on the job to best suit the
milliwatts of power output is open
customer. If the curve shows a deto the objection that this level is too
low. The average power in a loud speaker is probably two or
ficiency in amplification at low frequencies, the installer can,
with his handy screw driver, wiggle the condenser plates, or
three times this value, and at times the peak power must run
as high as 1600 milliwatts for a single 245-type tube, and twice
otherwise make up for a dip in a curve which the manufacturer of that set cither could not iron out or thought
this, at least, for a push-pull 245 power amplifier. What is the
curves of several well-known receivers

What

was advisable.

sensitivity of the receiver at these output levels?

This practice must be condemned before it even gets started.
A radio receiver can be measured carefully hi the set manufacturer's laboratory; apparatus for such measurements has

testing sensitivity with these thoughts in mind. Detectors
in 1929 differ from those of a year ago
and they may operate

been available for many months and it is being improved continually. The manufacturer turns out a receiver which is ad-

(mite differently with a high input than they do at moderate
or average output. Perhaps a more complete method would

justed according to his specifications as shown by his instruments, and for the screw-driver expert to attempt to alter
do not believe a
these adjustments is out of the question.

involve measuring the sensitivity at both average and peak

The Standards Committees should review

the

method

of

outputs.

We

single reputable

PROBLEMS FOR STANDARDS COMMITTEES
AS WE see it, there are three problems for the Standards
/\
Committees of the various trade organizations. The
_/. A_
question of "power detection" is one which needs
attention. Power detection should be defined, just as dynamic
loud speakers and electric sets were defined. At the present
moment the term is used in a very loose manner, and, therefore, it

has very

little

power detectors, some

meaning. Some manufacturers have
linear detectors,

some

linear

power

detectors. Definitions are needed for all these terms.

Another matter that needs attention is the business of
measuring the output and frequency characteristics of loud
speakers. At the present time there seems to be no accepted
method by which the performance of a loud speaker may be
determined, and some engineers even refuse to look at curves
on other people's products because as they say, they do not

mean

anything.
Present practice consists in facing a loud speaker with a
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OUR SERVICE PROBLEM

manufacturer would want such local adjust-

ments to be made.

TORIES OF how servicemen solve baffling problems are
like the stories your friends tell of their killings in the
stock market they never tell .of their failures. To
hear a serviceman talk you would think he plays a game

S'

and he frequently docs and that after considerable detective
work, in which he is not only Sherlock Holmes but Dr. Watson
too, he always wins. Probably he does, but who loses? Very
frequently

it is

the customer.

We

were called in to see a friend's radio set. It hummed
something terrible. A serviceman had been called in. He said a
transformer and a resistor strip had burned out. It would cost
$25 and take a couple of weeks' time to make the repair.
We took out the power tube. It still hummed. We took out
the rectifier and the hum stopped. Clearly the trouble was in
the rectifier or loud speaker circuit not the radio circuit.
Without throwing any bouquets at ourself, we found the trouble in a few minutes. The power tube was a 210 with 300 volts
(or more) on the plate. The frame of the loud speaker was
grounded, and poorly insulated binding posts brought power
(Concluded on page 60)
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YESTERDAY,
TO-DAY, and

TO-MORROW
Thoughtful Opinions of Retailers on Many Topics Useful to Dealers
facturers.

Some Are: New
Distance, Selling

Models,

Claims

and Manu-

Speedy

Sets,

for

Handling of Consumer In-

Demon-

quiries, Competitive
strations.

HE

MAN on

the firing line of radio selling

why he has a

about his daily problems: interesting to his

cess with the

and interesting to the manufacturer. In this article are some suggestions, selected from the report of a survey

mechanical construction and when a prospect expressed interest, he showed,
point by point, the superiority of that set from the mechanical viewpoint. If our salesman did not know his facts but
tried to find out from what the Blank company furnished us,

fellow dealers

made

for not by one of radio's leading manufacturers.
These dealers who speak aim to be constructive, the emphasis
is to correct radio ways of thinking and ways of action which
seem to deserve it. These dealers naturally do not stop to
praise what is good; they hasten to discuss conditions which
seem to them less than satisfactory.
These suggestions cover a wide range of topics: competitive

demonstrations,

factory-dealer tie-up advertising, ill
of selling sets on distance-getting qualities, when
models are disturbing, proper and speedy handling of

effects

new

information so that he can explain to the average prospect
superior product. We have had wonderful suc-

has something interesting to say

usually

consumer inquiries inspired by manufacturer-advertising,
and better and more intelligent selling of present models.
These comments are worth more than merely a basis for

They offer the dealer renewed opportunity to
examine afresh his own house and a chance to take stock of
his own selling methods. These questions concern the dealer
as well as the manufacturer. Radio selling is quite as much
the immediate problem of the dealer as it is the ultimate condiscussion.

turer that

by using compelling arguments rather than the usual

He

says:

"Our observation

but

had a

it

was no

fault of the

manufac-

man who knew

"As

I see it, most dealers talk in generalizations about their
and
when they are through, they have said nothing
sets,
but that it is good. To me that spells "bunk." The Blank ads
rave on about beautiful cabinets, etc., and the fact of the

matter seems to be that this is about all they have. We need
a more sincere set of manufacturers manufacturers who are

more anxious to give the dear public a little more for their
money. When they do this and when they describe their
product in greater detail, then you will see a great sale of
their goods right at once. Nothing succeeds, I think, like
being able to talk intelligently on the item you are selling and
information presented properly to the average customer
sells him or her that set. Personally, I would certainly wel-

come more cooperation between the manufacturer and
dealer."

"You

dealer interviewed believes that the local store should

generalities.

set,

We

the

DEALER A.
MANUFACTURER'S ADVERTISING COPY

MORE INFORMATION NEEDED
sell sets

Blank
did.

he would have been up against a stone wall.

cern of the manufacturer.

One

we

is

that there are too

few dealers who know why the set they sell is better. It is a
good one in the main and that is all they know.
"What every dealer is mightily in need of is more detailed

have a fine lot of theoretical
but you never make a plan
for a dealer. If you did make a good one, it would be planned
solely to get prospects and the way would be made easier to
get them. So far, all dealer copy is built on the name of the
manufacturer who fondly thinks he is the whole show and
you fellows let him do it because it is the easiest way to a big
fellows in advertising

ideas about copy

NOVEMBER
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and plans
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RADIO BROADCAST.
appropriation. What is needed now is a little Harry Kirtland
or Ben Sweatland knowledge and properly applied."
logic

SELLING

DEALER B.

A FEW NEEDED
"Below are

listed a

And finally, here is an interesting dealer letter which
points out that manufacturers should try to sell the advantages of modern radio entertainment in their ads.

IMPROVEMENTS

few things that we think the manu-

"The

facturers should stop doing:

them the

port his claims.

will

even get the

one mile

local station

"Right now, the newspapers in this section are full of the
might be expected from a flock of blue-sky
promoters, each claiming that some particular make of radio
is the only one worth considering, but none of them providing
any evidence or reasons to back their claims.
"Meanwhile, no manufacturer of radio is doing anything
sort of ads that

constructive to help me send twenty-five or thirty-thousand
old sets sets that are no longer fit to be kept in service
to

right after Christmas.

"We

find the manufacturer loses

much

the scrap heap, by advertising in a way that will help sell
the idea of up-to-date radio entertainment and its superiority over what could be had from the old five-tube neutrodynes

that should really

be produced. The advertising in newspapers does bring inquiries. These, in turn, are turned over to one or two distributors' on a certain day of the week, or the 'distributors' re'

ceive

them

the

alternately.

By

and four-tube bloopers.
"
No manufacturer is telling newspaper and magazine readers anything about the real

the time they reach the dealer

neighborhood, at least ten days to two
weeks or more have passed.

In

particular

delights of owning any of
these modern sets. They are

YCI

meanwhile the inhave pur-

the

terested prospects

chased something else. From
sad experiences we have dis-

BETTER SERVICE NEEDED

"The success of a radio set depends
as much on the service rendered by the
facturer,

if

not more

so.

by the manu-

We

cancelled

a good franchise at one time because
the jobber gave little or no service."

Philadelphia Orchestra): "The big
thing in radio is this that it permits us to bring our music to the
people, in no matter what station in
life, in every part of the world."

X
assured

from the progress being

in the laboratory."

our opinion that every manufacturer's ad in newspapers should
is

carry a list of authorized dealers. It
educational. Customers will go to

is

dealers instead

DEALER

E.

of 'gyps.'"

ADVERTISING SHOULD CONSIDER
LOCAL CONDITIONS

are at a

"Manufacturers advertise here in
Great Falls where we are 500 miles from
the nearest station in the same

manner

that they advertise in the metropolitan
district where listeners are in the shadow
of the towers of the transmitter. It seems
to us that different conditions call for different tactics in newspaper advertising."
F.

premium."

X
B. KNIGHT, JR. (DeForest
J.
Radio Co.): "The South has bedefinitely

radio-minded,

customers

think

the best there
a

is

lot

read

selling a

in

radio,

enjoying

when

as

they are getting
squeaks. They do not

of

these

are

they

is

a matter of fact

ads

all

are missing, but they
in
the papers and

conclude that the radio manufacturers
are a
is

a

pack of
lot

liars

and

the

result

of extra resistance to over-

come when we

try to

doesn't

sell

them a new

X
demand for
increasing
steadily
radio-trained men by marine and
air radio, broadcasting, production,
merchandising, and service organizations has caused the demand to
exceed the supply."

1929

entirely

modern

receiver and throwing in a
few facts and specifications) the public
could not fail to be impressed.
It would be so different from the usual

type of copy.
"

Personally,

we

think

we

are rapidly

approaching the time when it will
be in order to have two or three sets
every house.
cover our field.
in

E. SMITH (National Radio
J.
Institute): "The unexpected and

that

on bragging

depend
about the latest model (n.p., accenting the pleasures to be had from a

in

spite of its slow start."

NO VEM BER

we were

couple of years ago, but
a lot of our prospective

"If some radio outfit would come

magnetic field will open up communication channels that are not
affected by water and land barriers
which, in the case of ether waves,

now

any one of
ahead fof

mile

out with a fine of advertising

PAUL G. ANDRES (Temple Corporation): "The use of the earth's

come

DEALER

a

is

radio receiver.

X

ADVERTISE THE DEALER

reliable

and

good

them

know what they

D. E. REPLOGLE (Television Committee, R.M.A.): "That television
will require distinct and new receivers separate from the radio
broadcast receiving set is now

made

DEALER D.

"It

all

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI (Conductor,

make up their mindsvery quickly."
DEALER C.

pects

distributor or jobber as

3DI 1QS Y

the goods

covered that most radio pros-

26

decidedly unhealthy.
very keen, but the

is

where no set made

up

in

it is

ago in the automobile trade, they had just about the same
sort of orgy of extravagant advertising everybody claiming
the biggest and the best, but no one giving any facts to sup-

profit of 3 sales are eaten up.

Stop advertising 10 days free trial. We do not leave a
set over night.
Stop coming out with new models in the middle of the big
season. New models should come in June. They are now
coming in January and February and business slackens

4.

see

public is being terribly confused by the ridiculous conflict
of advertising claims by manufacturers who seem to think
that they are dealing with a wholly imbecile public. Years

away.
3.

we

Stop advertising getting distance. There are places where
the best set made will not get a thing. I know a location

8 or 10 of
2.

radio situation as

Public interest in radio entertainment

Advertising competitive demonstrations and urging a customer to try out all makes of sets. When he has tried out

1.

MODERN RADIO

to

We

have begun to

But we should

try

do a better job before the public

gets altogether disgusted with us.

We

our sets by pointing out the
real advantage of listening to up-todate radio equipment."

must

sell

WHAT

THEY

"Automatic phonographs
make an attractive side line."
"Radio

dealers,

to increase their

who

stage

and

an

electro-

both coin and non-coin operated."
E. D.

profits,

LASHBROOK

Sales Manager, The Capehart Corpora/ion

do well to investigate opporby the introduction

will

amplifier,

dynamic loud speaker. They manufacture a complete line of models,

are anxious

volume and

SAY

tunities afforded

of

new automatic musical

ments which are
into

general

confectioneries,

use

unit of sale

rapidly
restaurants,

by

clubs,

parks, and better
is six

Time Payments

instru-

coming

class

auditoriums,

homes. The

to eight times as groat as on the average
if

any, greater.
radio set, the sales expense
very little,
and the profit margins are very atttractive.
"Another attractive feature of marketing automatic phonoare made in the
graphs is that a great majority of installations
downtown business sections, convenient for sales calls.
"Among radio dealers who have made outstanding successes
is

phonographs are the Wahn Radio
Company of Roston, Mass., Alford & Fryar of Canton, Ohio,
Pearson Piano Company of Indianapolis, Indiana, and Listen-

in the sale of automatic

waiter and

Gough

of Los Angeles, Calif. These dealers handle

the Capehart Orchestrope, manufactured by The Capehart
This instrument plays
Corporation, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
a continuous program of fifty-six selections from twenty-eight
selected

a threephonographs records, using an electric pick-up,

HOW RADIO

We

sets at

from $25 to $65, and reselling them at about one fourth

A

deplorable situation you will admit.
extent we believe manufacturers are to blame
for being lax in granting franchises to any Tom, Dick, or
here in my town one of the largest of the set

of this.

"To some

Harry. Right
manufacturers has two dealers, one located in a shoe store who
The other
sells sets as a side line for most anything he can get.
has no
he
home
his
from
fellow selling the sets
is a

young

established place of business.

would appreciate any moves you might make for the
betterment of the industry. Radio with us is not a side line but

"We

a business."

SALES COMPARE BY STATES

"
the figures given in the article by T. A. Phillips, An
Estimate of Set Sales," in Sept., 1929, RADIO BROADCAST,
states for
it is possible to plot a curve showing set sales by

From

given
the radio year July, 1928, to July, 1929. This curve
herewith and makes it possible to determine readily the pernumber
centage of the total radio business done by any given
different
form,
in
somewhat
of states. It shows quite clearly,
is

100
90

A dealer in a rural community
writes on time payments as follows:
"
I believe that time payments and
dealers
trade-in are two things much abused and overdone.
matters.
these
of
are very much in need of education on both
We have dealers in our town who are trading in old battery

a
the fact (not new) that a very small number of the states do
six states
For
business.
radio
the
of
example,
r.:i:jor part

New York, Pennsylvania, Calif., Ohio, 111., and Mass.

do

fifty

sixteen states do eighty per cent,
per cent, of all the business;
of the business. From the curve it is, therefore, a simple
matter to determine how many and what states must be

covered to take care of any given percentage the total

sales.

// Automobile Dealers Sell Radio

Increasing the

number of

retail outlets

reduces the gross

Continued progressively, the process is bound
to decrease the importance of radio as a selling item and
ultimately to reduce it to a minor side line. The revolting
sales per store.

SSUED APPARENTLY as an inspired rumor, the
statement has appeared in the press that
the Radio Corporation of America is
General Motors
negotiating with the

increase in distasteful advertising accompanying sponsored
programs is bound to cause added sales resistance. The ad-

Corporation to distribute radio receivers
through the immense retail organization of
the latter company. Although the correctness of this rumor

dition of automotive outlets

has been

would make concentration on radio

flatly denied, radio dealers nevertheless

view the

threatened competition of automotive distribution channels
with alarm.

From

the beginning the most prejudiced observers consid-

may

number

increase the

of re-

distribution points from the present excessive number of
nearly 40,000 to as much as 85,000. These factors combined
tail

sales

and service un-

profitable, a major calamity to the radio manufacturer. His
merchandise would be crowded into an insignificant corner of

window

would receive minor display in the store
in the management's sales
negligible
Radio
would
more
than ever, a seasonal probecome,
plans.
space,

and

it

consideration

duct, a forgotten item during

all

but the peak seasons.

The automobile

industry, however, is not to be condemned
for seeking to improve the position of its retail outlets. Radio
would be highly acceptable to the automobile dealer because

would help to correct the dull fall and early winter season
experienced in automobile sales. But every sale made during
radio's all too short peak season would be at the expense of
merchants who have for years concentrated on radio and stood
it

by

it

through thick and

thin.

However,

if

a manufacturer were

to distribute radio receivers through automobile agencies he
would find his business highly seasonal. In the spring, when a

highly improbable that the RCA would make such a drastic and disloyal shift in its distribution arrangements. On the

special effort is necessary to maintain production schedules,
he would find his dealers too busy selling cars to give any

the General Motors Corporation were to decide to stabilize the business of its dealers by adding radio as

thought or attention to radio.
Whoever conceived this brilliant scheme of consolidating
radio and automotive distribution certainly did not have the

ered

it

other hand,

if

a side line, it would have no difficulty in finding a radio manufacturer ready to hand over his distribution or even his entire
business. That manufacturer, however, would be guilty of
a serious blow to radio retailing, if he were the means of add-

interests of radio dealers at heart.

ing another major retail distribution system to the excessive
number already handling radio products. His example would

A survey,

recently made by the National Electrical Manufacturers' Association in cooperation with the Department

an extraordinary diversity of outlets
handling radio products, far in excess, both in number and
diversity, of what is warranted by gross sales. The addition
of a substantial number of outlets, such as would be affected
by making every automobile dealer a radio salesman, would
be a final calamity and discouragement to the dealer who
concentrates on radios and phonographs. It would be necessary to add only the drug store and the grocery chain to the
ranks of radio retailers to place radio distribution on a par
with sales of cigarettes and safety pins.
of
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Commerce,

reveals

the automotive indus-

AUTOMOBILE

SALESROOM

probably be followed by other radio manufacturers who have
not been able to build up satisfactory distribution systems.

Some short-sighted radio manufacturers seem obsessed with
an insatiable desire to force bona fide radio dealers out of
business and to relegate the distribution of their products to
the position of a mere side fine of other industries. The exclusive radio store or one having a few minor side lines has
always been the most satisfactory outlet for radio products, because only a specialist, an expert in the sales and service problems of radio, assures the greatest satisfaction to the buyer.

To

try, radio represents merely a means to an end, and the fate
of the radio dealer is none of its concern. Indeed, electric

refrigerators

made by

subsidiaries of automobile concerns

are a major source of complaint among household appliances
as creators of electrical interference. Refrigerators made by

manufacturers identified with the electrical and radio industries,

on the other hand, are suitably shielded to prevent

interference with radio reception.
So long as the radio products distributed

by automobile

dealers are limited to brands specially made for them, automotive outlets are not likely to cause a major disturbance to

The public recognizes side-line selling and will
to
patronize radio specialists handling a variety of
prefer
radio retailers.

NOVEMBER
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OF RADIO
69 Stores in Radio's Largest Chain
The New Grand Island Radio Station

radio manufacturstandard radio receivers. But, if legitimate
automotive
through
ers cooperate in extending distribution
more radio
no
are
there
when
the
day
outlets, they will hasten
attention
the
given to
receives
radio
only
and when

<<

I

than points of
many more places with a heterodyne
to securing
accustomed
not
the
Were
public
good reception.

reveals

dealers

local stations
radio entertainment from two or three nearby
conthe present conditions would be intolerable. Improved

its

seasonal side lines.

More Patent
THE

Difficulties

DECISION of Judge

Hugh M.

on

the

Way

Morris, holding that the

U. S. patents
Radio Corporation of America has infringed
the Lowell anc
as
known
1 455,141 and 1,635,117, popularly
to present further serious diffipatents, threatens
these patents
culties to radio manufacturers. Substantially
in radio
induced
hum
the
of
eliminating
describe methods
there are a
devices.
Actually,
receivers by power-supply
not covered by the Radio
considerable number of patents
to set manufacturers which are as yet

Dunmore

ditions,

adherence,
brought about by accurate frequency

would make

Corporation license

of these concern such fundamental
unadjudicated. Many
and gang condenser conprinciples as shielding, by-passing,
such patents receive
struction. In absence of adjudications,
These
patents are held
scant attention from the industry.
if the license scales proinventors
and,
individual
largely

by

sufficiently
are any criterion, their values are placed
of litigation.
advance
in
hi"h to discourage outright purchase
before we are at the end of infringement
will be some

posk
It

difficulties

years
of this kind which,

if

favorably adjudicated, re-

entire industry make
quire that the
inventors.
its terms with individual

The

New
by

station,

the Department of

to

We

expect

that

the

Radio's Largest Chain Store

THE ATLAS STORES CORPORATION,

of Philadelphia, has

an
Stories and Davega, Inc., through
purchased City Radio
combmed
the
of
exchange of stock. The consolidated earnings
The Atlas Corporation
companies last year were $1,400,000.
the merger is comwhen
will have 69 radio stores in operation
in existence.
chain
radio
be the largest
pleted and will thus
intremendous
are
making
methods
Although chain store
roads into many forms of retail mer-

Drug and grocery products
can be effectively sold through chain
store merchandising methods because
a wide variety of items is handled

renewal.

be

Com-

Grand

rural listener.

chandising, they threaten least goods
of occasional turnover and infrequent

merce al Grand Island, Nebraska, wiH
serve the field of radio communicaas
tions throughout the world much
the British Observatory at Greenwich
has influenced astronomy and navigation.

more acceptable to the

Monitoring Station

THE MONITORING
elected

radio

and the purchaser is protected by
standardized and labelled goods. The
inaverage grocery or drug purchase
result
the
volves a small amount with
in selling, a factor
that individual reputation and personality
is not of vital
submerged by chain distribution methods,
successful
been
only in
has
importance. Radio chain selling
hunters
where
cities
bargain
concentrated markets in major

u/V"

Island

station will

and
by which frequencies are judged
become
of many of the problems of
thereby present the solution
the criterion

to-

One of the great difficulties existing
frequency stability.
o generally available yardstick by means
have
we
that
is
day
Much
of which frequency standards may be readily compared.
their
to
adhered
stations
if
heterodyning would be eliminated

and experimenters

still flourish.

Radio Commission Reorganized
THE FEDERAL RADIO COMMISSION

has been reorganized in

accordance with recommendations of government efficiency
of the chairman, each member of
experts. With the exception
a division of its
the commission has been appointed to head

Commissioner Sykes being head of the legal division,
and StarSaltzman engineering, Lafount field investigation,
on hearestablished
been
have
Sub-committees
buck liaison.
on
and
control,
planon
budget
and
legislation,
ings, courts
and on procedure and publicity. Hearings
and

activities,

ning'

policies,

the evibe taken by special examiners who will report
dence to the full membership of the Commission.
the conThis form of organization should improve greatly
Commission.
the
of the
adopted by

will

assigned frequencies.

The amount

of deviation tolerated is
toward rendering the

and goes a long way
Radio Commission

positively amazing
work of the Federal

less effective.

A

tour

sistency

almost any location
of the dials with any sensitive receiver at
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policies

E. H. F.
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THE TUBE
NEW DEFOREST TUBES

A NEW

D.C. screen-grid

tube has been

BUSINESS

means a well-ventilated factory with
ample space for operators so that they can
work efficiently. Thus a factory with 20,-

announced by De Forest. This tube uses
an oxide-coated filament which is much
heavier than the usual thoriated "mitter.

000 square feet of floor space can turn out
a maximum of about 10,000 tubes a day,
and somewhere between this number and

It operates at one third the temperature,
has plenty of emission to last over 1000
hours, and is free from microphonic noises.
DeForest has also placed on the market
a new 210-type tube with an oxide-coated
filament and a very large plate with appropriate supports and insulation to
guard against breakdown when used as a
high-frequency oscillator. It is capable
of dissipating 25 watts on the plate.

Tube Sales and the Serviceman
BY HARRY C. HOLMES
General Sales Manager, Deforest Radio

THE SERVICEMAN

distinct

types of tubes, thereby backing up its
well-known slogan of having the world's
largest radio tube line.

experience.

MUSIC FOR EMPLOYEES

TWENTY TWO

Harry C.

loud speakers have been

installed in the assembly

and manufactur-

new millionOne hour each morning and

ing departments of CeCo's
dollar plant.

each afternoon the employees are permitted to listen to music transmitted over
this network of loud speakers. It has been
determined that this innovation decreases
increases
creases shrinkage.
fatigue,

production,

and

de-

FINANCIAL NOTES

THE BALANCE SHEET of the Hy-Vac
Radio Tube Corporation, as of June 30th,
after giving effect to the sale of 38,000
shares of stock showed net tangible assets
of $283,640.03. Current assets amounted
to $246,910.31 including cash in the
amount of $201,309.69 as compared with

current liabilities of $12,384.02 or a current ratio of over 19 to 1.
An issue of 400,000 shares of the newly
formed National Union Radio Corporation at about $40 per share starts the

company

off

with an

The serviceman

cares
Holmes
but little about the decorative scheme of the tube
carton or the superlative claims of the
maker. He is interested in just one thing: a
good vacuum tube. A serviceman with
faulty tubes is as badly off as a mariner
without a compass, since he has nothing
to go by. The serviceman is fully familiar
with this point, and as a result he generally
Incomes "sold"' on some particular line or
lines of tubes. Once convinced himself, he
l>ecome the best type of salesman.

The capable serviceman

inspires confi-

dence in the radio set owner. He is the
doctor who cures the ailing set, and in nine
chances out of ten the replacement tubes
he prescribes are the tubes the owner will
continue to buy in the future.
Serviceman salesmanship, I believe, is
the greatest antidote we have to-day for
"bargain" tubes and merchandising ballyhoo. You can't fool the serviceman in
quality. He knows. And by his recommendations the radio public is getting to know
and to appreciate quality vacuum tubes.

initial capitalization

of $16,000,000.
In the seven months ending July 31,
CeCo sales were off 3.7 per cent, from a
year ago.
The Noma Electric Company with the
Pilot Radio and Tube Company has purchased the plant of Everett Mills in Lawrence, Mass. The entire production will be
concentrated there within a year. This
plant has floor space to the extent of
1,500,000 square feet.

A MANUFACTURING FORMULA

A COMMON DENOMINATOR

which any

tube manufacturer can use to determine
the number of tubes per day he can turn
out is the amount of floor space in square
feet per tube per day required. It has been
determined that about two square feet
is necessary and that a figure of from two
to three square feet per tube per day

30

is

one of the most valuable outlets we have in
the vacuum tube industry. He is not only a serviceman, but a good-will
emissary and anexcellent
salesman as well, since
he generally speaks from

WORLD'S LARGEST TUBE LINE

SONATRON MANUFACTURES 44

Company

c-324 tubes and they contain not only the
usual material about dimensions, proper
voltages, etc. butalso a complete setof characteristic curves, methods of using the tubes
properly, and a bibliography of articlas
dealing with the particular tube in question. Such material is invaluable for engineers in the tube or receiver business.

TRIAD'S TUBE BOXES

WE

HAVE already commented on

the

tube boxes of Triad.
Tests conducted over a period of some
weeks have disclosed the fact that there
was but 2 per cent, damage to boxes of this
type compared to 18 per cent, with the
triangular shaped

usual four-sided carton.

OPERATING COST OF

SETS

A. C.

ACCORDING TO George Lewis of Arcturus
this talk that it is costing more to operate the modern a.c. sets than the old-style
all

battery sets is unwarranted. If anyone,
according to Mr. Lewis, will take the trouble to compare the number of revolutions
that the wheel in his electric light meter
makes when his radio is turned with the
number when a 75-watt lamp is lighted,
he will find out the number of watts the
set takes.
It

than

amounts to

less, in dollars

and

cents,

required to charge a storage battery
and buy new B batteries regularly such as
we all had to do a year or so ago.
is

BULLETIN ON THE

THE ATWATER KENT

S.

G.

TUBE

radio dealer bul-

No. 3, July 17, 1929, has an interesting and instructive illustration of the manner in which a screen-grid tube prevents
unwanted oscillation and squealing. If the
receiver of a telephone is put near the
mouthpiece of the transmitter, the telephone line will oscillate or howl. If the
letin

mouth

piece is screened with a sheet of
metal or other material the howl ceases.
Thus it is with the screen-grid tube, says

the Atwater

Kent

bulletin.

The

screen-

between the grid (input or mouthpiece of tube) and the plate (the output or
grid

6000 tubes a day indicates a combination
of economical use of floor space and good
working conditions for the operators.

receiver of the tube) prevents oscillation.
At the same time the amplification due the
tube can be increased some five to ten
times over that obtainable with threeelement tubes.

The explanation

QUICK HEATING TUBES

MARVIN CLAIMS the world's record in
the construction of a quick-heating tube.
It is the MY-227, is guaranteed to heat in
five seconds flat, and compares favorably
with all other tubes of this type with respect to life, freedom from hum, etc.

picture

be used by tube manufacturers

illustrated, in their

sell

show window.

NEW TUBE MANUFACTURER

CHIEF ENGINEER D. F. SCHMITT, of
E. T. Cunningham, Inc., and his staff engineers must be congratulated on the excellence of their engineering bulletins.
have the bulletins on the cx-345 and the

We

1929

who want

the new tubes, by
informing them properly about how they
work. Atwater Kent suggests that dealers
put the bulletin, which is appropriately
to help their dealers

GOOD TUBE BULLETINS

NOVEMBER

is a
simple graphic
of the screen-grid tube and might

THE DILCO RADIO TUBE CORPORATION,
Harrison, N. J., is a new addition to the
of those in the tube business. The advertising agency is Charles Dallas Reach
of Newark.
list

The Hazelline Laboratories, located
the top floor of a multi-storied
Manhattan building, have ample light

Radio-frequency sigof amplitudes
down to murosolte
can be obtained from

on

nals

in

their

the signal generator
shown above.

?

us

well-equipped
workshop.

mechanical

"cage" room pictured on

shielded

from

electrical

the left
disturb-

ances and is used for making many
measurements. It is equipped with
instruments
(General Radio) for

measuring inductance, capacity, and
resistance.

Selectivity,

sensitiv-

and

fidelity
characteristics of receivers are measured
ity,

with

The drafting room is a very important
parl of any well-equipped laboratory.

shielded
this
"t/ain set."

THESE UP-TO-DATE LABORATORIES SERVE HAZELTINE LICENSEES
On this page are presented various views in the new laboratories of the Hazelline Service Corporation, maintained for the benefit of
the licensees of the Hazeltine Corporation. Radio set manufacturers in the United Stales who are licensed under the patents of this
organization are: All-American Mohawk, Amrad, Fada, Bremer-Tully, Crosley, Earl, Freed, Gilfillan, Grebe, Howard, King, Philco,
Stromberg-Carlson, and U.S. Radio and Television.
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NEWS
General Motors Buys Day-Fan
Electric

Temple

Company

to

Build

New

$500,000 Plant in Chicago

Entry of General Motors into the radio
manufacturing field was announced late in
September by Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., president of the corporation. General Motors
has purchased the entire business of the
Day-Fan Electrical Company, of Dayton,
Ohio, and receivers
will

now be known

Motors. There

made by

this

company

as a product of General
will be no change in the

policy of the Day-Fan Company, according
to Sloan's statement.
Previous to this announcement, David
Sarnoff, executive vice-president of the
Radio Corporation, put to rest the rumors
that General Motors would take over the
distribution of Radio- Victor products by

stating that negotiations had been in progress between General Motors and R. C. A.
only with regard to licensing the motor
organization to manufacture receivers.
Purchase of Day-Fan carries with it an
R. C. A. license.

RCA
RCA

Institutes

Institutes, Inc., has

Formed
been formed

as a susidiary of the Radio Corporation
of America, with Rudolph L. Duncan as
president. Headquarters and main school
will be at 326 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
The new company has acquired the Philadelphia School of Wireless, and the Eastern
Radio Institute of Boston. New schools
will be started in Newark and Baltimore,
and others are planned for principal cities.
The resident schools will provide regular
classes for instruction in commercial radio
operating, servicing and radio mechanics.
Each school will provide correspondence
courses as well.

The above is an architect's drawing of the Temple Corporation's new
$500,000 manufacturing plant in the clearing industrial district of Chicago. Construction will start immediately.

Gulbransen Dealer Finance
Gulbransen of Chicago has concluded
arrangements with the Commercial Investment Trust (C.I.T.) for a finance plan
to be made available to their dealers. The
plan in general provided a 90 per cent,
advance to the dealer, low rates, and a
return of the reserve on liquidation. The
dealer is allowed to make his own collection, continuing his contact with the purchaser.

New
Chas. Freshman Returns
acquisition of the Colonial
Radio Sales Co., Inc., of New Yoik City,
Charles Freshman returns to radio.
Chas. Freshman Radio Stores, Inc., has
been formed with Chas. Freshman as
president, B. Abrams (president, Emerson
Radio
Phonograph Co.), and Sidney A.
Joffee (formerly merchandise manager of
Colonial Radio Sales). Eleven stores are
in the chain and headquarters are at
3 East 43rd Street, New York.

Through

&

More Space

for

Walthal

Walthal's, New York radio chain, has
added 60,000 square feet of space to their
warehouse at 233 Spring Street, New
York. Here the main office and snipping
department are located in an eleven-story
building, to be renamed the Walthal
Building. Walthal is a subsidiary of Wextark Radio Stores.

Addition to Crosley Plant
The new

eight-story addition to the
Crosley plant at Cincinnati is nearing
completion and at present three floors are
already finished and in operation.

32

Gilby Wire Expands
The Gilby Wire Company, 150 River
side Ave.,
additional

licenses held, broadcasting of manufacturers, types of sets and loud speakers manu-

factured, cabinet styles, types of all tubes
used in each set or loud speaker, and list
prices of all the models.

Loftin Sells Patents to R. C. A.
Sale of a group of patents by the LoftinWhite Laboratory to the Radio Corporation of America has been announced by
E. H. Loftin. The sale includes the nonreactive plate circuit method of preventing
oscillation and the constant coupling system published in technical papers some
months ago. The sale does not include

the direct-coupled audio amplifier which
the Loftin-White organization has developed.

NO VEM BER
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J., is

constructing
30,000
square feet will be added to their present
plant and a 100 per cent, increase of production potentialities will result. The engineering department has been enlarged
and new products will be added to the
present Gilby line. Among the new products are carbonized nickel, rolled selvidged
mesh, and seamless nickel tubing.

Set Price Catalogue

For the first time the trade has available
a complete reference handbook of all
receiving sets and loud speakers. The
handbook, issued by General Contract
Purchasing Corp., 420 Lexington Avenue,
New York, N. Y., is priced at $2 per copy
which includes a correction service. The
book includes names and addresses of set
and loud speaker manufacturers and their
branch oflices, names of company officials
and their branch managers, all recent
consolidations and mergers, trade association memberships, patents and patent

Newark, N.
factory

space.

About

New Radio Magazine
After

two years of preparation, the

Standard Publishing Company, of Cinannounces the publication of
cinnati,
What's on the Air, a magazine with a
guaranteed circulation of 150,000 among
people who listen to radio programs. The
magazine is designed to enable advertisers
to send their printed sales message to
their listeners simultaneously with their
broadcast programs.

New R. M.

S. A.

Headquarters

the Radio Service
Managers Association have been established at 1400 Broadway (Room 401), New
York City, under the supervision of
Grover C. Kirchhoff, executive secretary.
Servicemen and service managers may

Executive

offices of

take examinations at this address between
the hours 9 A. M. and 1 p. M. except Saturdays.

Service Problems Considered
The Radio Executive Committee, Pittaburgh Chamber of Commerce, has been
discussing the question of qualified radio
servicemen, and plans are being formulated
to increase the
supply and quality of these
men. T. C. Foley is secretary of the division.

OF THE
Jenkins Television Production

Personal Notes

Announced
With the recent development of a novel
combination scanning drum and selector
shutter disc by its engineering staff, resulting in a simpler, more economical, and
far more practical scanning system, the
Jenkins Television Corporation, of Jersey
City, N. J., now announces the mass production of television apparatus.
"With our latest development," states

James W. Garside, president, "we have
evolved a remarkably simple, inexpensive,
and highly practical televisor, which can
be readily manufactured at a reasonable
cost. The new Jenkins televisor will permit of receiving either plain black-andpink radiomovies or full half-tone pictures,
with good detail and illumination within
the limitations of our 48-line system.

The R. C. A. Theremin
The forthcoming exploitation of the
Theremin, a new musical device, has been
announced by the Radio Corporation of
America, and a new department of the
Radiola Division of R. C. A. has been
created under the direction of G. Dunbar
Shewell, as musical devices sales manager.
This device was first demonstrated publicly at the Metropolitan Opera house by
its inventor, Professor Theremin of Russia,
and later at the Lewisohn Stadium. It
consists briefly of two oscillating circuits,
one of which is fixed in frequency and the
other is variable and under the control
of the operator both in frequency and
volume. The difference between these two
frequencies is an audible note which is
amplified and fed into a loud speaker. It
understood that the "RCA Theremin"
be sold as a musical instrument for
about $175. It was also demonstrated
during The Radio World's Fair at Madison
Square Garden, September, 1929.
is

will

William C. Poole has been appointed chief electrical engineer of Transcontinental Coil, Inc. He
will be in complete charge of both the laboratory

and inspection department**.

Rufus II. Caldwell, who previously has been associated with the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, the Sleeper Radio Corporation, and the
DeForest Phonofilm Company, has been appointed
Kennedy Corporation. Mr. Caldwell designed the new Kennedy

chief engineer of the Colin B.

screen-grid receiver.

Ralph H. Langley, director of engineering, CrosRadio Corj>oration, has been elected chairman

ley

of the Cincinnati Section of the Institute of Radio
Engineers for the coming year.

W. L. Marshall, formerly advertising manager of
the Victor Talking Machine Corporation, has been
promoted general advertising manager. Mr. Marshall will be in complete charge of all advertising,
sales promotion, and publicity activities of the
company.
Walter A. Coogan, has taken over the management of export sales for the Arcturus Radio Tube
Company, of Newark, N. J. Mr. Coogan will specialize in foreign sales advertising.

Frank W. Dowsett is advertising and publicity
representative of the Kolster Radio subsidiary,
Canadian Brandes, Ltd. He has charge of the house
organ, Kolster News, and prepares advertising and
sales helps.

The CeCo Manufacturing Co. have announced
new appointments: Edward T. Maharin, vice

Jones Loses Suit

A decision handed down by District
Judge Marcus B. Campbell in the cases of
Lester W. Jones vs. Freed-Eisernann Radio Corporation and Lester L. Jones vs.
Walthal Electric Corporation declares the
Jones patents No. 1,658,804 and No.
1,658,805 invalid. These cases were defended by the Hazeltine Corporation due
to the fact that Jones endeavored to prove
that a normal neutrodyne receiver infringed the Jones patents. Judge Campbell
held that even if the patents were good
there was no infringement by either
Freed-Eisemann or Stromberg-Carlson.
DeForest

vs.

R. C. A.

Claim for triple damages against the
Radio Corporation of America was filed
by the DeForest Radio Company on September 11 in the United States District
Court at Wilmington, Delaware, as a result of the suit fought and won by the
DeForest company with regard to the
violation of the Clayton Act by the Radio
Corporation,
issued

by

J.

according to a statement
Garside, who claims that

W.

his company suffered serious financial
losses as a result of the much-discussed

Clause Nine.

live

president,

has been appointed a director of the

company; Maximilian F. Mautner has been appointed assistant treasurer; G. V. Christianson has
joined the company as sales respresentative in northern New York; Henry C. Grout has been made
sales representative in Rhode Island, arid Emmett
Tydings has been appointed sales representative in
western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

Television Corporation, of Jersey City, as assistant U> the president.

Leonard Welling, president of K. W. Radio,
distributor for Sonora, has been elected
of the Sonora board of directors.

New York
a

member

Frederick J. Kahn has been appointed chief field
engineer of the Brandes Laboratories, Inc., a subsidiary of Kolster, Previously Mr. Kahn held the
position of service manager for Kolster.

Harry H. Steinle is still vice president and sales
manager for the Triad Manufacturing Company
contrary to publicity reports. Samuel S. Sanford,
who was erroneously announced to be sales manager,

D. E. Repogle. formerly an engineering executive
with Raytheon, and chairman of the R.M.A.
committee on television, has joined the Jenkins

Howard W. Angus, formerly director of public
relations for the Radio Corporation of America
and also in charge of the licensing activities of
R.C.A., has resigned to accept an appointment with

Huge Bosch Radio Furnishes Band Music for Parade

has been appointed sales engineer.

Batten, Barton, Durstine, and Osborne Advertising
Agency, of New York City, as head of tbeir radio

department
Stephen G. Pratt, of the Kolster sales department
has been appointed assistant sales manager of the
eastern district. Mr. Pratt was formerly affiliated
with the Victor Talking Machine Co.

George Lyons has been appointed to the merchanand market survey division of the Atwater
sales promotion department. Mr. Lyons has
held important posts with several companies including Victor and Brunswick.
dising

Kent

Leslie F. Muter, vice president of the Steinite
Radio Company, has been elected to the board of
the Radio Manufacturers' Association. He has also
been appointed chairman of the Association's credit

committee.

Gene M. Latham has been appointed district sales
manager of the New York-New Jersey territory
for the Temple Corporation.
E. F. Bergere, who for the last five seasons has
been connected with F. A. D. Andrea. Inc.. in the
Central West, has been appointed district sales manager of the Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul, and

Rockford

territory.

The Friedman-Snyder Company,
Place, New York City, are Eastern

of 15 Park
Sales Repre-

sentatives for Transcontinental Coil, Inc.

The American Bosch Magneto Corporation mounted a hufie replica of
the new Bosch Radio on a decorated motor truck as a float in a recent
parade in Springfield, Mass. An electric phonograph was also employed
to provide band music for the marchers in the parade.

NO VEM BER

1929

Chas. Eisler, president of the Eisler Electric
Corporation, Newark, sailed recently for Europe
to establish permanent agencies in 15 foreign countries for the sale of tube- and lamp-making machinery.
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New

Broadcast Programs

GULBRANSEN: Beginning Saturday Evening, October 5th, this company inaugurated a series of symphony concerts by the
Manhattan Symphony Orchestra conducted by Henry Hadley. The program is
broadcast over the Columbia Broadcasting
one half hour every Saturday
evening, from 9:30 to 10:00 o'clock Eastern
Standard Time.
system

for

PHILCO: Three concerts by the PhiladelOrchestra under the direction of
Leopold Stokowski and sponsored by the
Philadelphia Storage Battery Company
will be broadcast over the air on October
6th, November 3rd, and December 8th.
phia

Each Monday evening the CeCo
Manufacturing Company sponsors a program by the CeCo Couriers over twentytwo stations of the Columbia Broadcasting
System.
:

Y. Association

TV.

Rating

Servicemen

Minneapolis;

The

Radio

Service

Managers'
Association, 1400 Broadway, New
has
a
York,
begun
system of examining, rating, and placing servicemen. The first few weeks of
operation have given the following
results:
110 men examined, 69
failed, 21 placed. The
passed the examination
were rated as follows: 9 class A, 31
class B; 29 class C.
G. C. Kirchoff is executive secretary and will be interested to hear
from other associations and those
interested in the work the R.S.M.A.
has in progress. Rating cards are
issued to the successful examinees.
"Of those who failed to pass our examination," says Mr. Kirchoff, "the
number who claim to have been employed as servicemen is surprising."

passed, 41

men who

Production Figures
The Arcturus Radio Tube Company
broke

previous production records in
August by packing a total of 776,931 tubes.
This represents a considerable increase
over the average monthly output of
$303,697 for the first three months of the
year and is more than 1200 per cent,
greater than the monthly production
figure of 60,000 tubes for 1928. Production
in the various Arcturus plants ran as follows: January, 326,601; February, 248,819:
March, 335,672; April, 334,330; May,
431,800; June, 440,863; July, 542,781;
August, 776,931. Arcturus now occupies
195,000 square feet of floor space, compared with 35,700 feet in January. More
than 50 per cent, of the machinery for the
new plant is in operation.
all

Gulbransen's production schedule was
advanced to 1000 per day in October
according to an announcement by John S.

Gorman,

vice president of the

company.

The Earl Radio Corporation made and
delivered 13,975 sets in June, 23,564 in
July, and August production was expected
to be 32.000 sets. In September production
will be stepped up to 40,000 receivers.

The Radio Wholesalers' Association announce the addition of the following new
members: Charles C. Hicks and W. H.
Nolan, North Central Distributors Inc.,

News of the F.R.T.A.
"One

of the chief purposes of the Federated Radio Trade Association" according to Michael Ert, president, "is to assist
local associations to organize in their own
localities. Through the medium of booklets
outlining the organization of a local radio
trade association and on running a local
radio show, we have been successful in organizing associations in 45 communities.

NEW MEMBERS FOR
Four new

M. Johnson,

Western Radio Co., Kansas City, Mo.

The total membership
is now more than 200.

OBSOLETE SETS BURNED

lished, and movie news
reels have taken pictures

of the

secretary, Coving-

Conklin,
O. With these
additions, there are now 31 local trade
associations with membership in the

F.R.T.A. Initiation fees for local associations are $1 and dues $25 annually with
the privileges of sending two voting delegates to annual meetings.

local

are plug-

ging the idea that "old
are obsolete" and
linking that thought with
the slogan "The Modern

sets

a

Modern

Radio."

Charles Eisler, Eisler Elec. Corp.

Change of Address
& Adair, Inc., Chicago

Jenkins

;

W. H.

The

event.

associations

Home Needs

ton, Ky. Des Moines Radio Merchants'
Ass'n., J. T. Schilling, secretary, Des
Moines, la., and the Mahoning Valley

Radio Dealers' Ass'n.,
secretary, Youngstown,

of the association

Local trade associations in more than
ten cities, in cooperation with the Federated Radio Trade Ass'n, staged radio
bonfires to demonstrate the uselessness of
old battery sets. Cities in which the events
were held include San Francisco, St.
IxMiis, Minneapolis, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Des Moines, Kansas City, Omaha, and
Covington. Dealers cooperate in collecting the sets, frequently from their own
stocks, hold a parade to the spot for the
fire, and the Mayor of the city is invited
to touch the first match. Newspapers have
been generous in their cooperation, some
special radio fire sections have been pub-

which have

joined the Federated Radio Trade Association are: Wichita Radio Trade Ass'n.,
Curt Hubbell, secretary, Wichita, Kansas;
Radio Dealers Ass'n. of Northern Ken-

tucky, C.

M. Camp, Brown-Camp

Kans.; E. L. Kern, Kern-O'Neill Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.; C. A. Winne, Stewart-Warner Sales Co., Minneapolis, Minn.;
George A. Michel, The Belmont Corp,
Minneapolis, Minn.; L. B. McCreary,

F.R.T.A.

local associations

J.

Hardware Co., Des Moines la.; Earl R.
Goodin, Goodin Radio Corp., Wichita,

manu-

facturers of special audio apparatus for

broadcasting and sound pictures, have
moved to 3333 Belmont Avenue where
their office and factory is housed.
E. T.

Cunningham has rehoused

its

Coast headquarters in a new
building at 325 Ninth Street, San FranPacific
cisco.

Recently Issued Patents
No.

Reproduces Current Radio Poster for Dealers' Meeting

1,724,960, System of Modulation.
James E. Parker, Washington, D. C.
Filed

M. Dinan, admanager (right), and
F.

vertising

R. Haynes, service manager,

New Haven Electric Company,

May

quite a
Philadelphia recently by
reproducing in
in

complete detail
one of the current A tiva ter

Kent posters on
the
the

occasion of
of the

visit

New Haven
tric

1,

1923.

FranN. J.,

ComFiled

11, 1926.

No. 1,724.987, Selective Constant Resistance Network. Otto J. Zobel, New
York, N. Y., assignor to American
Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Filed April 13, 1928.

created
stir

March

No. 1,724,965, Amplifying Circuits.
cis X. Rettenmeyer, Montclair,
assignor to Western Electric
pany, Inc., New York, N. Y.

No. 1,725,433, Band-Receiving Systems.
Frederick K. Vreeland, Montclair,
N. J., assignor to Vreeland Corporation, New York, N. Y. Filed August
1,

1927.

No. 1,725.710, System and Method of
Television. John Hays Hammond, Jr.,
Gloucester, Mass. Filed August 15,
1923.

Elec-

Company

and 250 of

their
dealers to the Atu a iff Kent plant.

No.

Patent Suit
1,448,279, Pridham & Jensen,

Electro-

dynamic receiver, filed June 8, 1929,
D. C., N. J., Doc. E 3856, The Magnavox Co. v. O'Neil Mfg. Corp.
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Financial Notes

Distributors Appointed

New prices on several types of
tubes have been announced by a
number of tube manufacturers.

A factory branch with F. W.
Lorenz in charge has been established in
the Cleveland territory for direct distribution to dealers. Office and warehouse space
have been leased at 1531 West 25th Street,

These are increased prices and

Cleveland.

Griggsby-Grunow's stockholders are
smiling these days. Earnings are running

month net, or at
the rate of $30 a share, according to W. C.
Grunow, vice president. Gross sales for the
ensuing twelve months will reach 100
million dollars compared to 49 million last
year. The capital stock has been increased
from 500,000 to 2,000,000 shares; the
shares have been split up four-for-one to
stockholders of record on August 16.
in excess of $1,000,000 a

Polymet has increased its capitalization
from 60,000 to 300,000 shares of no-par
value stock and the stock which is outstanding at present has been split up threefor-one. The new stock has been placed on
a $1.00 annual basis payable quarterly.
Slock dividends at the annual rate of 4
per cent, have been declared, They begin
on January 1, 1930 to all stockholders of
record on Dec. 20, 1929.
At the first
annual meeting the following Board of
Directors was re-elected: Carl L. Schmidt,
Edmund J. Sampter, Otto Heineman,
Foster G. Smith, Judge Hadley Howd,
Otto Paschkes, and Nathaniel E. Greene.

Tube

KELLOGG:

Prices Increase

in-

volve the following types:

....

200A
240
11

.

12

.

$4.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.50
3.00

uv 199
ux 199
120

Last year the combined earnings were
$1,400,000.

Wextark Radio Stores, Inc., shows sales
seven months of the present year
to June 30 of $7,049,856 and net earnings
of $730,647. This is a holding company in
part and owns or controls through direct
or stock ownership the following companies: Wextark Radio Stores, Inc., Columbia
Radio Corp., Walthal Electric Corp., Duovac Radio Tube Corp., Chicago Salvage
Stock Stores Inc., Allied Radio Corporation,
for the

as well as a loud speaker manufacturing

value shares outstanding.
is to be compared to
a net loss of $131,356 in
the preceding year.

Acoustic Products' stockholders have
approved a plan of recapitalization which
involves exchanging preferred stock for
common on a basis of eight shares of common for one of preferred with an additional
two shares of common in consideration of
waiver of dividends arrearing on each

Radio

Products

Cor-

poration, formed

by the
Shultz Machine Company,
Inc., will acquire the as-

sets

and business of Vac-

uum Tube

The
company is B.F.Dulweber

Products.

output of this

some 2,000,000 radio tube Supreme I nst.
parts as well as tube manuCorp.
facturin<* equipment sold

to prominent tube manufacturers. To finance this purchase 50,000 shares of common stock have been offered to the public
through two New York houses at $36.50
a share. Ultimately 100,000 shares will be
outstanding of a total capitalization of

Distributing Corpora-

corporation and jobbing companies.

share of preferred, making in effect a
10 for 1 exchange. Common stock has
been increased to 1,500,000 shares. Stockholders will probably be offered the right
to subscribe to 300,000 of the new shares.

The Temple Corporation,

to provide ad-

ditional funds for expansion, has offered
holders of preference stock rights for additional stock at $30 per share. At the pres-

New York

STERLING: Superior Distributors, Inc.,
are exclusive distributors for Sterling Concertone Receivers in the

Dubilier reports a net profit for the year
ending June 30 of $169,999. This is equal
to 56 cents a share on the 304,150 no-par-

This

PmLco:The May

tion represent Philco in the
area. D. W. May is president.

New York Metro-

politan area. The Sterling line is on display
at 154 West 52 Street adjacent to the
company's offices at 150 West 52 Street.

SONORA: Announcement is made by this
company of the appointment of the H. P.
Schade Company, 1329 North 15 Street,
Philadelphia, as distributors of Sonora
Radios and the Sonora Radio-Melodon.

KENNEDY: This company

recently an-

nounced the appointment of the following
Reibold, Inc., of Bismark,
N. D.; Clinton Paper Company, of Clinton, Iowa; The Northland Electric Supply
Company, of Minneapolis, Minn.; Hafer
Supply Company, of Joplin, Mo.; Carroll
Electric Company, Inc., of Washington,
D. C.
distributors:

KOLSTER :The Commercial Electric Company was recently appointed distributor
for Kolster and Brandes receivers. The
Commercial Electric Company recently
moved to its location at 14 North Erie
Street, Toledo, Ohio.

TRIAD: Recent distributors appointed by
the Triad Manufacturing Company include the Beaudette and Graham Company, of Boston; Stuyvesant Electric
Company, of New York City, and Lehr
Automotive Supply Company, of New

York City.

to purchase all outstanding sharesof Jenkins

EDISON: Roy S. Dunn, western sales
manager of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., recently announced the establishment of
Renier Brothers, Dubuque, Iowa, as a

200,000 shares.

Television through an exchange of shares
on the basis of 1 for If of Jenkins. If the

distributor of Edison radios, phonographs
and records. The new Edison distributor

Sparks-Withington's success for the
is shown in the report of operations for the year ending June 30. A net
income of $2,510,322, which, after preferred dividends requirements have been
deducted, is equal to $14.56 a share on
168,690 shares, has been reported. This is
compared to a net income of $1,212,605 or
$8.03 a share on 149,280 shares for the
previous year.

offer

DeForest must issue
shares, bringing the total to

northwestern
Iowa, southwestern Wisconsin and northwestern Illinois.

past year

The Cardon-Phonocraft Corporation
has been organized to take over the properties of Cardon Corporation and Phonocraft Corporation,
manufacturer of
vacuum tubes and automatic phonographradio combination. Sale of 100,438 shares
of stock at $24 has been consummated by
W. E. Hutton & Co.
General Instrument Corporation stock
has been offered through two Chicago
brokers in units consisting of one share of
Class A and one share of Class B. The price
was $22.50 per unit.

The

Atlas Stores Corporation, of Phila-

delphia, have completed arrangements for
the acquisition of City Radio Stores and
Davega. This will bring the number of
stores in the Atlas chain up to 69. An issue
of 50,000 shares of stock convertible into

common

will

the total

number

ent time 35,000 shares are outstanding.

The DeForest Radio Company hasoffered

is

570,000

accepted

new

3,570,000.

New Equipment

will serve dealers located in

Ships 580 Radio Receivers per Hour

By means of a
carousel conveyor, radio receiving

sets
ried

can be car-

to waiting
freight cars at a
rate of 580 per
hour at the new
addition to the
plant of the Crosley Radio Corporation, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Three floors
of the eight-floor

addition have
been finished and
are in operation.

probably be made, bringing
of shares

up

to 300,000.
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THE RADIO MARKETPLACE
News, Useful Data, and Information on the
Offerings of the Manufacturer

New

a Burtex diaphragm has a cone llj inches in
diameter. Price: $155.
The Model 940 uses the same chassis. This
model is a combination phonograph and radio.
The record bins contain room for sixty records.
Price: $297.50. The Model 920 is a Columbia
Viva-Tonal electric phonograph, the power
amplilier using one 227-, two 245-, and one 280type tubes. An induction motor operates the
turntable which is equipped with an automatic
stop: Price, $197.50. The Model 180 is a small
portable electric hirntttble and phonograph
pick-up unit designed for use in conjunction
with a radio receiver for electric reproduction
of phonograph records. This portable instrument can be located at any reasonable distance
from the radio receiver, the two being connected by means of a flexible cord. Price: $55.00.

Crosley Receiver

CBOSLEY RADIO CORPORATION: Two screengrid tubes are used in this new receiver, the
Monotrad, which lists at $62.00. It is a complete
a.c. -operated receiver with two 245-type lubes
in the output. The feature of the set is tne triplerange control switch by means of which the
user has three different positions for local,
nearby, and distant reception.

age amplification of 335, a maximum output, of
one 227-, two 245- and one

3.5 watts, and uses
280-type tubes.

The "Golden Voiced" Table
KIEL FURNITURE COMPANY: A

special table

has been designed by this company to house
the Atwater Kent screen-grid receiver and

Small Fixed Condensers
CORNELL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.: This company manufactures small
fixed condensers in capacities from 0.0001 to
0.006 mfd. They are readily mounted, will
stand a flash test of 1500 volts d.c., and use a
dielectric consisting of three 0.0005" sheets
of pure linen paper.

The
Super Akra-Ohm Resistors
SHALLCROS.S

These

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY:

resistors are designed for use in radio

Silver

Model 75

Silver-Marshall, Inc.: Effective September 1,
a new model of Silver Radio, known as the
Mixlel 75 Concert Grand, was added to the
line which now consists of two models, the
Sheraton Lowboy and Highboy cabinets. The

dynamic loud speaker. The top of the table
upens and inside of it can be housed the radio
receiver and loud speaker. The table acts as a
baflleboard and the loud speaker pluys through
in opening in the bottom.

and as laboratory standards. Normally the resistors are accurate within one per
cent, but greater accuracy may be had when
receivers

Issue

desired. They arc practically non-inductive,
have a temperature co-efficient of 0.0001, and
will dissipate 1 watt. They are available in
values from 5000 ohms to 5 megohms.

New Kennedy

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP.: A new condenser
and

resistor manual giving specifications for
the various types of condensers and resistors
made by this company has just been issued.

Receiver

Antenna Apparatus

COLIN B. KENNEDY CORPORATION: The receiver employs three tuned r.f. stages with
screen-grid tubes followed by a 227-type detector and two 245-type tubes in push pull.
The chassis is available in two cabinets, a Lowboy and a Highboy Console. The gain of the

INC.: Antenna kit.s of
various types, insulators, wall plates, lightsocket antennas, lightning arresters, etc., are
illustrated in the new catalog of this company.

SWAN-HAVEHSTICK,

receiver is uniformly high over the entire broadcast band.

New Columbia

New

the dial.

a.c. -operated

Price: $139.50.

radio

Model 75 Concert Grand houses a Model 30
Radio eight-tube, screen-grid chassis

Silver

exactly similar to those furnished in the Mixlel
60 Lowboy and Model 95 Highboy. A ten-inch
dynamic loud speaker is incorporated in the
Model 75 cabinet.

Jenkins Television
JENKINS TELEVISION CORPORATION: This
company has announced the completion of
their Jersey City transmitter, w2xcH, which
will

be used to broadcast television signals on

140 meters. It is rated at 5 kw. The first broadcasting will transmit motion picture film.

New Phonograph Pick-Up Unit
BERG A. T. AND S. COMPANY, INC.: This
company makes a small portable electric turntable

and pick-up

unit. List price: $50.00.

New Thordarson

Amplifiers

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING
COMPANY: The Type T-3715 amplifier lists at
$89.50, has a voltage amplification of 275, and
maximum output of 4.6 watts. It uses one 227-

a

and one 250-type tube with a 281-type

The Type T-3714,

36

The

screen-grid

antenna gives satisfactory reception. The st-t.
has a local-distance switcb and a phonographradio switch. Price: $149.50. The Mixlel 291
uses a similar circuit in a different cabinet.

by pushing the proper button located on
The Model c-11 is of the cabinet type

receiver utilizing live 227-, two 245-, and one
280-lype tubes. The loud speaker which uses

COMPANY:

Model 292 is equipped with a ten-inch dynamic
loud speaker and radio-frequency transformers
designed to give uniform sensitivity over the
entire broadcast band. Normally a light-socket

Receivers

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY: The SeTuner is a feature of some of the new
Columbia receivers. By means of it the dial
may be adjustej for any one of eight favorite
which houses an eight-tube

Gulbranseii Receivers

GULBRANSEN

lector

stations

New Manual

listing at $84.00,

NOVEMBER

rectifier.

has a volt-

1929
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New

Jewell Apparatus

JEWELL KLECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
The latest catalog of this company illustrates
a number of new miniature instruments in
bukelite cases. The line includes instruments
measurement of d.c., low-frequency, and
high-frequency currents.
for

Kellogg 25-cycle Sets
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY: Three new models designed especially
for use in territories supplied with 25-cycle current have been added to the Kellogg line. They
are known as the models 526, 527 and 528
and are similar in appearance and features to
the corresponding 60-cycle models, 532, 524,

and 525.

New

Philco Receiver

PHILADELPHIA STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY:
The new model 95 chassis employs an unusual
circuit and a number of new features. Ahead

Soiiora's

New

Line

SONORA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, INC.: The
new Sonora sets designed for screen-grid operation each have three screen-grid tubes, a power
detector, and one stage of audio with two 245type tubes in push pull. The chassis are all
completely shielded. The dynamic loud speaker
contains a filter to eliminate a.c. hum. The
radio receivers are priced as follows: Ix>wboy
$149.50; Highboy $179.50; DeLuxe $235.00.
The combination radio-phonographs range in
price from $190 to $695. A feature of the receivers is the Synchro-tone Modulator that
insures equally good reproduction at all volume
levels.

of the first tube is a double-tuned circuit to
eliminate cross talk. A two-element detector
is used and this is followed by a 227-type audio
amplifier. The two-element detector is a 227type tube with the grid and plate socket
terminals connected together. Such a tube has
a linear characteristic over practically its entire
operating range. The set is also arranged to
equalize automatically the volume of all stations. The tubes used in the set are: three 224
screen-grid tubes, one 227 detector, one 227
as an amplifier after the detector, one 227
as an ordinary audio amplifier, two 24-5's in

and one 280 rectifier. The set will
push
be available as a table model and in three differpull,

ent console cabinets.

New Bremer-Tully

Sets

Sets

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY: The
DeLuxe Highboy Model combines the new

The Standard Model

is

is

also

making an

elect rodynamic

loud speaker which is housed in a floor type
cabinet. The loud speaker is designed for use
with any standard radio receiver. The loud
speaker is stated to be from two to four times
more efficient than previous reproducers of
this type.

tuned circuits with 227-type tubes as r.f. amplifiers. In the output are two 245 tubes in pushA phonograph jack is provided for use
with an electric pick-up unit. The dynamic loud
speaker has a ten-inch cone and its power
suppJy has been designed so as to eliminate
any uudtble hum. The standard Model Cl receiver list* at $164.00. The DeUixe Model 82
lists

at $195.00.

Itosrh screen-grid receiver with a dynamic loud
speaker. The cabinet, has sliding doors. Price;

$240.

company

BREMER-TULLY MANUFACTURING COMPANY:
The new Bremer-Tully receivers utilize four
pull.

New Bosch

to another, phonograph -radio switch, and a
large diameter dynamic loud speaker. This

New

priced at $168.50.

I

hi

m m ;irln ml

Units

Grebe's Screen-Grid Radio
A. H. GREBE
ized band-pass

INC.: An equalusing six tuned circuits,

AND COMPANY,
filter

power detection, single-stage audio amand a push-pull output circuit are features of the new receivers announced by this
company. The set is known as the Model SK4 and is available in four different designs. The
prices range from $219.50 for the most inexpensive model to $450 for a combination radiolinear

plifier,

phonograph.

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

New

Zenith Models

ZENITH BADIO CORPORATION: Features of
new Zenith receivers are screen-griil cir-

INC.: Complete units for audio or radio-frequency amplifiers and several special compo-

nents for use in screen-grid receivers are announced by this company. Among the new items

the

automatic tuning, double push-pull audio
amplification, remote automatic control, etc.
The Model 52 lists at $175.00, the Model 53 at
$275.00, and the Model 54 at $395.00.
cuits,

The Brunswick Model

14

THE BRUNSWICK-BALK E-CoLLENDER COMPANY. The Model 14 Burn.swick radio is a ninetube receiver housed in a lowboy console. This
set is completely a.c. operated and lists at
$148.00. The Model 21 uses the same chassis
housed in a highboy console, the list price being
$174.00. The radio chassis is combined with
an electric Panatrope in the Model 31 listing
at $272.00.

Sparton Announces D.

C. Set

New Radio

SPARKS-WITHINGTON COMPANY: To meet the
demand for d.c. light -socket-opera ted receivers

INSULINE CORPORATION OF AMERICA This
company is now manufacturing a number of
new items which include various types of inter:

sets, the Models 931 and 301, have
been designed. These models are available at
the same prices as the corresponding a.c.

two Sparton

ference eliminators, light-socket antennas, resist-

models.

ance type voltage regulators to control the

New Atwatcr Kent

using a total of nine tubes; three 224-,

two 227-, and two 250-type tubes in push pull
and two 281-type rectifiers. Price: $135.00.

are

a

three-stage radio-frequency band-pass
a complete screen-grid r.f. amplifier,
transformers,
power-supply
audio-frequency
filter,

apparatus, etc.

Electrad's

Phonograph Motor

PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY: This motor.
Model 140, designed for operation on a 50-60
cycle, 110- volt a.c. supply, is of the induction
type and is designed especially for use in a

phonograph-radio combination.

Marti Receivers
Marti Radio Corporation:

The Marti

re-

ceivers utilize screen-grid tubes as r.f. amplifiers. The output of the r.f. amplifier feeds into
a 227 type power detector and from this tube
through an audio amplifier to two 245-type
tubes in push-pull. A dynamic loud speaker is
used and the cabinet is of such dimension that
the baffle length is 47 inches in its shortest
dimension The set lists at $295 00.

Stromberg-Carlson Model 816
STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY: In this receiver are combined the following features: automatic volume
control, linear power detection, a "silent key"
to cut out noise when tuning from one station
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New

Resistors

INC.: This new resistor is recommended particularly for use as a plate resisvoltmeter
tance,
multiplier, and in general laboratory work. The resistance wire is nichrome,
contact bands and soldering lugs being of Monel
metal. It is made in values from 10,000 to 250,000 ohms and the prices range from $1.50 to
$5.00.

ELECTRAD,

Electric

line

voltage, and a new 'Screen Gridifier," a device
for use in converting old type receivers to be
used with screen-grid tubes. This device is made
in two models, one listing at $7.50 and the
other at $9.50.

Receiver

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY: The Model 66 receiver is a screen-grid
set

Accessories

V

THE SERVICEMAN'S CORNER
Testing Screen-Grid Tubes
S. NAIMAHK, of the Riverside
Auto and Supply Company, New
York City, dealer in Colonial and

BORIS

sends the following interesting
contribution in recognition of the test
requirements of screen-grid tubes and
the almost universal distribution of test
sets designed before these tubes became
Steinite,

ammeter. The

first makes it possible to
secure the correct filament voltage. This,
of course, should be adjusted to 3.3 volts
for the d.c. screen-grid tube, and 2.5 for
the a.c. screen-grid tube. The milliammeter indicates the plate current flow in
the tube. It is through a comparison of

popular.

"The advent

of screen-grid tubes has
rendered virtually obsolete thousands of

good tube testers. Almost every
radio work shop and certainly every radio
store has one or more of these testers,
perfectly

which, while perfectly satisfactory in all
other respects, are not suitable for testing
screen-grid tubes. It is the purpose of this
article to describe just how such tube
testers may be modernized so that they
may be employed to test the four-element
tubes. Such a program of modernization
involves only a trifling expenditure, under
no circumstance exceeding fifty cents for
the two units described.
"
If the reader has a battery tube-tester
and wishes to test the 222-type screentube, he can make the necessary adaptor
from one ux socket, one ux tube base, two
small clips, and about two feet of hookup wire. If an a.c. tube tester is available,
all one needs to do in order to test the
224-type tubes is to assemble an adaptor
consisting of one UY tube socket, one UY
tube base, two small clips, and hook-up

The

shown in Figs. 1
and 2, respectively, and the construction
should not present any difficulties whatwire.

circuits are

ever.

"All of the above mentioned materials,
the reader, no doubt, will find in his
'junk-box.' The construction, of course,
is very simple, all data being
indicated in the self-explanatory diagrams. The operation
of the adaptors is also practically obvious.
"The correct procedure is
to place the tube base in the
tube-tester socket, place the
tube to be tested in the extra socket, connecting the
'
clip marked to top of screengrid tube to the control grid,
and the clip marked 'to B
plus' to some suitable positive potential. Then the tube
is tested in the usual manner. What constitutes a suitable positive potential for
the screen grid? A little experimenting seems to indicate that one third of the
applied plate voltage is just
about right. This voltage
need not be supplied by an
independen't source of

to

The serviceman is often called in
shoot trouble on a strange re-

ceiver

a

set

over-familiar
the

with which he

is

not

and one for which

owner has mislaid

all operating

and circuit data. On such jobs,
when the trouble is not obvious, the
serviceman's first task

is

to

trace

identifying the coded
network of wires as those leading

the

leads

to definite

supply

voltages.

The extent to which this deciphering can be expedited often determines the efficiency with which the
repairs can be effected.

We should like from our readers
a description of the systems, if
any, recommended for the rapid
identification of

unknown

THE

leads.

EDITOR.

with

corresponding plate current flow
on the milliammeter. When
the button is depressed a different bias
condition prevails and, accordingly, the
value of the plate current, as indicated on
the plate milliammeter, is either greater
or smaller than the original reading. It
is the difference between the two readings
that denotes the utility of a tube in the
set. It is impossible for the writer to indicate just what plate current readings
will determine a good, fair, or poor screengrid tube because it is impossible to foretell under just what conditions the test
will be conducted. A slight difference in
any of the potentials involved in the test
affects the readings obtainable. All we
can suggest, then, is that the reader test
several new tubes and take the readings
thus available as indicative of a good
tube. Any tube giving readings that fall
short of the amounts obtained from a representative group of new tubes is either
poor or fair, depending upon the amount
of deviation from the standard values.
"We want to enter a word of caution at
this time: when a tube test is conducted
it is absolutely essential that the filament
potentials be adjusted accurately and exactly the same for all tubes in order that
the readings obtained may be relied upon."
its

as indicated

A

Portable Service iMboralory:

WALDO

TODD PRATT, West

readings obtained on this meter under different control-grid conditions that the
actual operating worth of a tube is determined. In the average tube-tester this
change in control-grid condition is obtained by means of a specially provided
button. With the button up, we have a
certain definite grid voltage condition

Hartford, Connecticut, specializing in Radiolas, is one of the
service school that believes in doing the
job on the spot. To work effectively on
almost any job outside of his shop, he has
accumulated the automobile laboratory,
shown in the picture on this page and comprising the following equipment:
1. (At left) Phonograph turntable and
pickup, for demonstration, and audio
tests.

(Above) Western Elecfor checking loud

2.
tric

540w

speakers.
3. (Next to turntable)
Phonograph records.
4. (Above) Oscillator. This
has the necessary connectors,
with suitable cords, to run as
(A) a.c. with 60-cycle

modulation

from

'

lighting outlet.
(B) d.c. plugged into tube
testing socket of Jewell

117 kit, which
thus provides readings
of filament voltage
and plate current. This

No.

provides
(1)

under

test.

"The average

tube-tester
contains at least two meters,

a voltmeter

38

and

a milli-

oscil-

(2) Unmodulated oscillation, 550 kc. to

1500 kc.

potential and may be easily
diverted or tapped off the
voltage normally applied to
the plate of the tubes ordinarily

Modulated

lation, 550 kc. to
1500 kc.

(C)

An
is

external

provided

socket-

where-

may be
"matched" by noting

by tubes

The portable service laboratory of Waldo Todd Pratt,
which makes it possible for him to carry on almost any
service work under the actual conditions experienced by
the set user.
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the filament voltage
at which they go into
oscillation.
5.

Radiola 26, altered to

.RADIO BROADCAST.
detect either radio or audio signals and
noises. Used for checking reception and
locating noises.
6. Jewell No. 117 test kit. and tool kit.

power tube or tubes. If they are cool,
there is no plate voltage on them, or a very
low voltage. This would naturally suggest
a blown filter condenser as the first pos-

This is standard except for connection to
connect grid and plate of tube together,

In order to check this, place the
rectifier tube. If the tube is
very hot, the condenser is blown, or the
wiring is shorted. Shorted elements in
any of the tubes will cause trouble, and
may be located readily by tapping the
tubes and listening for the tell-tale crack-

to note total emission.

(Above) No. 199 Analyser.
considerable
Pratt maintains
(with
logic) that he "has always had best success in testing and adjusting sets in the
location and under the conditions
in which they are to be operated."
7.

sibility.

hand on the

Data on Eveready sets: GEORGE
W. BROWN, radio service manager,

priced a.c. sets and who are the owners
of high-grade battery sets, such as Zenith,
Stromberg, Federal, etc. These prospects
are attracted to the lower-priced sets by
the convenience of a.c. operation; otherwise we usually find them satisfied with
their present equipment.
"To offer the owner of a $400.00 Stromberg-Carlson set a $40.00 allowance on,
for example, a Radiola No. 44 results in
his leaving your place of business in a huff;
yet that is about as high as a
dealer can go on a set of the type
of the R. C. A. No. 44.
"We usually suggest to the
owners of these sets that they let

us make an a.c. set out their
present job. We explain that their
set can be made as convenient
as the current models and they
usually take us up. If their present set is equipped with a Bpower supply the cost to the customer will be $40.00 for a six-tube
to receivers in general.
set, and correspondingly higher
as the number of tubes increase.
COMPLAINT
SOLUTION
If a B-supply unit is not used in
No C Bias Bad 327 tube. Open
the present installation, the cost
volume control or resistor.
to the customer will be from
Cathode lead off.
$60.00 up, depending on the numIT
Broirn in the service laboratory of
George
ber of tubes.
Noisy Set Set screws on variothe Motor Supply Company, Boston, Mass.
meter loose. Shields loose.
For this work we use the equipThe Radio Broadcast a.c. tube tester and modNo plate voltage Connection
ment of the Radio Receptor Corulated oscillator are among the prominent
broken at terminal strip in box.
poration and the type apparatus
pieces of equipment, in this laboratory.
Plate lead off.
usually required is the Powerizer
Shields on r.f. coils
Oscillation
Jr. A and C or the Powerizer
loose. Detector shield loose. Bad tube.
Jr. A, B, and C. On the first type the list
ling noise. If the rectifier tube is cooler
Antenna Compensator has no effect
and cost prices are as follows:
than usual, an open circuit in the B-supply
Antenna too long. If over 20 feet
circuit is indicated.
LIST
COST
should be connected to the long antenna
"If the tone quality is poor, and upon
Powerizer A and C
$12.00
$ 7.20
binding post.
feeling of the power tubes, they are found
3.00
1.80
Adapters
Volume control has no effect Bad 327
to be very hot, there is no C-bias voltage.
12.00
Tubes
7.20
tube.
with
the
tests
on
the
dead
Harness
5.00
3.00
"Continuing
Miscellaneous
2.00
1.20
set, place the hand on the detector tube,
Dynamic loud speaker does not work
Labor
6.00
2.00
or touch the grid leak. A hum indicates
(Table model) Open output transformer.
that the detector and audio system is
Total
$40.00
$22.40
Profit
*17.60
"The Eveready table model loud
ok. Now try tapping the antenna wire on
will
not
work
on
the Console
its binding post. If the audio system is
speaker
"On sets using the Powerizer A, B, and
model set and visa versa. The table model
ok., and this tapping does not produce
C
the list and cost prices are as follows:
set has a 1-1 ratio output transformer, and
clicks in the loud speaker, the trouble is
the table model loud speaker has a 25-1 ratio
LIST
localized in the radio-frequency system.
COST
transformer but the console loud speaker is
Powerizer A, B, and C
If clicks are heard, the trouble is probably
$35.00
$21.00
3.00
1.30
Adapters
not equipped with a output transformer.
due to loss of pickup caused by weak tubes,
Tubes
15.00
9.00
Some dealers have returned loud speakers
condensers out of resonance, open grid
Harness
5.00
3.00
because they did not know this."
2.00
1.20
Miscellaneous
suppressor, or bad joints.
0.00
2.00
"When an analyzer is at hand, these Labor
tests are often convenient before it is
Testing receivers without equipment: A few
Total
$60.00
$37.00
Profit
used."
$23.00
pithy oscillations come from A. H. GOUD,

Motor Supply Company, Boston,
Massachusetts, distributors of
Eveready, sends along this concentrated service data:
"
I am submitting a few troubles
and their solutions as I have found
them in the 1929 Eveready Set.
In many instances they will apply

'.

' '

of South Portland, Maine:
"
Much has been written about servicing
equipment of all kinds, and every serviceman desires to acquire all the apparatus
possible, to make his work easier and more
accurate.

"However, emergencies do arise, and
sometimes the serviceman finds himself
empty handed, confronted by a balky
set, with nothing but gray matter to guide
him. There are quite a few tests that may
be made with no equipment at all. At
least, if the real trouble is not found on
the spot, these preliminary tests are very
helpful.

"Suppose the serviceman is asked to
diagnose the trouble in an electric set.
He may follow the procedure described
below:
"
If the set is dead: Turn on the current
and wait about two minutes. Feel of the

Fig.

1

The

d.c.

screen-grid

tester adapter.

Number

of servicemen in average shop:
recent survey made by the National
Radio Institute, at Washington, D. C.,
showed that the average radio dealer in
the United States employs four servicemen. The survey also indicates that 17
per cent, of the dealers contract for their
service and repair work to be handled by
outside service organizations.

A

'

New radio service school: John F.
Rider, radio writer and well-known service
consultant, has opened a service school at
1991 Broadway, New York City. Mr.
Rider is teaching radio servicing both to
attending and correspondence classes.
course is divided into two grades, an
elementary course of five months and an
advanced course for two months.

The

Electrifying Old Sets
''In reference to the modernizing of older
types of battery-operated sets referred to
in the August issue, we have done a large
amount of this work and feel that we are
qualified to give a little information on the
subject, as all the sets we have powerized
to date have given excellent results.
"
Practically all work of this type has
come to us through new set prospects
who have been interested in the lower-
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"In many cases this price can be reduced by making our own harness and
some sets require no additional volume
control or reneutralization which further reduces our cost. Wherever practi-

we solder the adapters to the orialso short the
ginal socket prongs.
original 1 A- and C-battery leads, as the
cable

We

is equipped with a variable Cbias resistor and this we balance to the Bsupply used.
"We limit our efforts in this field to
the better grade of sets and discourage
the making of this change in the lower
priced units. Our record in this field to
date is 96 Stromberg Carlsons, 7 Kolsters,

powerizer

8 Zeniths, 4 Bosch, and 2 Atwater Rents,
a total in all of 117 sets. No changes were
made or found necessary in the audio
channels of these sets."
B. B. ALCORN, Kew Radio Electric
Inc., Kew Gardens. L. I.

C Screen-Grid Tester Adapter

Fig.

2

The'

a.c.

screen-grid

tester adapter.
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STRAYS FROM THE LABORATORY
A.R.C. Radio Altimeter
The

picture herewith shows a

eliminator too. Static may be reduced by
the use of a linear detector, providing the
modulation of the desired carrier signal is

special

the pilot's
compartment of a Fokker cabin monoplane, one of several planes employed in
performance studies on the reflection
altimeter of the Aircraft Radio Corporation, one of the Boonton (N. J.) Associates. The series of studies, continuing over
many months, has included investigations
of the effect of different wavelengths, antennas, airplane constructions, soils, topography, weather, and obstructions on
the ground. The commercial form of the
device can be made to give its indications
by a needle traveling over a calibrated
scale or by a sequence of lamps, each of
which lights at a predetermined height
above the ground or water over which the
plane is traveling. In the experimental
installation shown in the picture, the
functions have been divided for ease of
obtaining data. Two indicating instruments are provided, each of which is
illuminated by a colored lamp, the two
lamps lighting alternately at predetermined
heights above ground. The height can be
read from the instrument which is at
the moment illuminated. The dial below
the center of the panel enables the observer to make a balancing adjustment
which is useful during tests on the effect
of voltage variation, tube ageing, and the
indicator

panel

insta'led

in

sufficiently great.

Advice

Audible Output
of desired

,

Characteristic

Resultant Inaudible
beat Frequency

Fig.

I

Thus

it appears that not only is the
detector advantageous from the
decreased
of
harmonics,
standpoint
from which the square-law detector
suffers, but it is a sort of interference

linear

true.

were possible we would always find
the answer in a handbook, and engineering
staffs could be replaced by a five-foot
shelf of books.
Manifestly this is not the way things
are
we do not anticipate and congeal our
methods into a handbook. Instead we
train men who regard the handbook as a
toolrack in which concrete facts are stored
but who themselves see to the use of the
tools
and forge new ones as the need
arises. These men are our researchers and
engineers. The former deals with things
with the use by man not a
exclusively
controlling factor the latter works constantly with things and men as applied
to the pressing immediate needs of men.
If you wish to enter either of these two
fields, learn all the mathematics you can,
see all the radio equipment of any sort (it
is all within 30 miles of you) and handle
all you may of it, operate an experimentiil
station of your own (but do it studiously
and not as a social activity or a fad), attend

I.

R. E. meetings and make

all

pos-

sible personal contacts,

and

all

learn

how

people
think, feel, and act, for the
greatest danger that confronts the student engineer
is that in learning how to
deal with scientific things
he loses contact with people
without whose aid he is
useless."

happens,

then, is the production of
an inaudible beat frequency.
When the envelopes are in
phase this beat frequency

Screen-Grid Ratings
Although the rating on
the screen-grid tube has not

has a high amplitude; when
they are out of phase, the
amplitude is low. Thus the
amplitude of the beat fre-

been changed, we understand that the majority of
set manufacturers using this
tube are fixing their own

quency varies between (c)
and (d) in Fig. 1. The average value of this change in

and screen-grid voltages. With a 1.5-volt negative bias the control grid in

control-

amplitude is the desired
audio signal. If there is any

good tubes begins to draw
current at about 0.8- volt
negative. This means that
an incoming signal of about
0.7-volt peak would cause

non-linearity the increases
(say) above this average will
be greater than the decreases below this average
and thus the undesired weak

strong envelope.

it is

school does, or can, educate a man
to be an engineer
it can only give him
fundamental principles and general methods of thought and action to use as tools in
attacking the special problems he meets.
Problems are all special in one sense or

above

two signals must differ by
more than 10,000 cycles. The

signal will affect the desired

Every word of

"No

Ixxik

An

thing that

neer.

another and no book can anticipate everything that progress brings. If such a hand-

Linear Detection

first

Students

Robert
Kruse who doesn't know
Kruse? has written the following letter
to a reader who wants to be a radio engi-

like.

interesting advantage of linear detection, as pointed out by Professor Terman in this issue of RADIO BROADCAST is
its ability to discriminate automatically
against unwanted signals weaker than the
desired signal. Fig. 1 shows how this
occurs. At (a) is the weak
undesired envelope, in (b)
is the desired envelope.
These are envelopes of inaudible carriers and the beat
note between these carriers
must be inaudible; i.e., the

to

S.

View of radio equipment employed in experiments with the reflection altimeter.
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to take current
input resistance to
(Concluded on page CO)

the

grid

and

its

Report on Experiments With Units of Various Designs
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TURNER

By PROF. H. M.

Sheffield Scientific School, Yale University

S

A RESULT of the keen 'competition among manufacturers, stimu-

_

lated by the demand of the radio
public for better and better quality, there
has been marked improvement in the performance of audio-frequency transformers
during the past few years. The subject
has been extensively investigated by competent research engineers and designers
but the results of their studies come
to us in the form of the finished,
product with little information'as
to the exact changes that have

Object of Investigation

The

object of this paper

is

to report

on

experiments on audio-frequency
transformers of different design and operated under widely different conditions
with the hope of at least partially answering some of the questions that occur to
one but which in some cases remain un-

some

brought about improved performance. There is in no sense a criticism of the manufacturer, for such
information is his stock in trade.
However, one of an inquiring mind
desires to know in what way and
to what extent the characteristics are modified by changes in design
or operating condition.
What constitutes a good transformer?
This, of course, depends upon the use that
is made of it. For broadcast reception of
music, the primary consideration is quality
or faithful reproduction which requires,

assuming an ideal loud speaker, that the
amplification be essentially independent
of frequency over some predetermined
band, say from 30 to 8000 cycles. However,
with corrijercial loud speakers, considerable departure from a flat characteristic is
permissible, and in some cases even desirable, in order to compensate deficiencies in
the reproducing unit. For telegraph purconsideration is intensposes the primary
ity or large amplification.

much

The band may be

narrower, say from

800 to 1200

cycles, for a peaked characteristic is quite
desirable in that it may be made to give
a louder response to the desired signal and
at the same time greatly reduce interfer-

ence from neighboring channels.
Unfortunately it is not always possible
to obtain excellent quality and high amplification from the same transformer. The
response characteristic of transformers,
however, may be modified materially by
design and operating conditions as follows:
the amount of iron in the core; the ratio
of turns; the actual number of turns in the
windings and their position with respect
to each other and to the core, that is,
whether the windings are interwoven or
the primary or secondary is placed next
to the core; the total resistance of the
plate circuit; the plate voltage and grid
bias of the amplifying tube associated
with the primary of the transformer; and,
to some extent, the capacity in parallel
with the primary and secondary.

1334567
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NEXT TO CORE
50 LAMINATIONS

3.5

e-p-r.-^y

^

KILOC5CCLES

Fig. 6
15,000 turns of No. 40 of 7100-ohms rewound over the primary. The overall voltage amplification (Fig. 4) of the 201 A
tube and the transformer was measured
for frequencies from 200 up to 8000
cycles, first with a core of 50 laminations
sistance

and then with

30, 15, 5, 3, 1, 0.2,

and

laminations. It will be observed that the
removal of most of the iron has a relatively
small effect upon the amplification over
the greater portion of the frequency range,
however, the effect of the core is rather
pronounced at the low frequencies. Therefore, in order to retain the low notes a
considerable amount of iron is required in
this particular transformer. By 0.2 of a
lamination is meant that portion of a

lamination which passes through
the opening in the coil and which has a
length equal to that of the coil or approximately one inch. The increased a_mplification due to this small amount of iron over
that with no iron at all is pronounced
single

below 200 cycles. Above 4500

cycles, re-

gardless of the number of laminations, the
core has practically no effect on the amplification other than to prevent an over
exaggeration of the higher frequencies.
Regardless of the amount of iron the
maximum amplification occurs at 6500
cycles which is rather surprising and indicates that the introduction of iron does more
than merely increase the induction. The

maximum

amplification is approximately
twice that of the lower frequencies.
The form of the curve suggests a resonance effect which is due to the distributed
capacity of the secondary and the gridfilament capacity of the tube to which it
is connected. It is evident that the introduction of resistance in the primary
circuit would tend to flatten out this curve
and make the amplification much more
uniform throughout the frequency range,
and this is confirmed by Fig. 5.
A change of plate voltage would have
so_mething of the same effect as shown in
Fig. 6 as this will change the internal resis-

z"
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Discussion of Practical Engineering Procedure

POWER SUPPLY

DESIGNING THE

By RICHARD

F.

SHEA

Engineering Department, Atwater Kent Manufacturing

is

Company

DESIGN of power-supply systems
an essential part of radio engineer-

THE

ing. To be sure, it relies less upon the
precise type of measurement which is
characteristic of r.f. design, but in its
place we" find a great" need for practical
methods if you
design,
cut-and-try
wish. It is the purpose of this paper to

point out some of the practices and methods entering into this branch of radio
engineering.
Let us then start at the beginning and
follow through the procedure necessary
to turn out a completed power-supply
unit for a certain receiver and associated
parts. Since the requirements depend upon
the equipment used in conjunction with
this supply unit, we must have previous
knowledge of the type of set, voltages desired at the tubes, number and type of
tubes, type of loud speaker, and, if a dynamic loud speaker is to be used, the voltage and current required to excite properly the field coil. Let us take a set which
is fairly typical of the modern receiver.
This set employs three stages of r.f. using
screen-grid tubes requiring, let us say, 135
volts on the plates, 1J volts on the control
grids, and a maximum of 50 volts on the
screen grids. The detector is of the Cbias or plate-rectification type requiring
120-130 volts on the plate and a grid bias
of 12 volts. The first audio tube is a 227
type operating at 135 volts on the plate
and a 6-volt grid bias. In the power stage
250-type tubes in push pull are used, requiring 425 to 450 volts on the plates and
a bias of 70-85 volts. The speaker is a dyna-

mic type, with a 5000-ohm 70-mA.

field.

First Considerations

Let us now tentatively lay out our power
pack as shown in Fig. 1. For convenience
only, the 250-type tubes have been shown
connected to the power supply, the other
tubes going to the voltage-dividing resistor.
We can now compute the desired voltage across condenser Cj. We want 450
volts on the plates of the 250's and 84
volts on the grids. Reference to tube
tables indicates a plate current of 55 mA.
for a 250-type tube under these conditions
a total drain of 110 milliamperes for
the two tubes. If our output transformer's
primary has a resistance of 500 ohms on
each side, our drop there will be 25 volts.
Our required voltage at C? then is 450
25
84 = 559 volte. The bias for the 250type tubes is obtained from the resistor
c between the center tap of the filament
winding for the 250-type tubes and the
ground. This resistor, R c can be calculated immediately, knowing the drop
across it and current flowing through it

+

+

R

Supply

Fig. 1
tus has been in use from one half to one
hour.
Knowing our voltage at C? and our field
drop, we can compute the available voltage at the divider as 559350 = 209
volts.

Let us consult Fig. 2 which shows an
enlarged diagram of the divider resistor.
From this we can calculate the resistance
values of the various units. We have a total
of 70 mA. fed to the divider and this
splits up between the tubes and the resistor according to the characteristics of
the tubes. Let us refer again to our tube
tables and find the plate current for the
screen-grid tubes, the 227 as a detector,
and the 227 as an audio amplifier. We get,
respectively, 2 mA., 2 mA., and 3 mA.
The three r.f. tubes then will draw a total
of 6 mA. and the total of r.f., detector,
2
and a.f. plate currents will be 6
3,
50-volt
or 11 mA. The current at the
tap is very low as this feeds the screengrids, at the 12-volt tap the 2 mA. returns
from the detector cathode, and at the ljvolt tap the 6 mA. returns from the r.f.
tubes. The audio tube is supposed to be
biased in a manner similar to that employed for the 250-type tubes, whereby
the grid voltage is obtained from a resistor in series with the cathode lead.
Consequently, the plate current from
the audio tube returns to the ground point
and does not flow through the divider.

+
+

+

7
*

+135

,

,

84
Rc =

Now,

since

X

1000

110

we know

=

765 ohms.

the desired current

through the field coil and its resistance,
we can compute its voltage drop as

VF =

5000 X 70
1000

350 volts

+50

CIRCUIT
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dard core sizes which are used for the
various transformer jobs. Since the dies
are already existent for these laminations
it would be best to use the most convenient size, if it permits designing an economical and sensible transformer. In the event
that a new lamination must be designed it
is evident that the problem is entirely one
of economics, i.e., balancing copper cost
and iron cost to obtain the cheapest
possible transformer. Occasionally space
enters into the problem very forcibly,
preventing one from realizing an ideal,
and often making very weird shapes
necessary.

Fig. 3

a fixed value of Ci and various secondary
supply voltages. Referring to these curves,
we can determine the required secondary
to devoltage and we will then be ready
Here we must use
sign our transformer.
some previous experience to tell us apwill be
proximately how much capacity
filternecessary at Ci to secure efficient
of 4 mfd. From the
ing. Let us try a value
curves of Fig. 3 we find that a secondary
to provoltage of 1400 volts is required
duce 613 volts at 180 milliamperes with
4 mfd. as the value of Ci.
We are now ready to tackle the problem of transformer design, and it is here
that practical rules and experience count
to be able
very much as it is quite an art
head the first time.
to hit the nail on the
"
The " cut-and-try method is used en_

commercial practice, but a skilled
close
designer can come within a very
margin on his first try.
tirely in

Transformer Design
First we must tabulate our
ments in the way of approximate

requirevoltages
and currents. Let us say our transformer
is to work from a line of 115 volts at 60
know our secondary voltage
cycles.
must be 1400 volts, and the load delivered
0.180 =
by the rectifier tubes is 613
110 watts. Assuming an efficiency of about
75 per cent, for the rectifier tubes, we
get 145 watts from the secondary winding.
This tells us that our secondary current
have
will be approximately 100 mA.
the filaments of two 281-type tubes to
7.5 volts, or 15 volts
light, each requiring
at 1.25 amperes, or 18.8 watts; we have
three screen-grid filaments to light at 2.5
two 250's,
volts, 5.2 amps, or 13.0 watts;
or 18.8
requiring 7.5 volts at 2.5 amps,
watts, and two 227's, requiring 2.5 volts
and 3.5 amps, or 8.8 watts. The total filament output is 58.3 watts and the total
cent,
power is 203 watts. Assuming 90 per
watts should be 225,
efficiency, the input
and assuming 90 per cent, power factor,
this gives a primary current of approxi-

We

X

We

mately 2.2 amps.
From the above we can choose our wire
mils per
sizes, allowing 800-1000 circular
ampere for the inside windings and 600800 circular mils per ampere for outside
windings. This calls for approximately
1700 circular mils for the primary, or
number 18 wire (see Fig. 4 for wire table).
The secondary requires 80 circular mils
or number 31 wire. The filament winding
for the 281-type tubes requires 800 circular mils, or number 21 wire, all the 2volt filaments can be supplied from one
winding with a consequent load of 8.75
amps, requiring 6000 circular mils, which
can be obtained by using two number 15
wires in parallel. The filament winding for
the 250-type tube requires 1700 circular
mils, or number 18 wire. Thus we have
the proper size of wire for all windings and
are ready to compute the proper number
of turns and the coil itself.
Most manufacturers have certain stan-

The lamination shown in Fig. 5 illustrates a core shape that will be found quite
desirable for a 60-cycle transformer of the
sort needed in this specific job. If designed
for 25 cycles more iron would be necessary
and it would be advisable to increase all
dimensions, thus allowing us to use more
turns of wire and less iron than if the
lamination of Fig. 5 were used.
It is obvious that if the cross section
of the core were square the cost of windthe space
ing the coil would be less and
taken up would also make it more adaptable to the majority of jobs. Therefore,
let us try a core 1J" square, an area of
3.06 square inches.

SIZE
B.&S.

ties,

and

this simplifies

considerably.

our design very

Returning to our problem at hand, we
can now determine the proper number of
primary turns, for 60-cycle operation, at
115 volts

RADIO BROADCAST
diameters of the various sizes of enameled
wire required. The computation of coil
size follows
core diameter
allow JQ" clearance

1.750"
0.062"

Our diameter

must choose the primary tubing
from experience, and the choice is entirely
one of rigidity, hence dependent upon the
size of wire. Likewise, the choice of the

paper between layers depends upon the
more than upon break-down.
The amount of insulation between leads
and the body of the coil and between primary and secondary and the filament
winding for the 281-type tubes and other
windings depends largely upon breakdown as well as mechanical requirements.
Experience is the best guide in the choice
of these values and the table in Fig. 6
give values that have been found satisThis
transformer
design.
factory in
table tells us that for our required primary of number 18 wire we will need a primary tube 0.080" thick, and an 0.007"
paper between layers, preferably of
size of wire

.gummed kraft.
The space taken by the primary winding is figured as follows
No. 18 wire diameter'(sce tables)
Paper between layers
25 per cent, of paper added for varnish

0.0419"
0.0070"
0.0018"

at the outside of the secon-

then 2.379"
0.282" = 2.661"
A wrapper 0.025" thick is satisfactory
between the secondary and 281 filament
windings and between the various teris

dary

1.812"

We

.

SIZE

PRIMARY
WIRE

+

ting it run continuously for five or more
hours, measuring the resistances of the
various windings at the start and finish.
The temperature rise of a winding may
be computed from the following equation

How and Why

It Is Better
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LINEAR POWER DETECTION
EMMONS TERMAN

By FREDERICK

Stanford University

YEARS ago the typical radio set
employed a grid-leak grid-condenser
type of detector that was intended to

f | ~\fio
I

operate with a radio-frequency input voltage of 0.1 volt or less. In contrast with this,
the new receivers of the 1929-1930 season
practically all use a power detector, in
which the radio-frequency signal applied
to the detector has a magnitude of at least
several volts. In advertising the manufacturer makes this a big talking point. In
some cases it is emphasized that a linear
power detector is used. One may wonder
whether this sudden change in detector
practice is a real improvement, or whether
it is another fad, such as the toroidal coils
of several seasons ago, that is being used as
a sales point, and will soon disappear.
The answer to these questions is clear
and decisive. Compared with the weaksignal detector of the past, the power
detector introduces less distortion, is more
efficient, has a tendency to reduce static,
and also increases the selectivity. Any one
of these features would be very desirable,
but when the change from weak-signal to
power detection gives benefits in all of
these ways, there is very little question
as to what is the best practice.
Linear detectors and power detectors
are very closely related in practice, since
they usually go together. In the usual
meaning of the term, "power" is used in
connection with detection when the radiofrequency voltage applied to the detector
is one or more volts, in contrast with a
potential of 0.1 volt or less used with the
weak-signal rectifier of the usual grid-leak
grid-condenser type. Linear detection
means that the detector output is proportional to the applied radio-frequency
signal voltage. In the weak-signal detector
the output is proportional to the square
of the signal strength, so that the detector
is proportionately more sensitive on the
parts of the modulated signal when the
signal voltage is at a maximum than when
at a minimum. In contrast with this, the
power detector as used in all of the presentday broadcast receivers has a characteristic that is approximately linear even
though the manufacturers do not specifically

mention

this point.

The square-law

characteristic

of

the

weak-signal detector introduces distortion
frequencies which were not present in the
original signal. These distortion frequencies form a larger and larger percentage of
the audio-frequency output as the degree
of modulation of the transmitted signal is
increased. The present trend in the design
of broadcasting stations is to use much
higher degrees of modulation than were
possible a few years ago, and all of the
newer stations can modulate up to 100
per cent., in contrast with a maximum
possible figure of not over 50 per cent, of a
few years ago.
The distortion frequencies introduced by
square-law action consist of second har-

Terman brings to
an interesting and hitherto
unannounced advantage of linear
Professor

light

This

detection.

eliminate

is

its

tendency

to

an undesired weak

signal
in favor of a strong desired signal;
a tendency which is not shared by

square-law detectors and one which
increases the apparent selectivity of
a receiver.

monies of the notes actually being transmitted and also all the possible sum and
difference frequencies. Thus, if the sending
station is simultaneously transmitting
notes of 1000 and 1500 cycles, the output
of the square-law detector, in addition to
containing these desired frequencies, will
also contain double-frequency components

of 2000 and 3000 cycles and sun-anddifference frequencies of 2500 and 500

These distortion components may,
under the most unfavorable conditions, be
25 per cent, as large as the desired components, making it apparent that weaksignal detection of signals that have a high
degree of modulation will not give satisfactory results from the point of view of
cycles.

quality.

In contrast with this square-law action,
a detector which has a linear characteristic introduces no frequencies in the audiofrequency output that were not present in
the original signal. In order to have distortionless detection

it is absolutely esthat a linear characteristic be employed. The ordinary power
detector of either the grid leak or C bias
type has approximately such a characteristic and so gives substantially undistorted

is

replaced

typical of

all detectors.
efficiency of rectification for the
case of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig 2. This
efficiency is expressed in terms of the ratio

The

of actual audio-frequency output to the
audio-frequency output that would be
obtained from a perfect rectifier. The most
important features to observe in Fig 2 are
the low efficiency with small signals, and
the fact that the efficiency is relatively
high and constant under conditions giving
linear operation. It is also to be noted
that grid-leak detection is much more
efficient than plate detection when compared for the same signal. At the same time
the C-biased power detector is always more
efficient than the weak-signal grid-leak
detector, and also has the very important
advantage of a linear characteristic.
Detectors with a linear characteristic
are much less susceptible to interference
from static than are those with square-law

This can be illustrated
very easily by a concrete example in which
it is assumed that a static crash 10 times
as strong as the signal is present. In the
square-law detector this static impulse
produces an output that is 100 times as
strong as the signal, while with the linear
characteristics.

PERCENT

IN

Another advantage of power detection
in regard to quality is that in detection of
large signals the audio-frequency output is

much greater than with

the weak-signal
that it is possible to use one less
stage of audio-frequency amplification,
thus dispensing with one of the audiofrequency transformers and with the distortion which

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

CARRIER VOLTAGE APPLIED TO DETECTOR

Fig. 1

Audio-frequency output

of a detector as a Junction of
the input voltage.

3.0

The

it

introduces.

with which the ordinary
power detector rectifies the radio-frequency
voltage is very much greater than in the
case of the weak-signal rectifier. Thus, if a
weak-signal detector with 0.02-volt input
efficiency

power detector

frequency amplification (which amplifies
about 25 times) without reducing the output of the power tube.
The performance of a typical detector
for different input voltages is shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. The audio-frequency output
as a function of signal voltage applied to
the detector is given in Fig. 1. For large
signals this relation is obviously very
nearly a straight line, while for small inputs the output follows a curved path. This
transition from a square-law to linear
characteristic as the signal is increased is

rectification.

rectifier

grid-leak

amplification before detection is equivalent to a much larger amount of audiofrequency amplification after rectification.
In the usual radio set, increasing the radiofrequency amplification about ten times,
to bring the normal detector input from
0.05 volt up to 0.50 volt, will make it
possible to drop out one stage of audio-

sential, therefore,

so

by a

having 0.5-yolt input the audio-frequency
output is increased not 25 times, but
nearly 80 to 100 times. As a result of this
increased efficiency with large signals, a
moderate increase of radio-frequency

RECTIFICATION

OF

o

EFFICIENCY

o
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to an extent that materially increases the
apparent selectivity of the set, although

detector, the straight line action operates
in such a way as to make the static noise

only 10 times the signal strength. It is
obvious that the static will create less
disturbance in the latter case.
A very important property possessed by
the linear detector, and one which is not
generally appreciated is that when two
signals are simultaneously applied to a
detector and the weaker of the two is an
undesired signal, but yet is strong enough
to be heard as an interfering background,
the action of the linear detector is such as
to suppress the weaker of the two signals,
and to prevent it from being heard! This
rather surprising result can be explained
most readijy with the aid of the diagrams
in Fig. 3 in which A shows the desired
signal, while B is the weaker interfering
signal having a different frequency from
the first, and c, which is A and B added
together, represents the voltage actually
applied to the detector input. With a
straight-line detector the audio-frequency
output is proportional to the envelope of
the wave in c, resulting in the audiofrequency output shown at D. It is ap_that this output contains no contriparent
butions introduced by the weaker of the
two signals other than the inaudible supersonic beat note between the two carriers.
The total result is that with a straightline detector the strong signal prevents the
weaker superimposed signal of a different
frequency from being detected.
[This wHI not be the case if the detector
characteristic is other than linear. Then
the weaker signal will be rectified and the
rectification products will be heard even
when_the strong signal is present. Editor.]
This is, in effect, increasing the selectivity
of the receiver, but has the great advantage over selectivity gained by tuned
circuits in that there is no sideband trim-

ming involved.

The full benefit of this increased selectivity is not realizable in practical receivers
for several reasons. In the first place, no
detector

complete suppression

not obtained.

possibility of suppressing a weak
signal by a strong signal of different fre-

quency was tested with the aid of the
circuit in Fig. 4, in which a grid-leak power
detector was used. The test was made by
tuning in a moderately weak broadcast
signal when no 50,000-cycle current was
flowing through the resistance R. With the
music coming through satisfactorily as
determined by listening in the head phones
a 50,000 cycle voltage was superimposed
upon the broadcast signal by running a
current through the resistance. As soon as
this was done the music practically disappeared. It was found that two or three
volts across the resistance were enough to

DESIRED SIGNAL

-

(B)

UNDESIRED WEAKER SIGNAL

eliminate substantially

DESIRED AND UNDESIRED SIGNALS SUPERIMPOSED
Supersonic beat Frequency
Audio Frequency
/

Component

1

all

detection of the

broadcast signal, although the detector
was adjusted to take inputs several times
this amount before overloading. It is not
necessary to use 50,000 cycles for the suppressing frequency, and any frequency,
other than one giving an audible beat note
with the broadcast signal, would have
given the same results. This little experiment shows that a strong signal is really
able to suppress a weaker signal when the
two are superimposed and applied to a
linear detector.

This comparison of power and weak-

(D)

signal detection shows that the former is
superior in that it introduces less disis a more efficient rectifier, gives
disturbance with strong static impulses, and results in an increase in the

tortion,
less

WAVE C AFTER LINEAR RECTIFICATION

Fig. 3 Suppression of detection
of weaker undesired signal by

effective

linear rectification.
result is that with the linear detector, as
used in practical receivers, strong signals
are able to reduce the efficiency with which
weak but interfering signals are rectified

selectivity.

The

linear

power

detector is obviously here to stay, and the
future will see it used more and more. It
has even been suggested that some day
the input to the loud speaker will be obtained by rectifying a very large radiofrequency signal of perhaps 100 volts,
using a vacuum tube, or perhaps a copperoxide element, without the use of any

audio-frequency amplification.

Power detection

has

a perfectly straight-line
characteristic, and, unless the characteristic is absolutely straight, the weaker
signal is not completely suppressed. Also,
in order to obtain full suppression of
the weaker signal it is necessary that the
strong signal always be larger than the
weaker one. If the strong signal is modulated 100 per cent, there are times when
its amplitude goes down to zero, and at
these moments, of course, there is no
suppression, or rather, what is normally
the weaker signal may momentarily suppress the normally stronger one. The net

is

The

(A)

!?TL

T

requires

more radio-

frequency amplification than does the
weak-signal detector, and not many years
ago this was a real disadvantage. The
screen-grid tube has altered the situation,
however, by making it comparatively
simple to obtain high amplification per
stage without trouble from regeneration.
Inasmuch as it is still necessary to use the
same number of tuned circuits in screengrid sets as before, in order to obtain the
necessary selectivity, the additional radiofrequency is so easy to obtain as to be an
advantage.

0.0001

o
<=>

50,000
Cycle

Source

Circuit for demonstrating how a strong signal can suppress detection of a weaker one
when a linear detector is used.
Fig. 4

DESIGNING THE POWER-SUPPLY CIRCUIT
(Continued from page 48)
sound, and accurate limits set for acceptable hum. as this depends upon frequency,
type of loud speaker, efficiency of loud
speaker, and cabinet resonances. However, after a while the operator will be
able to pass very accurately on the acceptability of any particular job.
To analyze the hum coming from our
set and power pack we can short circuit
various tubes, cutting out certain parts
of the total hum. For instance, if we short
circuit the primary of the last a.f. transformer all the hum we get is coming from
the power tubes alone. If we put a very
large by-pass condenser across the gridbias resistor we can tell whether it is grid
ripple or not, and, if it is not, then we can
increase the capacity of C? (see Fig. 1).
If this helps we know we have excessive
plate ripple and either Ci or Cz or both
must be increased to secure satisfactory
filtering.

50

However,

if

this does not help

then our hum is coming from the filament
supply and may be due to unbalanced
tubes, or unequal halves of the filamentsupply winding. However, it will be found
in the great majority of cases, especially

when

using push-pull, that the

be very low when the

last a.f.

hum

will

primary

is

shorted.
To locate

hum coming by induction
from power transformers and choke coils
we can remove various tubes and place
resistors across the primary of the succeeding transformer. Thus, if we remove
the detector tube and place 20,000 ohms
across the primary of the first a.f. transformer, we can tell how much induction
there is by rotating the transformer, and
if it is serious we can locate the apparatus
properly to minimize it. It is obvious that
first a.f. transformer will give more
trouble from this source than the second
due to higher succeeding amplification.
Having finally chosen our capacity

our

NOVEMBER

1929

values

it

is

only

necessary

to

specify

working and break-down voltages.
For instance, we found 613 volts necessary across Ct at a 115-volt line. The
highest line voltage we might encounter
is about 130 volts, and, if no regulator
were employed, this would result in an
r.m.s. potential of almost 700 volts, or a
peak of 980 volts. This, then, is going to
be our maximum working voltage and Ci,
should be specified for 1200 volts to have
a sufficient margin of safety.
Of course, we must also check all our
their

filament and plate voltages accurately to
make sure our computations were correct.
We have now finished our power pack,
have a job producing the required voltages, giving acceptably low hum, keeping
within safe limits of heating and breakdown, and costing as little as possible.
Our job then, is finished, and we turn our
pack over to the production department
to do with as they will.
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This receiver contains four stages of radio-frequency' amMiration followed by a two-stage audio-frequency ampliresistance coupled in the first stage and transformer
coupled in the second stage. It should be noted that the second stage of audio amplification is shunt fed and that an
auto-transformer is used. The auto-transformer feeds the
single 245-type power tube.
^

fier,

THE KENNEDY RECEIVER CHASSIS NO.
This seven-tube receiver employs a three-stage radio-frequency amplifier of high sensitivity and uniform gain. All tuning condensers are
ganged to a single control. The detector ia followed by the conventional

10

two-stage transformer-coupled audio-frequency amplifier with two 245type tubes in the output. The radio-phonograph switch connects the
phonograph pick-up unit directly to the grid of the detector tube.

Phono
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1929
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Data on

Its Construction

and Use

AN EFFICIENT RADIO SET DIAGNOSER
By HERBERT M. ISAACSON
Engineering Department, Colonial Radio Corporation

BENEFITS to be derived
from the use of a set-tester
or "diagnoser" have been so
that they are fawell rehearsed
n

7.

RAulO otl UlAbNUotK

T!

HERBERT

miliar to every serviceman. A
diagnoser facilitates rapid, systematic, and accurate testing of a
receiver, since any deviation from
the normal in either set or tubes
gives a visual indication on the
panel of the tester. Because each
circuit of the receiver is checked
individually, the faulty circuit is
isolated quickly, and the trouble
is run down to the defective piece
of apparatus. To a large extent,
then, it removes the guess work
from servicing and enables the ser-

H.

ISAACSON

der test.

QRV RADIO SERVICE. INC,
8.

degree of shielding of
loop-operated sets located in
steel buildings investigated, position of break in concealed indoor antennas found, capacities
of condensers and the value of
resistors in megohms measured,
and, in addition, the diagnoser

incorporates a feature which has
proved of great value a modulated oscillator.

minimum

The Switching Mechanism

Important Features
The diagnoser described in

Since the diagnoser is built
around the switching mechanism,
this unit will be described first.
As will be realized from a consid-

this

article embodies all of the features
found in the best of manufactured
test sets, and, in addition, it has
several points of superiority which
have been developed by the writer.
The important features of the

eration of Fig. 2,

assembly

2.

points is to construct a pushbutton-operated switching mechanism. Such an assembly with all
the switches necessary for the
set-tester herein described can be
built easily to take a space only 6
inches long, 2 inches wide, and

The tester measures

only 8 X 11 X 4 inches and
weighs seven pounds.
Ease of manipulation: All readings are obtained by depressing
push buttons. These buttons
may be locked in a closed posi-

MILUtMFERES

100

'

VOLTS OC

Adaptability: The various current and
voltage ranges of the meters are available for external connection and the
tester is designed so that special tests

tube without requiring the connection

4.

1000

10

of the diagnoser designed by the writer.

when

of extra leads or external sources of
power. (See Fig. 1.)
Completeness: The tester tells a complete story. It. will measure filament,
grid, plate, and screen-grid voltages
and plate currents existing at the tube
sockets of the set. Complete circuit
continuity may be checked, with one
exception the grid circuit of a grid
leak-condenser detector.

SOO

than 1 inch deep. A compact
and symmetrical appearing piece
of apparatus is the result.
less

View
desired.
3. Universality: The tester is capable of checking any standard receiver or
tion

For example,
heater and line voltages may be measured and the polarity and charging rate
of trickle chargers may be determined.

may

.

be performed

easily.

Serviceability: Simplicity of design in the
mechanical features and the selection of
quality materials in the construction

insure serviceability.

The switch lever C is bent so that it
exerts pressure against contact A. When
the push button is pressed the contact at
is broken before contact can be made

A

with point B. The circuit connections, of
and B and
course, are made to contacts
to the switch lever C. With contact

A

A

omitted we have a single-pole single-throw
switch. By mounting two switches so that
the one push button presses both levers at
the same time a double-pole double-throw
switch is obtained, with levers CC' always

Average Values of Plate Current Change for Standard Tube Types
Tube

the switching

may be made of ordinary

knife switches. However, a cheaper
and better method from all stand-

diagnoser are as follows:
1. .Portability:

Versatility: By use of the diagnoser, sets can be neutralized,
overall sensitivity checked, effectiveness of pick-up systems

tested,

viceman to make an accurate
diagnosis of the fault in a
of time.

Any or all of the
buttons may be locked down
simultaneously without damage
to the diagnoser or the set unFoolproof:

.
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.

making contact with points AA' except
the push button is depressed. By

R,

contacts AA', a double-pole
single-throw switch results.
It is often desirable to lock a button
when making certain tests. As indicated in
Fig. 2, by means of a groove cut in the
panel and a pin in the button, a slight turn
of the button when pressing it, keeps it
down. Turning the button in the direction
opposite to that used in locking it, allows
the pin to sink into the groove as the spring
of the switch lever brings the button up
to its normal position. To indicate when
the button is locked, a line is engraved on
one end and parallel to the pin.
Since it is essential that the pin be in the
exact center of the rod and at the proper
distance from the ends, and that it must go
through the rod at right angles to it, a hint
on the best way to do it wul not be amiss.
In this connection the writer has found
that best results can be obtained only by
the use of a jig. Fig. 3 shows how to make
one. The rod should fit snugly in the jig
and it is inserted so that the engraved line
is parallel to the pin hole. If care has been
taken to make the distance from the pin
hole to the end of the jig exactly the distance desired between the pin and the
engraved end of the push button, all the

omitting

buttons

will

come

out

identical

and

accurate.

As contact points |-inch $*s round-head
brass machine screws are used. The ends
of the screws should be sandpapered until
they are bright. It has been found that the
brass contacts give service for about a
year before tarnish begins to interfere
with their proper operation. The switch
levers themselves can be cleaned by
scratching with a needle through the contact screw holes. All the contacts of the
set tester can be gone over in less than
half an hour and the instrument will then
be good for another year of service.

The B.C. Meter
The

d.c.

meter has a 1-mA.

movement. This

full-scale

allow the use of
1000 ohms per volt in the multiplier resistors; that is, when used as a voltmeter,
the resistance for a particular scale is 1000
ohms multiplied by the highest voltage
on that scale. For instance, the resistor for
the 10-volt scale of the meter has a resistance of 10,000 ohms.
Meters marked with multi-range scales
are obtainable from meter manufacturers or a 1-mA. scale may be used and
the readings multiplied by the proper
conversion factor.
Shunts are easily
Pin Hole
calibrated
against
will

another meter hav-

ing the proper
ranges. Be certain
that the wire used
for the shunt has

5000 ohms

5000
Rz
Ba 50,000
R 50.000

when

-\UYCable
[Heater Leads

R, 75.000

UX Cable,
Fil.Leads

G-UX

G-UY

Cable
1

f-

,

Cable

Dotted lines indicate that
both levers are operated
by the one push button
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Plate

to offset this difference between the actual

and the indicated

C

and because

voltages,

of it the indicated voltage may be taken
as the actual voltage. It is the voltage drop
in the secondary of the transformer (true
only in a.f. transformers) due to the current drawn by the meter. It will depend,
of course, on the resistance of the secondary, and the current drawn by the meter.
As an instance, let us suppose a 112-type

tube with 12 volts C bias and a transformer secondary of 10,000 ohms. Using
the 50-volt C scale, at 12 volts the meter
will draw about 0.25 mA. This current
passing through the secondary resistance
of 10,000 ohms causes a drop of 2.5 volts

across it. The indicated C bias, therefore,
is 2.5 volts less than the actual bias, which
just offsets the 2.5 volts in excess of the
actual voltage due to the mid-tapped resistor, and the indicated voltage then
equals the actual voltage. Another point
to watch out for when taking C readings in
audio stages is the error caused by the
volume control in the audio stage. The
method usually employed is to connect a
200,000-ohm potentiometer across the
transformer secondary and to tie the grid
of the tube to the movable arm of the

potentiometer.

The meter

current then

must pass through the parallel path formed
by the resistance between the center contact and one side of the potentiometer, and
the resistance between the center and the
other side of the potentiometer. In the
case of a 200,000-ohm resistor, if the volume control happens to be half way on,
the resistance in series with the meter
would be 100,000 ohms, and the indicated
C bias would be only one third of the
actual bias. The remedy obviously is to
turn the volume control all the way on.

circuit

when either the

is
indicated
" continuity
100V " or " 500V " button

depressed. If the voltage is not known
to be less than 100 volts it is best to press
the "500V" button first to prevent overloading the meter. The voltage drop across
transformer primaries, due both to the
meter current and plate current of the
tube must be taken into account to reconcile the value of indicated voltage with the
voltage at the source. This difference is
is

inconsequential except when determining
the voltage of B batteries by a reading at
an a.f. socket, or when the meter load
assumes a considerable proportion of the
total load, as in the case of a plate voltage
reading on a detector tube. In this case if
the plate voltage were supplied through a
series resistor from a high-voltage source,
the current drawn by the meter which
might be equal to half of what the tube
uses would cause a 50 per cent, increase
in the drop across the series resistor.
The tube must be in the diagnoser socket
when talking plate-voltage readings if the
supply is from a power-supply unit.
Plate current is read by pressing the
10-mA. or the 100-mA. button. It is always best to press the 100-mA. button
first, to be sure the current in not over
10 mA., and if it is not, to then press the
10-mA. button.
The heater voltage of a 227-type tube
is obtained by inserting the 227 test plug
in the set socket, the tube in the diagnoser
socket, and pressing the "227 heater voltage" button. When taking a plate voltage
reading on a 227, sufficient time must be
allowed for the cathode to attain its working temperature.
From a consideration of the action of a
vacuum tube as a voltage amplifier, it is

clear that the ratio of plate current

change

to the grid voltage change causing it is the
best figure of merit of the tube. This relation is termed mutual conductance and is

micromhos. Between two
expressed
tubes of the same type, the one having the
higher value of mutual conductance is the
in

one better suited as a voltage amplifier.
To measure the mutual conductance of a
tube, with the diagnoser, divide the indicated value of grid voltage into the increase
of value in plate current in milliamperes,
when the grid-test" button is pressed
and multiply this figure by 1000. The result is the mutual conductance in microm'

hos. The table accompanying this article'
gives the average values of the change in
plate current at the commonly used plate
and grid voltages for most of the tubes
encountered at present, together with their
mutual conductance at these particular
values of plate and grid voltage. Tubes of
the same make may vary from 10 to 20
per cent, above or below the values given
It should be remembered,
however, that it is the change in plate
current with change in grid voltage that is
important. Sometimes two tubes of the
same type will be encountered, one with
a plate current swing from 1 mA. to 6 mA.
amperes and the other with a swing from
in this table.

5

mA.

is

as

to 10mA. As voltage amplifiers one
good as the other. The mutual conductance is the same for each. However,
it would be preferable to use the one with
the lower plate current in an audio stage
since the audio transformer core would
be worked at a lower flux density resulting
in a higher value of permeability and hence
increased primary impedance. The higher
the primary impedance, the more uniform

the voltage amplification.

A HIGH-RESISTANCE VOLTMETER SUBSTITUTE
By FREDERIC

B.

FULLER

is WELL KNOWN that a low-resistance
voltmeter cannot be used alone to measure the e.m.f. across a device which

I'

IT

E.

termined most easily, by inserting a
milliammeter in series with the load as

shown

Now

and noting

in Fig. 1 (A)

its

reading.

connect the low-resistance voltmeter
across both the milliammeter and the load,
as shown in Fig. 1 (B). This will immediately cause a change in the reading
of the milliammeter, as explained above.
Let this new current reading be. I' and
let the reading of the voltmeter be E'.

Here again, by Ohm's Law,
resistance of the
tically zero).

milliammeter

Then,

F
we know that r =

R =

if

F'

we have

(B)

T7 whence

E=

E'

X

load

is

learned

by this method, for R =

in the

above example,

Fig. 1

which
load (that is, the voltage that will be there
after the voltmeter has been removed) is
the voltage indicated on the voltmeter
multiplied by the ratio of the ammeter
reading before the voltmeter was applied
to the ammeter reading after the voltmeter

was

applied.

One simple example will be given:
I = First ammeter reading = 0.030 amperes

f?
1

T
T-,

In other words, the true voltage across the

54

TCV

(A)

praci-

am-

is absolutely accurate, regardless of how low the resistance of the
voltmeter, provided, of course, that both
ammeter and voltmeter are themselves
calibrated accurately.
Incidentally, the resistance, R, of the

vpt

is

0.024

This method

-p (the

R =

=

= Voltmeter reading = 36 volts
=
E True voltage =^j. X 36 = 45 volts
U*v24

mA.

Then by Ohm's Law R=E/I

expressed
in ohms, volts, and amperes. Of these three
unknown quantities, the current is de-

Second ammeter reading

E'

has considerable internal resistance. However, a milliammeter plus such a voltmeter
can be used at considerable saving in cost
over a high-resistance voltmeter.
The theory may seem a little complicated, but the method about to be
described is simple and quick. There is a
definite,
though unknown, amount of
resistance between the two points whose
difference in potential is desired. Let this
resistance be R, let the current through
it be I, and the true voltage across it be

=

peres

36
is

0.024

1500 ohms.

Measuring Plate Current
In measuring the voltage across a tube it
makesa difference which side of the ammeter
the voltmeter is connected to. In Fig. 2 a
voltage divider, "D", is shown, and two
and N. If it is desired to learn
tubes,
the plate-to-filament voltage of tube M,
for example, the "load" is the plate-tofilament resistance of tube M. The
ammeter should be connected close to tube
M, not close to the voltage divider, and
then the voltmeter attached across both the
ammeter and the tube, as shown. There
will be a slight change in the plate resistance of the tube due to the slight change
in its plate potential when the voltmeter
is applied. But this is so small that it may

M

be neglected entirely in most calculations.

Fig. 2
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Formerly Radio Engineer, Stetcart- Warner Corporation

T

HE SET
known

described in this article is
the
Stewart-Warner
as
_|_ Series 950 Screen Grid. It utilizes
eight tubes in all, including the rectifier.
Three 224-type tubes are employed as

radio-frequency amplifiers, two 227's, one
as a plate-circuit detector and the other
as an audio-frequency amplifier, and two
245 's in push pull furnish approximately
3.2 watts of undistorted power

cotton-covered copper wire wound on a
\" diameter wooden form. Its natural
period, with the output capacitance of the
224-type tube shunted across it, is slightly
below the lowest frequency of the broadcast band (it resonates at 490 kc.).
Theoretically, such an arrangement
should give us a very stable r.f. amplifier,
for, since the primaries are resonant below

35

output.

^

R. F. Circuit

H

I

30

From

three stages of screen-grid
I
r.f. amplification very high gain
<
can be obtained. It was considered
g " );
advisable, however, to sacrifice
1(
some of this gain by reducing the
ci
c
g
coupling in the r.f. transformers,
thus gaining additional selectivity.
With this thought in mind several
methods of r.f. coupling were investigated, i.e., tuned plate, 1 to
1.25 to 1
1 ratio transformer,
ratio transformer, etc. Although
each type gave considerable gain, they
did not give uniform amplification over
the entire tuning range of the set. It was
not until the high-inductance primary in
conjunction with a special coupling condenser was tried that it was possible to
obtain uniform amplification throughout
the broadcast band.
The r.f. transformer primary coil consists of 625 turns of 0.005" enameled,

STEWART

-

\^

\^

WARNER

SERIES 950 SCREEN GRID SET
SENSITIVITY CURVE

-STANDARD UUTPUT-4 METER ANTENNA
400~ MODULATED 30%

;

SCO

1000

FREQUENCY

IN

1200

KILOCYCLES

Fig. 2

the broadcast band, the plate circuits
will have a capacitive load in them at any
point in the band. However, the lack of
perfect shielding makes it necessary to
take the usual precautions in order to insure stable operation. Between the plates
and control grids of succeeding 224-type
tubes small capacities of about 10 mmfd.
These capacitors are
are connected.
mounted on the side of the tuning capaci-

and are adjusted before being assembled on the chassis. In general, the resonant
point of the lumped primary determines
the shape of the sensitivity curve at the
low-frequency end, the capacity of the
coupling condensers largely determines its
shape at the high-frequency end, and the
tor

coupling between primary and secondary
determines the height of the entire sensitivity curve. These effects as described are not strictly true, of
course; for example, the setting of
the coupling condensers affects
slightly the sensitivity at the lowfrequency end, and so on.
Considering the r.f. coil as a
step-down transformer from plate
to grid, it is readily seen that the
impedance of the tuned circuit
across the grid will be reflected
back into the preceding plate
1400
circuit, thereby introducing an impedance comparable to the plate
resistance of the tube. This, together with the adjusting of the
capacitive coupling and the resonate
point of the primaries made it possible to
obtain an amplification of more than 35
per stage uniformly over the band. This
was reduced slightly in order to provide
a better factor of safety and to obtain a
higher degree of selectivity.
Cross talk and local-station modulation
of distant-station carriers is a serious
matter with screen-grid circuits and neces-

VVWpAIV^-O

O

|||P

Dynamic

Fig. /

Complete schematic diagram of the Stewart-Warner Series 950 Receiver.
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sitates careful design of the
volume-control circuit.
In

Fig. 2, will be seen to be
nearly a straight fine, starting
at 5 microvolts per meter at
the low-frequency end of the
band and increasing to 12
microvolts per meter at the
high-frequency end.

by

these receivers the volume
control has a double function;
first, it varies the screen-grid
potential of the r.f. amplifier
tubes, and second, it varies
the signal input from the antenna to the set.

Performance
As mentioned previously,

Detection

the constants of the r.f. system were chosen to give good

The large r.f. signal strength
made available by the high
gain in the r.f. amplifier makes

selectivity.

possible the use of plate recwithout loss in overall sensitivity as compared
with the usual grid-circuit
rectifier used in conjunction

Selectivity

1000
at

with a lower gain r.f. amplifier, A 227-type tube is used

Curves 600 K.C.

K.a.HOOK.C. taken

Normal Output-50

watts. Modulation

Milli

30% at

400 Cycles

as the detector. It is self biased
to prevent overloading on
strong signals. Such a detector
will handle a very strong

trically.

Output Stage

Two 245-type power tubes connected in
push pull are used in the output stage.
These tubes are self biased and are
voltages,

maximum recommended

making

it

possible

to

obtain

1000

1020

1040

1340

1360

1380

1400

1420

1440

1460

CARRIER FREQUENCY. K.C.

Fig. 3

one

approximately 3.2 watts of undistorted

power output.
Either a magnetic or dynamic loud
speaker may be used on this set. The magnetic loud speaker is connected by means
of pup jacks in the rear of the chassis and
the dynamic loud speaker is plugged
in by means of a small tube base plug.
This plug also connects the field coil of
the dynamic to a source of rectified d.c.
for

its excitation coil.
sensitivity of this receiver

magnetizing

The

A

band width of 12 kc.
at ten times normal input, as
shown in the curve for 600
kc., means that a station 12
kc. from the station to which
cies.

signal without any appreciable distortion due to overload. The resistor-capacitor
combination in the detector
circuit is of such a value that
jio grid rectification occurs and it is utilized
flierely to facilitate the connection of a
pick-up unit to the detector grid circuit
for reproducing phonograph records elec-

in

and 1000

times normal input voltage to
give a standard output of 50
milliwatts, measured across a
representative load in the output circuit, is a measure of the
ability of the receiver to separate one station from another.
Fig. 3 gives such data taken at
three different radio frequen-

tification

operated at their

The band width

kilocycles at 10, 100

shown

is listening must be ten
times as strong as the station
being received in order to have the same
intensity in the loud speaker.
A circuit diagram giving the details of
the circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Note the
phonograph pick-up jacks, television connection, and means for connecting either
a magnetic or dynamic loud speaker.
Provision is also made for long, short, or
antenna connections. An
light-socket
automatic voltage regulator is placed in
series with the primary of the power
transformer.

BOOK REVIEWS
ENCYCLOPEDIE DE LA RADIO, by Michel

but inconsequential. Edwin H. Armstrong,

breaker and the radio-frequency ammeter,

Adam. 356 pages, 1550 figures. E. Chiron,
40 Rue de Seine, Paris, 50 francs. 1928.

for instance, is consistently referred to as

are described individually.
Tube, arc, and spark transmitters are
treated in turn.
typical question is,
"What causes overheating of a transmit-

This illustrated dictionary of radio
terms in the French should serve a useful
purpose in many American radio libraries.
The alphabetical arrangement is French,
but in each case the German and English
equivalents are given as well. The scope
of the work is somewhat narrower than
Sattelberg's

Dictionary

Terms Used

in Electrical

of

Technological

Edwing H. Armstrong. The English of
haubaner is given as anchor, instead of
guy or stay (in relation to masts) which is
rather comical in view of the fact that guy
comes from the Old French gui, a guide,
whereas anchor is Anglo-Saxon. But these

and the book should interest
all communication engineers whose horizon extends beyond the U. S. A.
are trivialities

Communication,

printed in Berlin by
Springer, since the Adam-Chiron
effort is limited to T.S.F.
this crypto-

RADIO OPERATING, QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS, by Arthur R. Nilson and J. L.
Hornung. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New

graph, it should be explained, originally
stood for "telegraphic sans fils," or "tele-

York. 367 pages, $2.00. 1929.
This book by the two well-known radio
educators, Messrs. Nilson and Hornung,
is a second edition of their Radio Questions
and Answers. It is intended as a companion
volume to the same authors' Practical
Radio Telegraphy, previously reviewed in
these columns. Radio Operating is the
immediate recourse of candidates about to
take government license or civil service
examinations, while Practical Radio Telegraphy is a more extended text for those
who have time to study the technology

English-German,
Julius

graphy without wires," but has now been
expanded to cover the whole field of radio.
With a reading knowledge of French and
German, the two works in combination
should enable any normally trained radio
engineer to steer his way through the
bulk of the foreign literature of his

The German volumes

are getting a

art.
little

old (1925) while the Encyclopedic de la
Radio is up to date.
The descriptions of the various terms
are succinct and in most cases exact and
informing. Where a general term, such as
"modulation," is involved, a more extensive discussion is presented. The size of
the book, with its eight by ten inch
pages, makes it possible to include a formidable amount of material.
As in every first edition of a work of this
sort, there are a fair number of misprints.
The number of serious errors is apparently
small. Most of the blunders are amusing

56

of radio communication

more

fully.

The

present volume starts with the
standard request for a diagram of a complete commercial transmitting and receiving equipment, which has exhausted
so many aspirants for operators' tickets in
the inquisitorial chambers of the U. S.
Radio Supervisors. Formerly, the transmitter shown was a spark set; now tubes
are the thing. The various parts of the
equipment, such as the overload circuit

NOVEMBER
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A

ting tube?"

voltage

may

The answer

is

that the plate

be too high, or the circuit

not be oscillating properly, there may
be a punctured plate blocking condenser, or
improper bias, or the tube may be defective
internally, etc. The trouble with these
enumerations is that so many would-be

may

operators memorize them as mere verbiage,
with little practical idea of what the terms
mean and what physical realities underlie
them. That is why a theoretical text, and
experience with the actual equipment,

must accompany

a

volume

like

Radio

Operating to make it really useful to the
students. The authors recognize this in the
bibliographies following each chapter.
Under "Receiving Apparatus" the
venerable tikker is included as a means of
receiving continuous waves, demonstrating that for radio equipment, at least, there
is a life after the grave. The same chapter
contains a brief treatment of modern
radio compass technique.
Later chapters take up motor-generator
sets used in radio transmission, the construction and care of storage batteries,
the radio laws of the United States
(brought up to date after the Washington
convention of 1927), general theory,
broadcasting, and amateur station operation. The appendices add useful information on examination conditions, abbrevia-

wavelength
book has an index.
tions,

allocations,

etc.

The

Mathematical Discussion of

the

Fada

Circuit

BAND-PASS FILTER DESIGN
By

E.

UEHLING

A.

Engineering Department, F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.

NOTES are given in this article
on the design of the band selector
used in the Fada receiver described
by the writer in July, 1929, RADIO
BROADCAST. In this receiver there is a

SOME

signal selector of band-pass characteristics

receding the first radio-frequency amplitube.
In most filters already used the band of
frequencies transmitted is narrow at long
waves and very wide at short waves.
The selectivity at the short wavelengths
is usually not very good, even in the best
receivers, because of the increased resistance of the radio-frequency circuits at
the higher frequencies. It is obvious that
if the width of the band transmitted by a
band-pass filter increases as the wavelength decreases, the tendency toward
broad tuning at the shorter wavelengths

Eer

will

be even more pronounced.

The Band-Pass Circuit

A

simplified circuit of a band-pass filter
having more desirable characteristics is
shown in Fig. 1. It will be noted first of all
that no magnetic coupling exists between

the two circuits. There are two principal
advantages of coupling these circuits as
shown and these advantages will be described as follows: We are interested in the
width of the transmission band which depends on the value of the quantity

But

in the case of magnetic coupling this
variation is constant regardless of frequency, and in the case of the capacity
coupling the variation in reactance with
change in frequency decreases as the
frequency increases. Thus we find at 200
meters the variation of capacitive reactance with frequency is equal to only 1 X 10 6
- 6 at the same
as compared with 10 X 10
frequency for magnetic coupling. So in the

broadcast range capacity coupling gives
a more nearly uniform width of band than
magnetic coupling, provided the width
of the band is made the same for both types
of coupling at 550 meters. That is, the
actual arithmetic variation in band width
is less for capacity coupling than for inductive coupling.
The second of the two principal advantages of this type of band-pass filter
is that whatever variation in band width
there is, it is in the most desirable direction
as already stated. As the receiver tuning
dial is turned to the shorter wavelengths,

where mi and L are the same quantities as
before, and Zi' and Z are the impedances
of the two circuits which are in general of
different value than Z-" and Z/ given
above.

But we

are interested in the ratio

=r,

Va

the ratio of the voltage impressed on the
grid when the band-pass filter is used to
that impressed on the grid when the ordi-

We

nary antenna

circuit is used.
get this
dividing one equation by the

ratio by
other.
Ej
Ez

Zi'Z;

Zi'Zi
'

Zi"Zz'Z3 mid)L

The resonant frequency

of the antenna
above the highest frequency
of the broadcast band that its reactance
to broadcast frequencies is very high, and
therefore Zi, the impedance of the antenna
circuit, is very high compared with the
impedance of the other circuits. Since Zi
circuit is so far

is

very large, its coupling to the following
changes its value very little.

circuits

r

'h

Therefore,

Ant
Long
ngAnt

Zi
Short Ant

Fig. 1

=

Zi"

=

approximately

Zi'

then
Ej

2

Now

megohms

the value of Zs

is

RiRj)
Ji,

where Ri and

and

M

2

is

R

are the circuit resistances
the absolute value of square of

the coupling impedance. It will be seen
that this coupling impedance should vary
as the product RiR2 varies with frequency,
so that the quantity (M 2
RiR2) is as
nearly constant with frequency as it can
be made. When the coupling between the
circuits is magnetic the variation of the
mutual reactance can be expressed as:
d

= L
o)

coupling between the circuits is
capacitive, the variation of the mutual
reactance with frequency can be expressed
as:
-

J_
d

a)

the coupling percentage is reduced constantly, This reduction in percentage of
coupling is slightly more than is required
to give constant width of band with the
result that there is a slight decrease in
band width at the lower wavelengths.
The use of a band-pass filter is not with-

out some

loss in voltage amplification as

ttl

Substituting this value of 2$ in the equation above

compared with other methods of signal
selection. There is a voltage gain in this
of about 2 at 550 kiloband-pass
cycles and about 4 or 5 at 1500 kilocycles.
comparison is given below of the voltage
amplification obtained with the ordinary
tuned antenna circuit and the circuit as
used in this receiver will be shown.
The ratio of the voltage E3 impressed
on the grid of the first amplifier tube to
the voltage EI impressed in the antenna is

'u'C

Suppose we decide on 4 per cent, coupling
as the value which gives the desired width
of band at the longest wavelengths. With
230-microhenry tuning coils the mutual
inductance will then have to be 9.6 microhenries and the variation of the mutual
reactance with frequency, as expressed
by the first formula, will be 9.6 X 10
circuits
between
the
Now, if the coupling
is capacitive and a coupling of 4 per cent,
is again chosen, the coupling capacity will
be about 10,000 micromicrofarads, and at
550 meters the variation of reactance with
of
frequency, as determined by the second
- 6 . For
the two formulas, will be 10 X 10
either type of coupling the variation of
reactance with frequency at 550 meters
when the coupling percentage is adjusted
for the same width of band is the same.
.

A

Ei

The value
22'

two

tuning

^

_

of Zj'

Zt
Zaf

is

= VRj'2

'A

where (referring to Fig. 1) mi is the mutual
impedance between the first two circuits,
m 2 the mutual impedance between the
last

Zt

~
Ej

filter

If the

d

To Input of /
first Tube

2

L

circuits,
coils in the

R,

2R:

the inductance of the

band-pass

filter,

and

then

Z/', Z 2 ', and Za the impedance of the three
circuits respectively as influenced by the

reaction of the following circuits.

The ordinary antenna

circuit differs
circuit of Fig. 1 only in the absence of the third circuit. In this case the
ratio of the voltage
impressed on the

from the

=
Ej

But

Z2

_
"

zTzT

1929

2Rs

the impedance of circuit II with

removed, then
Zj

= R!

hence
E,
E,

mitoL

NOVEMBER

is

circuit III

E

grid of the first amplifier tube to the voltage
EI impressed in the antenna is
Ea
Ei

+ Zi

= 5.
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THE ROCHESTER I. R. E.
DISTRICT CONVENTION

No. 304

RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet

November, 1929
The following papers are scheduled to
be given at the Eastern Great Lakes Dis-

various straight lines would li intersect at a
common point but because of *i.*:ht inaccuracies
they do not. As a result there is formed at the
center a small polygon. The center of this polygon
must now be estimated and between the center
and the point corresponding to zero wavelength

Convention of the Institute of Radio
Engineers to be held at Rochester on
November 18 and 19: "Considerations in
Screen-Grid Receiver Design" by W. A.
MacDonald of the Hazeltine Corporation; "What Executives Expect of Engineers" by I. G. Maloff of the Valley
Appliances Corporation; "Ultra High
Frequency Transmission and Reception"
by A. Hoyt Taylor of the Naval Research
Laboratory; "A Broadcast Receiver for
Special Purposes" by Paul O. Farnham
of the Radio Frequency Laboratories;
"Standardization in the Radio Vacuum
Tube Field" by W. C. White of the General Electric Research Laboratory; "The
Engineer in the Radio Industry" by H. B.
Richmond of the General Radio Company
and president of the Radio Manufacturers'

a straight line

Association.

Distributed Capacity Measurements
method commonly used in laboratories
THE
to determine the distributed capacity of a
tune it to various wavelengths by
means of a condenser and then plot a curve of
wavelength squared against the capacity of the
tuning condenser. The curve will be a straight
line but will not pass through zero because of
the distributed capacity of the coil. If the
curve is extended so that it intercepts the line
corresponding to zero wavelength, the intercept

length is determined.
given below:

trict

Some sample data

is

coil is to

capacity of the coil.
simple and quite accurate pro-

will give the distributed

The method

is

vided the individual measurements are caremade. If, however, there are {slight discrepancies in the various measurements it is
necessary to estimate as accurately as possible
the correct position for the curve.
There is another method of graphically
determining the distributed capacity which is
not generally used but which is sometimes more
accurate than the one described. This second
method is illustrated on "Laboratory Sheet,"
No. 305.
The general method of procedure is similar.
The coil to be measured is connected across
known capaci ties and the resonan t wavefully

WAVELENGTH

CAPACITY TO TUNE
RESONANCE-MMFD.

TO

300
315
247
200
134
The next step is to lay out a curve sheet as
shown on " Labora toryf Sheet" No. 305. The lefthand axis is wavelength squared and the righthand axis is the tuning capacity in micromicrofarads. Straight lines are now drawn being the
various values of tuning capacity and the corresponding values of wavelength squared.
If all the measurements were perfect, these
.

is

drawn. This

line will intersect

the capacity axis at the point'corresponding to
the distributed capacity of the coil. This latter
line is shown dotted on the curve.

Those attending the convention will be
taken on inspection trips to StrombergCarlson plant, Kodak Park, and the
Valley Appliance Corp.
The Rochester, Buffalo-Niagara, Cleveland, and Toronto Sections of the Institute
are sponsoring the Convention, while the

membership of the

entire

No. 305

RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet

November,

1929

Distributed Capacity Measurements

take part in

Institute will]

its activities.

SELLING RADIO THE
BIGGEST SHOW ON EARTH
(Concluded on page 23)

you have made yourself an expert
your complete knowledge of broadcasting you are right on your customer's own

But

if

in

street. You are a human being, therefore,
you like to tell what you know. You know

electricity

Make

and mechanics.

yourself a student of the

drama

of radio, its comedies, its utilities, its
music, and its bally-hoo all the elements
which make it a big show. Get full of that
kind of knowledge. Inevitably, as a human
being, you will want to talk it, to tell

what you know. Then conversationally
you find yourself on the customer's own
street and your native sales ability gets a
fifty per cent, better chance to do its work.
You may even learn some things about
broadcasting which the broadcasting sta-

No. 306

RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet

November, 1929

Advantages of Automatic Volume Control
T^HE

use of automatic volume controls in
has certain definite advantages.
The most obvious advantage is, of course, that
such a control
definitely determines the output
of the receiver and maintains this output constant over wide variations in field intensity.
Ordinarily as we tune from one local station to
another the volume varies considerably, depending upon the field strength obtained from the
'

receivers

be a minimum. The distortion ordinarily
produced in detector circuits is a function of

input voltage. It is high for small values of
input voltage and also for very large values of
input voltage. At some medium values determined by the operating voltages of the detector
tube, the distortion will be a minimum and it is
of course advisable to operate the detector tube
always under the conditions for minimum dis-

station,

but in a set equipped with an automatic

tortion.

volume

control, all stations will give approxi-

These three advantages are responsible for
the greatly increased use of automatic volume
control systems and it is probable that in the
future their use will become quite general.
The automatic volume control tube generally
works on the output of the r.f. amplifier and
it automatically functions to control the output
of the r.f. amplifier by varying its sensitivity.
When the field strength is very high, the volume
control tube causes a large reduction in the
sensitivity of the amplifier and when the field
strength is very low the tube functions to maintain the radio frequency amplifierlatfmaximum

mately the same volume.
The second advantage

of

an

automatic

is that it helps to some extent
to reduce the effects of fading, since, as the signal
to
the
begins
fade,
sensitivity of the set automatically begins to increase and in this way
partially compensates the fading.
third advantage of this control system, is
that by its use it is (possible to apply an input
to the detector tube of a definite value of r.f.
voltage. The set may be so designed that with
this value of voltage applied to the detector, the
distortion produced in the^detector circuit will

volume control

A

sensitivity.

tions themselves don't .get, because your
contact with the broadcasting audience
becomes more intimate and more outspoken.
The radio business to-day is in the stage
where both broadcasting and the receiving
set trade do pretty well with the large
numbers of people who really know they
want to buy.
Suppose the motor car business were
on that same basis. I venture to say that
the total number of cars in use in the
country might possibly be equal to what
this year's sales will be, might be less.
Automobile makers, oil producers, retailers, highway builders, local boards of
trade, state governments, all the resorts,
merchants of all sorts, real estate people,
all these and others are boosting the retail
sale of automobiles for all they are worth,
more cars, better cars, two to a family,

then, three.

No,

it is

not quite a parallel case. I've

it before you said it. But
the opportunity of profitable cooperation
is in radio to similar degree, and for lack
of that cooperation, radio is in some danger
of slipping into a we-all-have-it and a
take-it-for-granted condition long before
its novelty, its romance, its daily gift of

tried to

admit

been appreciated fully.
of radio and the friendly
gossip of radio are still very salable.
pleasure

have

The romance
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Can't Beat tte S-M 720?"
Just Try this All-A. C.
722 And at $74.75!
Have you heard the whisperings among the fans this fall how Silver Marshall
has brought out an all-electric custom receiver design which sells, completely wired
and yet which combines perfect convenience of
at the factory, for only $74.75 net
operation with such extreme performance as has seldom been seen in the most
complicated sets? Three screen-grid tubes, with band selector tuning four tuned
circuits in all
with screen-grid power detection these, built up to the highest
S-M standard of engineering, mean, of course, distance range right up among the
top notchers. And if you think for one moment that selectivity has been sacrificed
to full single-dial control one test of a 72Z on the most powerful local in your town
will give you an entirely new conception of what S-M precision in coil manufacture
can accomplish!

All-A. C. Operation

three screen(Above)
grid tubes (including detector),
band-niter, 245

These receivers are absolutely all electric even the 735 shortwave set, the first of its kind ever offered on the market. Power
supplies are built into the receivers not separate. (Power supply
for the 712 is built into the 677 Amplifier.) The full advantages

push-pull stage these
help make the 722 the outstanding buy of the year at
$74.75 net, completely
wired, less tubes and cabi-

of the new a.c. screen-grid tubes are secured. The characteristic
superior S-M tone quality, distance-range, and selectivity are in
these receivers as never before, due not alone to band-selector
tuning but also to still greater refinements of design and accuracy
of manufacture.

net.

Component parts total

$52.90.

Tubes required: 3

'24, 1
'80.

Startling in perfection of tone quality, the

'27,

2

'45, 1

The New "Boss of the Air" S-M 712

677 Clough-system
(right) is
Amplifier
ideal either for

(Above) A worthy successor to the famous Sargent-Rayment 710 of last season is the splendid new
712 tuner. Even if you have experienced the uncanny 10-kc. sharpness of the famous 5-vernier Sargent-Rayment a new thrill comes with the 712.
Here again are the five tuned circuits two of them

power-

ful record amplification, or with the 712.
Tubes required:! '27,
2 '45, 1 '80. $58.50,
less tubes. Component
parts total $43. 4O net.

now

joined in an ultra-modern band filter and
again the perfect shielding and the special shielded
coils, whose tremendous accuracy makes possible
the straight single dial tuning of the 712 without
verniers, yet with performance far beyond competition regardless of price. Feeds perfectly into any audio
amplifier; the S-M 677 is ideal, furnishing also all
necessary ABC power. Tubes required: 3 '24, 1 '27.
Price, only $64.90, less tubes, in shielding cabinet.
Component parts total $40.90. Ideally suited for rack

735 Short- Wave Receiver
(Left) a screen-grid r. f. stage, new
plug-in coils covering the bands from
17 to 2O4 meters, regenerative detector, typical S-M audio amplifier all help
to

make

this first a. c. short-wave set

also in performance. Price, wired
complete with built-in power unit,
less cabinet and tubes, only $64.90.
first

Component
required:

Tubes

parts total $44.90.

1

Two

'24,

2

'27,

2

panel installations.

'45,

131P and
131Q, cover the broadcast band at an
1

'80.

extra coils,

Beautiful Cabinets

extra cost of $1.65.

The handsome new 707

table model shielding cabinet, finished in rich crystalline brown and gold, suitable for 722, 735,
or 735DC, is only $7.75. Special arrangements have been made
whereby these receivers may be housed in magnificent consoles
especially adapted to them. Be sure to send for the new Fall S-M
General Parts Catalog, for details of these cabinets.

for battery use (735DC)
price, $44.80, less cabinet and tubes.
Component parts total $26.80. Tubes
required: 1 '22, 4 '12A.

Adapted

New!
S-M 233U
With a

Universal Output Transformer

DB.) from 30 to 1OOOO cycles, this transformer has the further advantage of extreme flexibility. Three windings, with a total of 12
lugs, enable it to be used to match almost any impedances. As an output transformer it will
work out of '71, '45 or '50 tubes singly or in push-pull. It will work into 12 different impedances from 9 to 2OO ohms to feed directly into the voice coils of 1 2, 3, 4 or 8 dynamicspeakers. It will also match with 10OO, 2OOO, 4OOO or 8OOO ohm circuits; may be used as a line
output transformer as well. Open mounted, size: 3' long, 3Ji' high, 3%' wide. Price, $9.OO.
The RADIOBUILDER for October contains a full description of the 712 Tuner;
677 amplifier, and the new 233 Output Transformer, as well as an interesting article
on Television Amplification. If you haven't seen it use the coupon.
If you build professionally write us about the authorized S-M Service Station
characteristic curve flat (to within 1.7

F

Silver-Marshall, Inc.

I

For enclosed
following :

,

franchise

it

.
.

No.

6.

.No. 7.
.No. 8.
.

SILVER.MARSHALL,
6403 West 65th

DATA SHEETS

.No. 3.
.No. 4.
.No. S.
.

St.,

Chicago, U.

S.

No.

.No.
.No.
.No.
.No.

Inc.
A.

in stamps, send

me

the

SOc Next 12 issues of The Radiobuilder
*1.00 Next 25 issues of The Radiobuilder

S-M

paysl

*r

64
West 65th Street, Chicago, U. S. A.
64O3
.... Please send me, free, the new Fall S-M
Catalog; also sample copy of The Radiobuilder.

No.

9.

as follows, at 2c each:

730. 731. 732 Short-Wave Sets
255, 256. etc., Audio Transformers
720 "Screen Grid Six Receiver

740 Coast-to-Coast" Screen Grid Four
675 ABC High-Voltage Power Supply
710 Sargent-Rayment Seven

678PD Phonograph-Radio Amplifier

12. 669 Power Unit (for 720AC)
14. 722 Band-Selector Seven
15. 735 Round-the-World Six
16. 712 Tuner (Development from the
17.

Sargent-Rayment)
677 Power Amplifier for use with 712

I

Name.
I

NOVEMBE

1929

Address
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SERVICE DO YOU OR YOUR CUSTOMERS PAY?
(Continued from Page 19)

of service. For example, it has probably
not even occurred to most dealers that
the portion of the store space devoted to
service
shop, service desk space, and
space required for storage of parts, accessories, and antenna equipment used
by the service department is space
which would be devoted to some other
purpose if there were no service department, or else a smaller store would be used.
Therefore, the cost of that space (rent,
or taxes and upkeep) should be charged
against the service department instead of
against general overhead. All of the
stationery used by the service department
should be charged against that department, and a separate telephone, or telephones, should be installed so that, insofar
as possible, all service calls can be charged
to service overhead instead of the common
practice of making them a general over'

head expense.
In short, a complete set of books should
be maintained for, and by, the service
department, and the expense accounts of
that department should be as carefully

subdivided as those of the sales department. The dealer should know, at the end
of each month, and at the end of each
year, the separate cost of labor, antenna
equipment, apparatus, batteries, and tubes
sold by the service department; the gross
income from each of those items; the gross
profit on each item; the percentage of profit on each item; and the totals of all
those accounts grouped together. If the
service department is not large enough
to keep one bookkeeper busy, or one
service executive busy, then whatever
portion of the time of an individual is
devoted to the service department should
be so charged. Otherwise, the sales department would be carrying an item of
office overhead which rightfully belongs to
service.

Free Service
There

is just one service item which
be properly charged to sales expense
if the dealer desires to do so. That is the
cost of performing free service within the
limited guarantee period, and the cost of
free installation if the dealer believes he

may

STRAYS FROM THE

LABORATORY
(Continued on page bO)
decrease appreciably. Such a voltage is not
difficult to attain from local stations and
may cause appreciable cross talk. Set
Vngineers, therefore, are increasing the
c<- 'trol-grid bias to as high as 3.0 volts in
j^fU'tcases and increasing the screen-grid
polS.. al from 75 to 90 volts.
It was said hi July that the screen-grid
tubes were none too good, some of them
drawing grid current at a negative potential as high as 1.5 volts which means either
increasing the bias voltage some more, or
running the risk of cross-talk trouble, or
of finding some way to avoid cross talk by
circuit changes, or, of course, producing
better tubes.

Why

does a screen-grid tube seem more
prone to draw grid current than other
types of tubes? The chief reason is probably because of its unpotenital filament.
The 227 is another offender. The highvoltage-filament tubes, such as the Arcturus 15-volt tubes, draw but little grid
current and then only under conditions at
which the tube would not be operated.
If the filament has a high voltage, there is

60

cannot break away from that harmful
and unnecessary practice. It is fairly
common practice in the automotive industry to charge the guaranteed free
service to sales, and some successful radio
dealers believe it to be good practice.

The author does not

agree with that view,
however, simply because it has been
proved by several dealers that the service
department itself can carry that expense
and still break even or make a profit.
That is to say, it can carry the expense of
the free service when permitted by the
sales department to make a reasonable
profit on the installation. If free installations are indulged in, the sales department,
and not the service department, should
most certainly be the one penalized. Any
free service performed after the guarantee
period, as return calls resulting from
improper service, should, of course, be
charged to the service department. Incidentally, the cost of rendering guaranteed free service over a ninety-day
period is not high if the merchandise sold is
of good quality, receivers and the tubes
and loud speaker to go with them are
tested thoroughly in the shop before
delivery, the installation is a high-quality
job in every respect, and the salesman lias
not made exaggerated performance claims.
For example, the free calls made by the
dealer whose service methods we have been

discussing averaged only about one and
one half per sale in 1928!

Labor Costs
Before we go into the subject of how
should be charged for service, it
might be well to examine the cost a little
more closely, for upon the latter depends
the amount of the former. The chief item
of service, labor, is the one real cost which
is so generally under-estimated, and the
one for which dealers almost universally
under-charge their customers. The chart
accompanying this article gives the details
of the situation, which are taken from records of the service department of a highly

much

successful radio retailer. The figures are an
average of the cost of eight men over a
period of two years.
The most significant thing about the
figures is the fact that the amount actually

only a very small part of it that can radiate
electrons to the grid. On the other hand, if
the filament has a low voltage, the WD-12
type for example, a large part of the filament will be near the voltage of the grid,
and consequently can contribute to the
grid current. Contact potentials and the
initial velocity of the electrons play an
important part in this grid current business
which worries both set and tube designers.

realized

by

this

dealer's

service depart-

ment

which the author considers to be
in the very top rank of efficiency
is only
67.5 per cent, of the amount which is his
advertised and applied rate for labor per
hour. That is something which is totally
neglected in the accounting of the average
service department. Figured on the same
basis of efficiency as measured by percentage of the labor charge which can be
considered actual gross income from labor
the average dealer would certainly not
be rated more than 50 per cent. That
would mean, with the same cost, and the
same charge per hour, that his income
would be $1.25 per hour, giving him a
margin of only 19 per cent, to cover all of
his service overhead. It has been the
experience of large dealers with good
service departments that it requires the
utmost care to keep the overhead down
under 40 per cent. If the average dealer is
able, by careful planning, to keep his
service overhead down to 40 per cent., or
near that figure, but he does not make
more than 20 per cent, on labor, his net
loss on labor is not less than 20 per cent,
and often more.
Sad to relate, the actual conditions are
even worse. The average dealer computes,
very roughly, that his labor costs him,

even with fairly good men, somewhere
between 60 and 75 cents per hour. Then he
calculates that if he charges $1.50 per
hour for service he will have an ample
margin, in the neighlxjrhood of 50 per
cent, and everything will be lovely! In the
first place, they neglect the fact that if
they pay a serviceman at a weekly rate
which amounts to 75 cents per hour, the
cost for the hours the man actually works
will be very close to
1.00 per hour. Then
they also neglect the fact that a charge of
$1.50 per hour will bring in, even with the
utmost efficiency, less than $1.00 for each
hour of work. The average dealer at the
present time not only shows no gain on
service labor with which to take care of
service overhead, bul he shouts a loss before
his overhead is deducted. There is just one
answer to the problem: If good service is
to be rendered, and the dealer is to break
even on the lalr item of his service, then
$2.50 per hour is the lowest rate on which
he can base his charges to the customer!

have avoided by careful

insulation. This

the second part of the moral. The receiver manufacturer who made that set
never should have used such a flimsy device as the single mica washer to hold back
some 300 volts from going straight into the
ground and ruining not only reception
but a rectifier too.
This fault lies primarily with the manufacturer, secondarily with the serviceman.
But granted that manufacturers must save
money, why could not an intelligent
serviceman have found the difficulty:
Is it a fact that the average serviceman is
as stupid as many people think? If this is
true, the manufacturer must look the
situation in the face and make receivers
that will not go bad in service. It can be
done.
is

1

PROFESSIONALLY
SPEAKING
(Continued on page 24)
it. One of the leads shorted to the frame
through a thin mica washer. A nickle's
worth of tape fixed the difficulty and left
enough for the owner's bicycle.
What is the moral to this story? There
are two. In the first place the serviceman
was a "dumb-bell." He belonged to an
authorized dealer but not authorized
to carry the receiver which hummed so
badly. He did not know how to isolate
trouble. He was going to charge the customer a ridiculous sum of money to fix a
difficulty that the manufacturer should

to
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Vreeland Tuning Patents
The Vreeland Corporation, 140 Cedar

New York, N. Y., states that the
Vreeland "band-selector" patents make
Street,

possible undistorted reception of the entire modulated wave and do not require
"geometric" tuning. It is claimed that
the Vreeland patents make possible a noninfringing r.f. system. "The Vreeland system," says its inventor, "may eliminate

completely radio-frequency tuning."
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WSM

One Mile from

WMAQ

400 from
the 712 Cuts 2O
W. W. DILLON

and
kc.!

& CO.

Realtors, Nashville, Tennessee
"Silver-Marshall, Inc., Chicago:

"I have had your 712 tuner for about ten days now
... over a hundred stations have been received ... I
live within a mile of the towers of
(650 kc.)
but am able to bring in
(Chicago, 670 kc.)
and KPO (Oakland, Calif., 680 kc.) . . . I find I
get results on a short indoor aerial which you claim
only when using a longer outdoor antenna ... I am
using 30 feet of rubber-covered wire tacked up in
the attic . . . Some night I may put up a decent aerial,
connect it as you direct and bring in China."

WSM

WMAQ

722

Band

Selector

Seven
Providing practically all 1930
features found in most new$2OO
receivers, the S-M 722 is priced
absurdly low in comparison. 3
screen-grid tubes (including detector), band filter, 245 pushpull stage these help make the
722 the outstanding buy of the
year at $74.75 net, completely
wired, less tubes and cabinet.

Component

parts total $52.90.
'24, 1
'27i

Tubes required: 3
2

'45, 1

'80.

Beautiful Cabinets
The handsome new 707

table
model shielding cabinet, finished
in rich crystalline brown and
gold, suitable for 722, 735, or
735DC, is only $7-75. Special ar-

rangements have been made
whereby these receivers may be
housed in magnificent consoles
especially adapted to them. Be
sure to send for the new Fall
S-M General Parts Catalog, for
details of these cabinets.

The New "Boss of
theAir"-S-M712
Far more selective and sensitive even than the Sargent Ray-

ment 710, the new

M. G. Horkins

The custom-built S-M 712 used by Mr. Horkins is
a straight one-dial all-electric tuner, as easy to
operate as the cheapest radio. Whether it's a worldbeating set for your own home, or a custom design
to build for "fastidious listeners" the S-M 712 so
far overshadows competition that comparison be-

convenient. The 712 can be
easily mounted for use as
radio tuner in a rack-and- panel
amplifier installation; the superlative quality of its reception
makes it ideal for this purpose,
while the low-impedance power

comes ludicrous.

And

if

You

works perfectly into
any type of power amplifier.
Tubes required: 3 '24, 1 *27.
detector

Prefer a Still

Lower Cost

Price, only $64-90, less tubes, in
shielding cabinet. Component
parts total $40.90.

"Silver-Marshall, Inc., Chicago:
"I received my 722 ... That receiver is certainly
without any
or
the best for the money
and
heterodyning at blasting volume, or

KDKA

WBZ
WRVA
WPG, or WJZ and WBBM, or WEAF and WMAQ.
(All four are 10 kc. separations.) WJZ, WGY, KDKA

677 Amplifier
Superb push-pull amplification is here available for only
$58.50, less tubes. Ideal for the
712, since it furnishes alt required power (ISO volts B, 2'/2
volts A.C.). Tube* required:

and CKAC, 4OO to 600 miles away, are regular daylight features ... I will keep on boosting SilverMarshall sets like I have been doing since four years
ago."

Gleason

all electric

single control 712, with bandBiter and power detector, stands
far beyond competition regardless of price. Feeds perfectly into
any audio amplifier, the S-M 677
being especially suitable and

Belzile,

2 '45, 1 '27, 1 '8O. Component parts total $43.40.

Rimouski, Quebec, Canada.

Skort Wave Reception Without Batteries

L

.

A screen-grid stage, new plug-in coils covering the bands from 17 to 204metersu
regenerative detector, a typical S-M audio amplifier, all help to make this first a.
r. f.

.

short-wave set first also in performance. Price, wired complete with built-in power
unit, less cabinet and tubes, only $64.90. Component parts total $44.90. Tubes required: I '24, 2 '27, 2 '45, 1 '80. Two extra coils, 131P and 131Q, cover the
broadcast band at an extra cost of $1.65.

Adapted for battery use (735DC) price,
$44.80, less cabinet and tubes. Component
'22,
parts total $26.80. Tubes required: 1
'12A.
4
prices net.

AH

Silver-Marshall, Inc.

6403 West 65th

Street,

Chicago, U.

in
t

THE RADIOBUILDER regularly use the coupon!
Big Opportunities This Year for S-M Service Stations

If you're not getting

SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc.
6403 West 65th

St.,

Chicago, U. S. A*

S.

A.

Please send me, free, the new Fall S-M.
Catalog; also sample copy of The Radiobuilder.

S-M

stamps, send

DATA SHEETS as follows, at 2c

.No. 3.
.No. 4.
.No. 5.

me

the

12 issues of The Radiobuilder
25 Issues of The Radiobuilder.

each:

730, 731 732 Short- Wave Sets
255, 256, etc.. Audio Transformers
,

720 Screen Grid Six Receiver
740 "Coast-to-Coast" Screen Grid Four
675ABC High-Voltage Power Supply
710 Sargent- Rayment Seven
678PD Phonograph-Radio Amplifier
669 Powsr Unit
No. 14. 722 Band-Selector Seven
No. Is. 735 Round-the-World Six
___No. 16. 712 Tuner (Development from the

_No. 17.

Sargent- Rayment)

677 Power Amplifier for use with 712

Name_
Address..
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